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Going Boldly. .

.

To celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Star Trek

televlilon series Beyond have announced that they've

(cooped the rights to make the tint otllclal Star Trek

There have been several [unofficial) games bated on ST

before, though they've generally been adventures or

strategy games. But Beyond* game will be more ot an
a readefstrategy game, and Is to be produced by an all-

star programming team headed by Mike Lord* ol

Midnight' Singleton. The game ihould be ready tor

release In late September to coincide with yet another
series of ST repeat! on the BIC [though Star Trek IV

should be In the cinemas this Christmas and will

probably generate a lot more publicity).

Beyond1
! Mark Plerson claims Ihal the game will be 'O

most significant stop In the evolution ol the computer
game," but 1 think It's more significant that 1 got to the

end of this news Item without making any Jokes aboul
Spocktrums, beam-me-up-Seotty, or William Shatnert wig.

Spock and Kirk heroically contemplate me prospect of

being lurried Into Spectrum Sprites. Kirks okay, but will

Spock naiw attribute problems?

Durell's Big
Four
Lois ot companies are ptepa

includes Dure 1 1 Software. They
be lollowing up their Sabotei

Saboteur 2. In November Bi

up with The Big 4 — a modesll
entllted compilallon ol loi

earlier Dure 1 1 games, SoboleL
Turbo Esprli, Combat lyni an
CriMi-ai M.i«, all bundle
logettier tor £1195 and due t:

donated

Floppy Aid

other micros, but II* still worth
mentioning FLOPPY AID here.

Floppy Ala Is a project aimed
lg money, through
floppy disks, to be
to Bob Geldofl Band

Aid trust. The project has
brought together some of the

nelie media Industry, Includ-
ing Epson, Memoiex, Mitsu-
bishi and Barclays Bank (eh?).

Most Sinclair users are still

stuck In the good old days ol
tape based software, but If

there are any ol you out there
with disk drives and ynu« like

any further Informal ion about
Floppy Aid, then you can
contacl Mark Harris on
0734-433363 or David
Anderson on 03722-741 BI.

Spectrum Games Top Ten

Imagine

Arlolasoft

Palace

Level v

The Edge

1 ( ) Jack the Nipper

2
( ] Ohosti and Oobllni

3 (31 Pyracurse

4 (4) Green Beret

5 ( J Hunchback - The Adventure

A ( ) Toadrunner

7
I ) Cauldron 2

B (91 The Price ol Magic

9 ( ) Bobby Bearing

10 (10) Way of the Tiger

Lad month* chad topper World Cup Carnival has

vanished after Just a month In the chart proving perhaps that

there Is always room for topical opportunism In the Spectrum

Chart, even If It Is short-lived. Biggies, the former No I has

alio disappeared Into trio sunset without trace. There are

only lour survivors from last month showing the volatile

nature ol the Spectrum software market. Longest stayers are

V¥ay of the Tiger, Mo 1 In May and Green Beret which entered

al Ho i In June and It still holding steady at No 4.

Cheetah Mach 1

Cheetah a
ullimate |oi

(1,195.

players (aboul
I materials to

"

Cheetah were ]usi pulling thCheetah were ]usi purling the finishing touches lo the stick as

we wenl lo press, so II should be In Ihe shops quite soon and

Specdrum 1 9M
Winners '^k
=or live Spectrum owners their ^^^^K

ipecdrum prizes they can now Le^LVlK
slandord drum machine. jC^H R\

The lucky live are Mr J. Day. > ^KeV
Bicester; Simon Lewis. Sloke on ^^H ^^h
Irenl; Michael Bradley. London
5W1; Bruce Allman. Hyde. >>"»^E^H
Cheshire and Richard Morley. Wfl

Twenty runners-up can ^^T^
125 Joystick. They are Jonathon Slrojd; hi.-' M, ..! Wheah -v.

Thomson. Purley; H. K. Sims, M. Lanlalr, Bedminster: Paul

Mi-nil. i:;-;:- Him I I
j

. 1 1
.

. h i-l.-fi- SoulriBV. I'/ind :,(;. Kwn 'Jevill.

wood .1 Husband: Station; Hawick; >> Fsinl, Mullingborough;
Muriin Hcirv.-y Croydon- A. K. Evans. Maccleslleld; Giles

Sir.'.:ir,i Brighton; Nell lay lor, Cartmell. Derby: Christopher

Langloy Mill.Timolhy Hoodless. George, London SE15: A.

i.-fiV:rd: ChartBS Barron, Ellon, Hawcroft, Manchester; Peler

Aberdeenshire Michael Payne Ja vie. L „„

Fist II

Melbourne lOUtM mega hit. Way of th 3 EX lodlng Fist, has

taking yoi

ol hidden sc hat e skills and help

the Spectru 1 'e,s on should follow on ""' :!!. II
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Spot the shot
Fro (ii the end o! July onwards,
Arlolasoft ate tunning their
Groat Screen Shot Challenge,

riolasott game will

icieen stiol Choi-

intersllng sounding graphic adventure thai

alio Include giant animated characters', and is based

a new television series from Terry Wogan Productions

turned up everywhere else, so he might as well

have a computer game too).

Nosferatu, based on the horror film, will be a three-

iptilo adventure, and a

be The Colour ot Magic, based on a well known (?) comedy

science fiction novel.

Piranha will also be leaping Into action with

arcade Masters bated on the 2000 AD comic strip, Rogue

Trooper and another set ot characters called Strike Force



Gargoyle have built themselves an impressive reputation

lor quality and originality In the field of adventure
games, and II looks at If their move Into the arcade
market Is going to maintain that reputation with the
development ofa technique called 'Lasermation'. Ted
Heathcole, one of Gargoyle's dlreelott, told ui lhat

"
i is "a new technique lot showing really vivid

1 animation. It's another one ol Grog's (Grog

3B SUMS
Ihe Ural two Lai

rog'i (G

Light Fotce and
ly Rider should be on show al PCW and aie d

tor release In late September and m Id-October
respectively. And there's a third title, Samurai Dawn d

Revised Realms
r ol Realms 01

I, -((.: ,..:lh I-

:E6511J. !S4 m SUMS
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HE SACRED ARMOUR OF

ZX takes an early look

at a soon to be

released game from

Palace Software.

"No they don't," sold Dan. Dan
Malone is the game's designer
so he gels to win thai argument.
II turns out that the forest is full of

"nasties" ond all Ihe natives live

outside the forest, bul it's in the
foresl lhat the hero. Tal, begins
his quest (or the Sacred Armour
of Anflriad In the next game
(torn ftalace Software, due lor

SeptemberiOclober.
Like many of Ihe people

working at Falace, Dan Is an
arflst rather thon a programmer

and bolts of writing the
computer program. He first gol
Ihe Idea lor Anlirlad in February
fhls year, and then worked on
the game design for a tew
months before starting work with

fhe programmers who would
help to put together the
completed game.
Antlriad Is set in the distant

taking
old pre-war city built at the loot

of Ihe volcano and surrounded
by ihe forest that you've already
heard about. And right at Ihe
centre ol the volcano Is the
aliens' generator, heavily
defended and highly
radioactive, which is fhe source
ot their powei

In secrecy a small group ol
tree humans have been rearing
Iheir children as warriors, and
one day their champion. Tal. is

chosen to penetrate the alien
complex and destroy Ihe power
centre. Nol an easy task tor an

legends of Tal's people tell of

magic powers which could
enable Tal to complete his task.

The armour, an AnIIRadiation
combat suit left over from before
Ihe nuclear war. is hidden in Ihe
loresl along with a number of

other Items that ore needed to

power and equip it.

Your task is to lake the pari of
Tal and to venture into fhe forest

to seek out the armour and then
reach the aliens' power centre.
But there are many dangers
lying In wait for you. The forest is

inhabited by many deadly
crealurs, including mutated
wildlife and humans who hove
collaborated with the aliens,

having weapons grafted onto
their bodies, Then there are the
alien 'drolds: Hunter avoids that

n you and follow

you all over Ihe clly, and Alarm
'droids which send oul signals
informing all the other 'drolds

and aliens of your position.

The city is also defended by
'droids, nof to

rain that falls Irom above

and the traps thai I'm not going
to tell you about. And the closer
you get to the power centre, Ihe
higher and deadlier the
radiation level becomes,
resulting in tried Tal if you're not
careful and quick. The generator
itself Is heavily defended, and
gelting through the last rooms, Is

a lask in itself! "We wanted to

make It as spectacular as
possible," Dan fold me.
The Speclrum version of Antlriad
was sfill about a month from
completion when I saw It. buf
what was there looked pretty

good. In fact, }ust for once
the Spectrum's graphics took like

they can match the opposition. I

also saw the Commodore
version ol fhe game and it

actually looked a blf less

colourful.

"It's swings and roundabouts."
said Steve Brown, another of

Ftilace's artlsf/designers. "You get
more detail on the Speclrum,

With so many artists working
there, Palace seem to specialise
in graphically stylish games and
Judging by what I've seen so far

Anlirlad looks set to continue
lhat trend What's more. Palace
have even brought their graphic
flair to the boring business of

wading through cassette Inlays.

All the plot details that I outlined
before are explained in a smalt
comic book that Dan has written

and drawn, and which will be
Included In the finished
package.

It's an original Idea and the
comic is very professionally
produced, and II It's any
Indication ot the quality ot the
finished game then keep a look
" ' for Antlriad In Ihe shops In

thly September 1986
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RAt\NGS

play, Ihe element of

Is enough lo keep yc
a high enough SCO

fame The level Is sel i sis
A good solid progroi

?srgned and animatedm GREAT

le nippers and these ore
1 away In the Ihlrty-two

miiiibiR Space Agent in

months agol m gh: rai*snon ployed, ond in most

onto the heap oi Joi Soi Willy moments 10 «n'i ou<
clones in Ihe co.-not, no novelty reach Ihe baoios. But 01

ol playing a simple ladders n louch Is lhal In some rot

platforms game alter all Ihe baby can only be reac
megacompllcaled arcade/ going oH screen ond (

sliotegyi'adventure epics ol back on via an alte

pretty meaning I e:

d who go.
lg babli

tnd keeping them Iroien In games
uspended animation In his "

Kkrudd has captured thirty

software as Ih

programming 1
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SUBTERRANEAN
NIGHTMARE

A gome which

Acium This is probably

IB
\ C*1 •\*l

• yi
access 10 higher areas of Ihe

accompany your efforts and

programs (?spi>c ,:llyi:l

2 EL
discovering new '°°m5>

mulanl beings. To

nnnn
buulJ tslL

a have Praying len puddings, which look rather
- "-MB some- like a bowl ol Cornllakes. lind

Is deadly
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WT
I Th'lTlend!
onfuslngl

Itom II being lhal time ol the DEMO opllon which
year. you how Iq complete

lump and dodge game, but it with many answers
has ane or two Interesting Ideas clues loi the scree
The plol Is thai you. being eiplored The house
Sanla, have to deliver the pre- ilcularly large and

ie glasses al sherry Nol a bod game. Just a bi

been Ihoughttully oidlnary, however Ihls could bi

ou. a good game lor newcomers o

timed cdretully to

o open the devlousness ot the r

e to be complicated games ot

red. The genre. ^
sprites are large, reasonably (Hj j
well animated grophlcs. rolher t\ If f\ |> \
like those used In the "Wally" I I ' ' -.

IjuuIJ izu-

..... <% ond i

ons As Oscar,

hybrid.

Nickery 100 When simply
mov.ng around avoiding Ihe
minions (which Is a little loo
diHrcuirl. ihe game strongly
resembles anc Alac The new

po nrer yoj can selecl TAKE,
DROP EXAMNE of USE; then

ouboe flWl
lalrly Ighl

hlte TV o'

nastle l.v:,..i,::i..- in KH-irssKiriu

;n obtect carried you
id on. Appropriate,
"'images appear on IjuuIJ

MERMAID
MADNESS

Myrtle Is a 112 year old. and
mermaid woti

Swimming Ihe solly I

alongside Myrtle are all sor

V,h. who. il they collide wllh

will drain her energy leve

old Scuba Dive game I

Durrel. as you have to gi
our figure through Ihe un

reciprocated by Gordon, ond
to get away Irom Ihe walery
wench he hurls himsell inlo Ihe

brlney only to become Trapped
In the undersea wreckage ot a

This Is your big chance
Taking the role ol Myrtle, your
task Is to explore the under-
water caves and. collecting Ihe

objects that you'll need to solve

'in uir-iupply runs Qui.

Controlling Myrtle is simple
- she can swim tettfrlght and
downwards, or. it none ot these

will start to tloal upwards Al Ihe

she Is 10 Gordon; Ihe taster II

beats Ihe nearer he Is Bui It

Myrtles energy level is Indi-

cated by a bottle ot beer, and
as thlsemplles her energy gets

signilles the lost ol her lite The
trouble with ihis Is thai Ihe beer

(especially as you can some-

doge out ot the way) and I

ii
..: happens you don't Jus

tou onlygettheor

ore all quite good, although
Myrtle is prone to a bit ot dicker
at limes The playing area

out how to reoch Gordon could

only you con stay alive long
enough to give II a good try.

Mermaid Madness Is veiy

jr beer supply Just a bll,

itlll lound it ridi:;i i
:>:>. :.ly

3 lose thai single lite and

IjuuIJ -^_
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One combat droid, a

computer to repair,

over 100 rooms-a simple

recipe for an addictive

shoot 'em up with just a

smattering of strategy.

appears
elemenis and, on paper, sounds
less than startling, bul once you
start ol play, It exerts a mystifying
hold which is dllticuit to eiplaln.
Tujod is lust such a game.

The game play has a touch
of deja vu about it. You control a
Gen 19 combat '

repair the computer system,
Tujad. by collecting 50 pic

circuit board sfrewn through ovt
100 rooms. The computet
however, treats your droid as an
intruder and despite your good
intentions will try to vapourlse

segments, three types of

weapon,
energy can be picked up as
you negotiate the maze. At the
beginning of each game all

making a defii

1o plot

hovers
small flying i

energy, and of Ihe gotes ol

destroy you on contact. These
con be neutralised by selecting
the correct weapon from yoi

'

stored armoury of collected
weapons. Pick the wrong
weapon i

—

'

valuable

llt(-|)OWi-'l

finishing

At various points there are
transporters which will

materialise you elsewhere within
Ihe system and Ihese. unlike Ihe
collectable elements, are in the
same positions each new game.

The graphics
well detailed ar
is enjoyable to

St!
really explain why Tujod Is

Immensely compulsive to play.

The answer may be In Its

simplicity. After )ust a couple ol

hours I'd managed to complete
over 50 per cent of the game.

ZX Computing Monthly September 1986



MOLECULE MAN
Molecule Man
Mastertronlc
£1.99

Customise your own

maze game for a

budget price.

Slot another 3D maze gamel
'Frald so. This does have Iwo
saving graces, though: It's

cheap and It has a built In

maze designer.
Molecule man Is trapped In a

maze containing 256 screens of

deadly radiation with only his

wits separating life from death.
Time can be bought but the
price is high and the Bonks are

Our globular hero soon find:

that the pathways may not be
paved with gold but they are
sprinkled sparingly with small
change. As you guide Molecule
Man through the lethal

landscape he finds the
occasional discarded pound
coin which can be used to buy
antl-radlatlon pills or bombs.

The pills are essential to

Molecule Man's lite support
system because they dispel the
effects of the radiation which Is

gradually sapping his strength,

His energy level falls at such an
alarming rate that the search tor

coins is a constant concern. The
pills are dispensed by cuboid
machines which are hot always
positioned at convenient places.

dispensed Irom special cubes
and also cost a pound each.
Now the Damoclean nature of

the becomes apparent, you
must decide whether to buy a
pill or risk buying a bomb. Make
the wrong decision and you will

die Irom radiation sickness and
have to start again.
Why has Molecule Man

Inhospitable land? He's no fool,

he didn't choose his fate and Is

looking for the way out. He
knows that this Is done by using
the leleporler but llrsl he must
(Ind the 16 circuit boards which
will make it work. This he must
do against all odds and with
time ticking away speed Is

n this rr st plot
your way on paper, i

Is that the maze Is designed on
a grid which Is 16 screens wide
by 16 screens deep After

collecting all of the circuit

boards Molecule Man must find

his way to the teleport pad to

make his escape.
When you decide you've had

A- * -®

*-
A- * -•

enough or eventually complete
the maze, you can move on to

designer program.
The designer Is a separate

program on the tape but mazes

Into the main game at the
beginning of the session to
replace the original puzzle.

Each screen Is created
Individually on a composing
grid but, by moving the cursor
otf the edge ot the displayed
screen, you can scroll to any of
the other screens around Its

borders to see how one pathway
relates to the next screen. In this

way continuous paths or
deliberate barriers can be

A menu is displayed on the

you to choose the type of

obstructions required. Initially

this shows 14 different objects but
there are two further menues
giving a total choice of 42
characters. The only Iwo factors
to be taken into consideration
are the number ot circuits and
the starting position ot Molecule

If 16 circuit boards have not
been collected, the teleporter
will not work In the real game.
So planning is essential. This Is

helped by the ability to print r~"

onywhere on the grid as a
starting position. All lhal remains
is to save the map to tape and

sr only shoi

representation.
Only when your own game Is

fully loaded can you appreciate
your creation to the full, if there
are any points which need to be
changed, then the whole map
can be reloaded Into the
Designer and changed until you
creafe your own ultimate
challenge.

At the end of Mastertronlc's
tape Is a map which can be
used as a starting point for your
own design projects. If you've
played the set version It may
look familiar. By chipping away
here and there you con alter a
stage or two to customise the
^ame to suit your own needs if a

ill blown remodelling session
does not appeal.

In Molecule Man you hove o
very difficult challenge
combined with a game creator
at a price which mokes
unbelievable value.

ot tr i This is

a horrifying prospect because it

makes you realise the
complexity of Molecule Man's
fa sk but It does solve the
problem of mapping It oil out
yourself.

There Is only one Molecule
Man and he can be placed

IX Compuling Monthly September 1986



1 HOW TO GET YOUR
SPECTRUM REPAIRED FOR ONLY £19.95 COHPUTERSPRRES

SPARES FROM OUR D.I.Y. SECTION I

WHY NOT PURCHASE THE SPARES FOR YOUR /"&>«
COMPUTERS FROM US. THE ONLY MAIL ORDER/*Sj>2°?JQ COMPANY SELLING SPECTRUM SPARES. iSS&^ SM
same day ciesusrcii service ;>n receipt of oi

I

I

I

J.U41Miq BEST PRICES! /—I iSJf-

ARE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up /,£" / £10.95 \aa>",

waiting weeks for your estimate? usssUSrz^"
J>| replacement I

<^p' V.\ POWER SUPPLY

OVERHAUL WITH EVERY REPAIR WE DO:

«"»—"'•' SJX.XXS r

Xjdeoy&MH
SPECTRUM 5

,00

COMMODORE SPARES

D.I.Y.
CORNER

^bu^m'mii'!«
z 11™ '»

::-.,';':,

HWaJI
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Will you be the ZX

Trivial Pursuit

Champion and go on

to the solid gold prize?

To celebrate (he launch of

Iheir Trivial Pursuit computer
game, Domark hove decided to

mount the Golden Trivia

Challenge In which a number at

computer mags will be
searching for Iheir own Trivial

Pursuit champion, And. when
each magazine has found Its

winner, all the winners will go
through to the Golden Final

to win a copy of the board
game with solid gold playing
pieces. All the trays, dice and
ploying segments will be
craftsman-made trom gold and

d crl a d £10,01

rs up will

. is of the Ger
II Edition board game, and lor

further ten runners up there
prizes ot Trivial Pursuit After

Dinner Mints, so you don't hove
to win the Golden Final to win i

The questions In Trivial Pursul
fall into six categories: Science
ond Nature Entertainment.
History, Sport and leisure. A ..

Literature, and Geography. So.

enter the Golden Trivia

Challenge we've set six

questions (or you to answer,
covering the range ot subjects
(hat you've got to be familiar
with if you're to be any good at

Answer these questions, and
then there's a tie-break to
complete as well. For this, you
have to think up a Trivial Pursuit
type question that could be
used on o dato tape ol
questions for the computer

1) Science and Literature
What do Polaeonlologlsts study?
2) Entertainment
Who has won the most Oscars?
3) History

What was the date ot The Fire of

London?
4) Sport and Leisure
Who has won the most
Wimbledon titles?

5) Art and Literature

Who wrote Stranger In A Sirange
Land?
6) Geography
Which country used to be called
Ceylon?

Our winner will receive a copy
ol the Trivial Pursuit — Genus II

Edition board game, plus an all

eipenses paid trip to London to

e Baby Boomer

1 hil with 'Something
(answer — Thunderclap
Newman).

a lightning N<

IngTn The Air'

ZX Golden Trivia Challenge

My lie-breaker question is

Name

J Address

!Send your entry — by 3rd October 1986 — to Golden Trivia Challenge.
|ZX Computing Monthly. 1 Golden Square. London W1P. 3AB

ta

;>§

questions and filled In your tie-

breaker on the coupon, send
your entry In to Golden Trivia

Challenge, ZX Computing
Monlhly, 1 Golden Square.
London W1R 3AB Entries must
arrive by first post on 3rd
October 1986. and the
competition is open to all

readers of ZX Computing
Monthly except employees of

Argus Specialist Publications.
Alabaster Passmore ond Sons,

and Domark. The Editor's

decision Is final.

ZX Computing Monlhly September 1986



Here's a chance to

relive your misspent

youth, courtesy of

Gremlin Graphics.

Jack the Nipper
Gremlin Graphics

THE NIPPER.
WftWW '

jftijite

"
L!JC ™~~~™~™r

" "™ ™°^-S^| rt
-

l:n'vu

•
i ... n s-JcVjl

.------ -,

^^^U

ft. <•), <> 6 © "**

lih Jack the Nipper Gremlin
moke o slight change ol
dlreciion. away from the arcake
action of their recent releases,
I'm not quite sure how to
describe this game — you can
fire at things, and bounce
round the screen, avoiding
monster and leaping over
platlorms made from Items of

(although It Is similar. In some
ways, to Mlkrogen's Dummy Run
game).

Vou take on the role of Jack,
a cute looking character who
goes around creating as much

Jack Is free to roam around town
and sneak Into all the shops
and buildings that he comes
across and It's your task la

ensure lhal wherever he goes,
he leaves a trail of chaos and
destruction in his wake.

Scattered around town are a
number ol objects that Jack Is

lust dying to gel his grubby little

mils on. There are pea-shooters,
tubes of glue, socks ot tertlllser

and other potentially lethal

waiting to be used on potential

victims. Inside his nappies Jack
has room to hold two oblects
and these can be picked up or

dropped whenever you want,
but there are certain ways, or

places, In which they can be
used In order to create
maximum disruption and score
high marks on the
Naughtyometer'. Your aim is to

achieve the highest naughliness
percentage, though so lor I've

only managed to achieve a
score ol 12% and a rating of

'Nomby ftamby'.

Rashometer' goes past the
donger level Jack loses one of

his lives. The only drawback here
Is that some of the sprites used
for Ihese characters can slick to

Jock like glue regardless of how
hard you try to dodge them,

to a minimum to avoid attribute

clashes, and this has allowed
the programmers lo draw some
quite large and detalle"

1 " —

helpk
3 the

Bgam
which

a bit of

weapon
hlch he

The games graphics are
Interesting — the display looks

two-dlmentlonal but by moving
up/down you con simulate three

1 Inlotout

if way. Ther

character. Jack'
Is o pea-shootei
can tot up a score on me
naughtyometer and It's tun
watching the cute little sprite

going around firing If at

fact It's probably the novelty of

the gome. Its theme and style of

graphics, thai make It as
enjoyable as I lound il. The
instructions could be a little

clearer as I tound ft a bit

irritating to have to play for

quite a long time before I

began to see what I was
supposed to be doing. Out after

a while I did start lo tlnd the
gome lun. It's quite simple and
enjoyable, though perhaps not
quite up to the usual standard o
Gremlin's games.

Inhabitants, as well as ghosls,

dogs and some tunny looking
blob Ihlngies. Contact wlfh Ihese
isn't fatal, but it does give Jack
nappy rash and when the

nnnrp
liuulJ

C?$
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Tmmoi
Budget games are

getting better all the

time, and US Gold are

joining In with their

latest game.

«JS Gold's budget label didn't
get off to a wonderful start, but
now. with Tremor, It looks as II

Ihey might be able to start
competing with Maslertronlc In
the budget goodies market.

Tremor Is set beneath the
surface ot Orephul, the moon of
the planet Oibos. The Ozboslans
have been carrying out mining
operations on Orephul for many
years, protecting themselves from
the moons radioactive
atmosphere with the aid of ten
'ai gits' placed at various points
beneath the surface. But recently

seismic tremors which separated
he qlglls from their nuclear
stabilisers, and It's up to you to
trace the qlglts and return Ihem
lo fhelr respective stabilisers.

in order to complete this task
you have been given control ot
the new, Improved, Mlracloid
'Drold. Armed with o high-power
Mattosplatta and Ultraboosta.
which allows you to leap over
obstacles, you enter the
underground caverns and begin
the search. The mining complex
consists of dOO caves, populated
by the deadly organisms which
have been mutated by the high
radiation level. Other Items to be
found In the caves Include a
Thrustapac. which enhances
your leaping abilities, batteries
which recharge the 'Drold's

energy (to give additional lives),

moving platforms and 'tellyport'

stations which can transport you
to other areos In the mlna

The game's Instructions come
with a useful map which gives
you some Idea ot the locations
ol objects. This helps you to get
started and allows you to play
the game without the chore of
having to make your own map
but the map provided doesn't
give away all the game's secrets
so you've still got the challenge
ot finding the objects and
delivering Ihem to the right

spots.

Finding your way around the
mine isn't as easy as It might
sound because your leaping
abilities are quite limited until

you find the Thrustapcc, and thil

means thai you've got to do
lot ol exploring, and take a tew
risks in order to find the things
you need before you con
complete the search.

The graphics and animation
are batter than you might
expect In a budget game, and
compare well with the standard
ot a lot ol lull price games. The
combination ot the search for

the qlgifs, combined with the
gome's shoot 'em up element
moke Tremor en|oyoble and
addictive, and the size ol the
mine complex should keep you
busy lor a long time

Tram
games such as Starquake and
Nodes ol Yesod. but costs less

than half the price, so It's

obviously good value, and only
one or two minor points stop the
game from going oil the way to
Monster Hit status. The monsters
In the coves ore Instantly
deadly, and as there are so
many ot them It's hard to gel
very lar without getting killed all"— - This might not have

ich of a problem If It

right next to your
'Drold, so that there simply Isn't

any chance lo zap them before
they get you. I think It would
have been better II the monsters
only drained some ol the 'Drold's
energy levels on collision. This
would allow you lo survive a lew
collisions before losing a life,

and also give you a little more
time to react when one appears
right on top ot you.

Even so, Tremor Is still a good
game ond. before Ihe recent
upsurge In the quality ot some
budget gomes, might well have
been released at a higher price
For just E2.99 It's very good value
and Is probably one ot the
better budget lilies currenty
available.

^OSTIili

gl'-'ITE
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SPECTRUM REPAIRS
A Better Deal from Micro-World

REPLACEMENT OF MIC, EAR & POWER SOCKET
POWER SUPPLIES (Speclrum/Plus/ZXBI)

KEYBOARD - REPLACEMENT
(Mai, Membrane ft Plate)

ALL OTHER FAULTS SPECTRUM/PLUS
KEYBOARD AND REPAIR
SAGA EMPEROR ONE inc. fitting

SAGA EMPEROR ONE AND REPAIR
16-48K UPGRADE |I2 months Warranly)

ZXBI - REPAIRS
ZX - INTERFACE I

- REPAIR
ZX - MICRODRIVE- REPAIR
ZX- PRINTER - REPAIR

*Z*8#lX^

QHOUP MEMBER

MICROSNIPS
37 SEAVIEW ROAD
WALLASEY
MERSEYSIDE
L4S4QN

INSTANT CREDIT UPTO £1,000.00
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COMMAND
PERFORMANCE

The MIDI interlace
the back o( the Spectrum and
attached to it by a ribbon cable
Is the main unit. This lilted with
live 5 pin din sockets, a MID! IN.

three MIDI OUT's. and a clock
start/stop.

These are lor connection to a
keyboard or synthezlser thai Is

lilted with similar MIDI sockels

Instruments
I think a brlet description of the
suitable Instruments Is In order.
Provided the Instrument Is fitted

with Ihe MIDI Interlace II could
operate In one ol three ways:

II the

POLY mode. Only information on
the channel selected Is

accepted and acted on.
MONO mode. Only one single
voice Is sounded per channel.

There are 16 mldi channels
and depending on the mode, as
many voices as Ihe keyboard or
synth can play con be sent on
each channel. Keyboards, such
as the JVC KB600 or Yamaha PSP.

series lend to operate In OMNI
mode only and cost from
around £500.

Synths such as the Siel DK80,
Korg POLV 600. Yamaha DX and
Casio CZ series tend to operate
in either omnI or poly mode with
only the most expensive, and
curiously the CZs featuring
mono. The CZ101 at around £250
is one ol Ihe cheapest ond best
inlruments around tor home use.

EMR Performer
The performer program provided
with the interface gives you Ihe
facilities ol an eight track
recording studio, except ol

course, the "music" Is recorded
as digital Information.

This can be replayed back
through the Intrument(s) and
here there Is more flexibility than
on a lape recorder. Tracks can
be shunted round to different
Instruments by altering the
channel assignments, different
patches and sounds can be
tried and speeding up and
slowing down doesn't cause the
tone to shift from Paul Robeson
to Pinky and Perky.

Most (unctions are controlled
from the main display and are
cursor selected. Some options —
save. load, tempo, channel,
pitch, transpose etc need
specific Inputs and yau are
cryptically prompted lor this.

A tremendous selection ol
control features are provided
and this Is a very powerful tool
indeed. Even bounce down of
up to 7 tracks into one can be

The main loult is lhat there is

no "punch in" or "drop In"
funcllon and It Is most frustrating

that

Due to this I would say that
this program Is essentially for the
experienced or competent
musician. I believe they market
a step time program lor those af
us that are not so able and
maybe we'll review that

Two minor grumbles ar
sometimes Input prompts
obscure until you become use
to the program, ond secondly
Is possible to crash It

unintentionally. If the display h
been currupted and a lot of
music has been stored then II

a case ol reload from Ihe start.

On Ihe positive side, this Is tl

only HF and software which I

have used that will trigger my
unit.RX21 dm

Overall

A superb unit for the expert
musician and the benefits tar

outweigh Ihe negative
comments I have also used their

DX7 (and TX7!) software and
highly recommend this as well. I

would like to see their composer
and print program sometime!

BEAT THE
ELECTRODRUM

^h wow! You can forget all that
lotln rhythm nonsense that
Cheetah started wlfh their recent
Latin Kit for the SpecDrum. this :s

what we've been waiting tor. The
Electro Kit programs eight new
drum 'voices' into the SpecDrum
and they're oil megalunky
electronic sounds that should

automatically work thetr way
into the minds of anyone Ihls

side of rigor mortis.
For those of you that don't

already own a SpecDrum (there
goes your slreet cred] I suppose
lhat I ought lo explain how It

works The package consists of
an interface that plugs Into the
spectrum and connects, via a
phono lead, to your stereo
amplifier. Then, once you've
loaded the controlling software.
Ihe SpecDrum allows you to
overcome the Speccy's non-
existent sound chip and
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LUU
produce three-channel dmm can be used In any one klf). 'Snare'. 'HI Tom; 'HI Hat, and

The standard SpecDrum Cymb' sounds that can be
The software comes In two comes equipped with Its own kit added to provide a bit ot spice

parts; first there's the main music of voices and the Electro Kit is

writing program which allows the latest oddilion to Ihe range 'till now I've admired the Idea
you to create your magnum of new kits that Cheetah are behind the SpecDrum but that

opus, and then there's the 'Kit'. committed to producing, and it's

This Is a chunk of code which got some pretty good sounds In made music on It that would
it. The best one is 'PEOW, which outdo any decent professional

create the actual sounds that sounds just like If reads - a sort recording. But after lamming
vou'll eventually hear, and of electronic ricochet sound that around on the Electro Kit lor just

provides the SpecDrum with a gels used a lot in breakdanclng
'kit' of eight different drum music Then there's 'Lo Tom', a It seems as it you only have to

thumping deep bass sound
that'll get your bedroom floor

throw a tew notes together to get

The clever people at Cheetah good results with these sounds.

wrote the SpecDrum software so shaking while the family are and you certainly don't need to

thai this kit could be loaded into watching East Enders downstairs. be Michael Jackson to come up
the machine separately which 1 also liked 'Claps'. This is nice with somthing that's fatally

allows you lo store different sets gritty clapping noise, Ihe sort of catchy. If you're at all Interested

of drum sounds on cassette and thing that comes in as a loud In music then it's probably worth

load whichever set you want into offbeat In a lot of disco records. buying a SpecDrum jusl so that

the SpecDrum (though there's a Those three are my favourites. you can use the Electro Kit. What
limit of just eight sounds that but the kit also contains 'Kick'. more con 1 say?

GET ON THE NETWORK

^^o you feel trapped in your
computer room? Do you (eel the
need to communicate with
senllenl beings? If vou do then a

you're looking for.

The next mountain to climb Is

the substantial heap of jargon
and the capital outlay, or that's

how it used to be before Ihe VTX
71Woyager package came
along. Modem House's latest unit

Is a little gem In many ways but
It does seem to have one main
flow. I discovered this when I

tried to plug It into my Spectrum
Plus - if doesn't fill To be fair the
software does allow for printer

dumps so I presume they
Intended Ihe VTX 711 Interlace to
be connected fo some sort ot

ion. the

The Interface is accompanied
by a software package which
Incorporates three programs. The
first Is Vlewlerm which Is a Prestel

terminal emulator. Then comes
Newterm. a full duplex system,

and o Prestel telesoftware
downloader called Teleterm.

Teleterm is the simplest of Ihe
three programs and requires the
ability to use a telephone to call

up your local Prestel number. For

some people this may mean
buying a two-way adaptor but If

you have on extension phone
this would da Instead.

numbers, the
program can be resaved with
the new directory safely stored
inside It. Hilt greatly simplifies

the task of logging on and this is

further aided by allowing
macros to be stored too.

A macro Is a command
string, such as your personal
code, which simplifies the
tedious task of logging on, or it

can Include codes to help you
reach your favourite screen
quickly,

These programs also allow
you to save, load or printer

dump your favourite screens. The
Preslel version additionally
allows you to carousel up to 26

memory. Beyond this the Preslel

program does little else and is

. your knowledge of systems
rases the Newterm program

will become your main form ot

entertainment. The program can
cope with whatever parity, data

of double hei

and colour, b

Prestel can still be caller

using Newterm.
Although the specific!

Ihis system are impressivi

aclual hardware could t

designed. The Interface h

transmitter
positioned
positions w

Interlace

It with Baud rate

mapped the

the stability ol Ihe
nproved,

nalns lead to the
Voyager Is also annoying. When
1 placed the unil on the edge ot

my desk the lead did not reach
the floor. I ended ur

"*"*

.-
I lot

>r stlp bits nei

3 particular syster addltlor
itfOf

amply long enough so why

I still recommend the system
very strongly despite these
niggling oversight after all they
are easily surmounted. Further

details may be obtained from
Modem House, 70 Longbrook
Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 6AP.
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PRINTER
Down from £149 to £79,

Star's STX-8 offers a

good, low-cost printing

facility.

STX-80
Star Micronics
E79

~T~ his printer has been out for a
while, but the recent price
reduction to £79 makes it a very
interesting proposition lor

Spectrum and QL owners.
The STX-80 is o medium sized

stumpv white box which looks
--it and tidy. Several operating

v this price there are bound
>e limitations and the first on

which will no doubt put many
s that it 9 by using

thermal paper. But those w
memories ot Sir dive's noisy,

unreliabe. smudgy, indistinct,

lemperamenlal ZX Printer should
not allow this to bias their
opinion ol such machines,
especially this one!

The printer uses rolls of paper
8.5 inches wide and this will

TIBS

per line. The paper is smooth,
slightly shiny and pure white. Ink
can be black or blue
depending on the type of paper
you purchase.

The manual takes great pains
to cater for the compuler
Illiterate and explains everything
In great detail, so no difficulty

should be experienced setting
things up The STX-80 is

Centronics ported and you will

need an Interface to connect It

to your Spectrum. We used the
Kempston Centronics E and the
Euroelecironlcs ZX Lprint 3 with It

and it worked perfectly with
both. These cost £49.95 and
£39.95 respectively and both
contain their own built In

Options
The options are rather limited,
an enlarged character (unction
is provided, line feed and form
feed, three line spacing options,
Carriage Return, block graphics
and swilch to Bit Image mode.

Six DIP switches ore tiffed and
these control 12 or 11 inch page
length. Auto or manual line
feed. 7 or 8 bit Interface, and

Pitches which, depending
combination of ON/OFF
election of USA. Swedish,
, German. Dutch. French,
or Spanish character sets.

Alfhough limited, this does in

fact represent a good choice of
options, especially considering
the price.

Bit Image mode operates on
480 dots per line which means
that you hove fo limit yourself to
48 characters per line if using
TASPLUS or a similar package,
and some screen dumps may
loose the last bits off the right
hand edge ot the picture. Note
that the normal Tasword 64
character line is easily dealt
lulth and the QL Quill 80
characters per line mode works

I. Characters a
a5x9rr
graphics are
matrix. 7 or 8
on Bl mode

lile the c

In use

The first thing that struck me was
the almost silent mode of

operation. I thought It wasn't
working until it made o slight
burp as it advanced the poper

roll ol paper, it actually counts
lines per page and so any
software using set page lenglhs
- eg. Quill - will operate
without problem. The printing
speed Is rather slow at 60 CPS
and the print quality Is rather

This Is not really intended as
a document quality printer but It

Is good enough lo produce
excellent listings, good screen

II 'of

compartment at the back makes
it a very tidy machine [no
lengths of tractor feed paper to
get under your feet!] Another
great advantage is the almost
silent mode ot operation, no

will printing mean lhaf all

At the price It is selling at.

and even allowing lor the extra
money (or an Interface, this
cannot be anything other than a
good buy (provided you do not
need high quality text). A printer
lo provide much higher quality
would cost al least twice as
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Sound barrier

91 sound device, a Spectrum™ ^ Issue J and > purchased on
Opus Discovery Disk drive Now my
sound Interlace will only work Willi (he
B(£P inslrucllon or J - -'

n please?
m The piogiam I gave w

conjunction v

copying system, )f

gram does is look tor Ihot code.
I am NOT suggesting thai you ore

iu would ha\

rki :

a .
;

Well we Just got an Opus so I

- ' — -r sound unit ond
led? The sound ...

ilk at all) mode
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p'!1200 ir LPRINTlng or I hope this gives you enough o( an

Do any readers hove a solution? We'd
be pleased 1o hear Irom you.



m
It looks like Tasword

has finally met Its

match. Carol

Brooksbank spreads

the word.

be something really special if It

Is to make an Impression on the
market. The Writer will meet the
challenge

Two versions ore supplied on
the tape. One Installs the full

program, packed with facilities,

on Microdrive. The other, tape
based, lacks some at the
features ol the Microdrive verslo
but is still streets ahead of any
other tape based Spectrum
wordpro I have met. It is very
easy to use. It relies heavily
pull-down menus
move the pointer, or It can be
customised for the Kempston
mouse or joystick — so there are
only a handful of control keys to
be memorised, and these are
chosen to be as logical as
possible. For example

TML

WAITER
processor like this with a IX
printer, It can drive one ot those
too. II your printer uses non-ASCII
codes, all the printable
character codes are re-

deflnable. The Installation
program modifies the Microdrive
version, but a separate
customised copy must be saved
If you are using the tape version.
On loading, the program

goes straight Into text entering
mode With Microdrive, the first

operation is to select the Open
option, which calls for a file

"
__

d drive number. If a tile

line and block deletion. ¥ou can
switch freely between Insert and

visible on the screen - and the
small type face Is crystal clear
- but it your printer con take It,

up to 127 columns per line can
be used, with the screen
scrolling horizontally as you type
Text can be left or right aligned
with the other edge ragged,
centred. )ustifled, with or without
wordwrap. Margins are
ad|ustable and paragraph
indents, If any. con be specified.
If you want a group of words to

line, special

ethe
*nd of a

o the
si program:

entering mode. The menu mus
be fetched again If you want
another option — maddening
II Is header and footer, or Save

The Writer car
drive any of half a dozen
popular interfaces, but.

surprisingly, not Kempston "S" or
Tasman. The Epson printer
control codes can be changed
to suit any Spectrum compatible
printer. If there is anyone around
who wants to use a word

option, the program is

automatically saved on the
specified drive under the file

name II an old file is loaded
and modified, Save will delete
the old copy and save the new
under the same name. But don't
give a new file a name already
on the cartridge or the Open
option will load the old one a
your new text will be lost. Tape
copies can also be saved and

spaces can be entered which
prevent a line break, so that the
whole phrase will be transferred
to the next line If necessary.
Three ways of entering a
'newline' are available: one.
rarely needed because of the
wordwrap, simply starts a new

sves theparagraph a
cursor to the
third acts like the e
paragraph marker, but also
sends a printer control to start a
new page. If graphics printer
controls are entered In the text,

the Justification takes care of

jlly by entering
s. The

The text entering and editing
facilities are superb, and all are
present in both versions. All the
usual cursor movement keys are
available, as are letter, word,

it the justification
is preserved in the printed copy.
For multi-line spacing, each
press ot E-models respaces the
whole text instantly Change your
mind, and E-modelx removes a
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im

aligning, centring It

between K
can be blank, or filled with solid
lines, dots or dashes The ruler
showing the tab points can be
displayed at the lop ot the
screen or not as you wish. Tent

capacity is nine pages, 483

Sophlsllcaled Search ond
Replace facilities are offered. A
letter, word or phrase can be
searched for. and you con
specify whelher letters are lo be
louna only If they form a whole

forming parts of other words, and
whi'iiuM overy occurrence Is to

be found regardless of type
case or only those with
upperflower case exactly as you
typed them You may elecf lo
have every occurrence replaced
by another word or phrase In
which case each paragraph will

be automaflcally re-tormed. or
you can stop at each one and
choose whelher to change It.

The printing lormal allows
numeric, upper or lower case

alphabetic page numbering.
Headers and looters con be
centred, letl or right aligned, or
alternating, and can include the
page number or not as
required. Page breaks con be
dellned In the text, or can occur
alter o specified number ot
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lines. The type style can be the
one currently selected in the
printer, or one ol tour other
global styles ottered If your
Erlnter can produce them,
rlntlng Is continuous unless the

cut paper option Is chosen,
when It will pause at the end ol

eoch page tor paper change
Multiple copies can be printed,
ond the screen can show the
copy and page number
reached, All or part ot the
document con be prlnled. While
the prlnllng Is going on. you cart
add lexl at the end or start to
type another document.

avoilable to both tape and
Microdrive users The one absent
feature Is a wordcounl. It Is an
astonishing omission in a
program as sophlsllcaierl m, (hi;,.

and we can only hope It will be

enhancements The publishers
plan lo produce modifications

h the u
ond joysticks a

Microdrlvlng

For the Microdrive user, there Is

more. A series of help pages put
almost all ol the handbook on
screen. A communication
program allows lexl lo be
transmitted, via RS232. not only
lo and Irom ofher computers bu

1 Ihe ft nbe

transmission or lor sowing on
lope, ond on ASCII II le can be
received ond converted to a
Wrller mlcrodrlve (lie. (For

Tasword Two tiles, there Is a
special conversion program,
available also lo tope version
users, lo allow the Hies lo be
loaded Into The Writer.)

save sections ol documents
separately, and text blocks can
be transferred between
documents oi I lies merged.
Frequently used text, like your
own address can be kept os a
tile and merged Into all your

The Microdrive version otters a
splendid mall merge facility. The
text and the (lie Irom which
Information Is to be taken must

created using a BASIC program
given in fhe handbook, but
Soltek are planning lo bring out
a compollble program, colled
The Filer. In addition to simply
entering Hie dola Info the texl,

this mallmerge allows
calculations to be performed —
perhaps laklng a netl price trom
a tile, adding VAT. deducting a
discount and prlnllng the total

arrived at in Ihe letler.

Conditional printing Is allowed
— a letter could be written only

n ASCII Hie lor

made a purchasa is ui m
years String variables can be
added, either globally lor

something like Ihe date, or
Individually II you wish to put
some personal note In eoch

The 128 version con hold tlve

documents In memory
simultaneously, and texl blocks
can be translerred freely
between Ihem.

The winner. .

.

Inevitably. The Writer wltl be
compared wllh Tasword 3. For

my money. The Wrller wins Its

lext editing features are better,

and the onscreen typeface
clearer. The tape version makes
It availoble lo a wider market,
ond Is cheaper than Tasword. In

addition, there Is Ihe exciting
news that it is Ihe llrst ol a series
ol compaiible business
programs lo Include a tile

program and a spreadsheet. II

should also be compatible with
The Artist II. ond a database
program Is planned lo allow
page layout planning lor Ihe
production ol Illustrated reports,

magazines elc The whole suite

will make Ihe Spectrum a
business computer able to

handle the requirements ol ony

businesses While software like

Ihis Is being produced, don't lei

anyone tell you Ihe Spectrum Is

only a games machine. . .



This month, HewsoiVs

Steve Turner looks at

the merits of structured

programming.

Structured programming is

method of organising the
process ol design and coding,
there are some other populai
methods — such as flowcharting
- but I have found thai the
structured approach Is by far the
best method for most programs.
It leads to a clearer
understanding of the task the
program has ro perform. If you
can decide WHAT to do then It Is

. .:. easier to decide HOW to

do it. The advantages of
structured programming are as
follows:

1. Breaks down an
unmanageable task Into simple
sub-tasks.

2. Leads to a disciplined
approach to coding. Each
routine has a particular defined
(unction.
3. Routines take on familiar
shapes and thus become easier

Elements ol Program
Language
Any method of describing a
task, whether It be a computer
program or the Instructions to
build a greenhouse, consists of
three elementary types of
Instruction.

), Sequence
One instruction simply follows
another. Computers execute

diagram. Each box represents a
task. The sequence reads from
left to right across the page NOT
down like a flowchart.

2. Conditional task
IF condition DO task. Program
languages all include a means
of executing a task only when It

Is required. In a higher level

language such as BASIC a
whole statement can be made
to execute conditionally. In

assembler the only conditional
Instuctlons are the ones telling

the computer which Instruction

to execute next, such as lumps,

ided thai only
conditional jumps afe used.

2 shows a diagram of an
Note that all multiple

conditions can be reduced to
this simple form. Figure 3 shows
a compound IF structure:

IF condition DO something
Elta DO something



3. Iteration o< loop
DO task UNTIL condition.

This allows a task to be
repeated as many times as
necessary. In BASIC the FOR

assembler we con construct this

using two 'lump' Instructions One
Is at the end ot a task and
causes a lump back to the
beginning of the task. The other

conditional. Often, the exit

condition is complicated and
requites lis own IF structure In

practice when It comes to

coding loops I often code the
exit as the lost Instruction then
only one lump Instruction Is

required. The loop ends by
tailing out the bottom after the
last Iteration. Using the DJNZ
instruction is an example ot this.

Figure 4 shows the diagram of

the loop Always write the
condition as this is mosl
Important,

I always like to consider loops
as Illustrated In llgure 5. They
nearly always consist ot three

1. initialising variables ready for

the loop Here registers are set

up with their start values etc
2. The code that Is actually In

Putting the elements
together
As an example ot how to

Imagine that we want to

program a drold to make us a
cup ot oollee. Figure 6 shows the

structure of this activity. The box
at the top describes the
complete task:- MAKE COFFEE. II

our 'drold has been told how to

do this before, this Is the only
box we would need. The next

level down on the diagram splits

the task Into three main sub-
tasks The next level down splits

each sub-task further. Note thot

each horizontal level describes
the complete task but each ot a
different level of detail.

We could go on spllfflng

boxes as much as we need. I

have assumed that our 'drold

has the programming to carry
out tasks an the lowest level, II

the 'drold did not know how to

well ask for a complete new
diagram tor each unknown task.

structure and detail activities

that need further spllfflng on
separate sheets. As a rule of

thumb a diagram should easily

fl! onto an Ad piece of paper
with no more than eight
horizontal rows, If you have a |ob
lifting the structure onto me
page you are trying lo describe

Is going to process only one or

two files its structure will reflect

the data structure, so It is best to

sort this out first. For example. It

Ihe data is a list of numbers
followed by a trailer to tell the
program thai the data has
ended the structure will contain

a LOOP UNTIL TRAILER followed
by a DO TRAILER,

However, few games piograms
are based around o main Tile. It

is more suitable to build a
structure using Ihe main

performed. Start by listing Ihe
main tasks. Now we must decide

each task Is to be done.
We h it the

How to structure a
program
It might seem a bit tricky at tlrsl,

but it is well worth Ihe trouble.

What you tind Is that there are
only a lew kinds ol program and
the structures Involved tend to

be the same again and agalnl
Once you are sure what Ihe

program has lo do then you can
start lo structure II. It a program

main loops in Ihe program will

loops and hang the tasks on the
structure at the right level,

Figure 7 shows the structure ol

Space Invaders. All shool-em-ups
have very similar structures.

These ore Ihe steps to take lo

arrive at the structure

Set up sheet

Initialise waves ol start

New game when one ovei

2. Decide the main loops.

To do this think ot a loop as a
plural eg Games. These are
listed In order ol nesting. Note
that each describes a more
detailed aspect ol Ihe program.
Getting the order right is vital.

X
o
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z
o
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Space invaders consists of

Games, each consists ol three
lives which may hove several
sheets — which have many
screen updates.

3. Diaw the diagram.
Start at the top Box and write In

It the program name. Now, using
the loop list, tackle one
horizontal level at a time and
consider what has to be done
before and otter the loop

example, after a certain number
of bullets the bonus feature
appears. If we considered this a
large enough task we could
add o new loop level between
Sheets and Screen Updates In

this case though II is nol a
structural feature. The feature
does nol alter the running ot the
rest of the gome so I would add
it as an IF at the lowest level.

Very often a level does need to
be added and the drawing has
to be re-drawn. Sometimes 1

have added levels when I am
well Into the coding stage If

your code follows your diagram
it Is easy to do this,

INPUT Routine
This month's example routine Is a
machine code version ol the
Basic INPUT statement. It Is

amazing how many commercial

delete and Insert functions when
they request data Input' If you
use this routine with last month's

should be

that INPUT and PRINT

PRINT K

prograr

diagra
e Included a structure
n at overview level for the

?. Try to find the structure
ones In the coding. I had to

draw separate diagrams for

some of the lowest boxes, and
Ihese were strongly dependent
on the structure ot the Input
buffer I chose to use See II you
can work out some of the
detailed structures.

To use Ihe routine first print a
prompt message using last

month's Print or Write routines.
Then set the DE registers to the
input position (D=y In pixels, E=x
in characters). Then set up your
required Input length In the A

register from 1 to 32 ol

length. Then simply call Ihe
routine Note the Input buffer I

In Ihe format to be printed by
the PRINT routine The first byte
--'--is the length of the butter.

MM auuou out". ijcOtjuH

CWM i.'i.-i.-iX' ( 'nl'ILt II,. i.i
l
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TASWORD IN

THE ROUND
John Wose examines the Tasword Three Opus
disc conversion

Back In April (Ihe lirsl ZX
Computer Monthly, p.19) Carol
Brooksbank reviewed the new
Tasword Three. Fallowing the
excellent review. I eagerly
awaited the disc version. Tasman
stated at the time. "Tasword
Three Is supplied on, and will

only run on mlcrodrlves."
Discovery Is not compatible

with mlcrodrlves and Tasword
Three has only a short basic
loader; conversion was beyond
my capabilities. However.
Tasman assured me fhot an
Opus version was on the way
and eventually II has arrived.

New features

Jusl to recap on Carol's review.

Tasword Three Includes virtually

everything Tasword Two omits:
plenty ol printer options, lots ol

control codes, last cursor
movement with every

copies, headers, looters,

pagination, printing sequential
tiles (tor large documents).

So what's new about the Opus
version? Firstly Ihere's Ihe added
reliability. Secondly, as was
mentioned, every time STOP Is

pressed tor the main menu, this

Is pulled trom Ihe disc 1 did
some timings on this: as near as
I could get it. it look 7.8 si

— jusl acceptable. 1 suspecl
microdrlves look longer.

Thirdly, there are some
essential differences to Ihe
program. When Ihe disc Is

cotalogued. the catalogue fills

the top halt ol the screen In

three columns, and Ihen asks lor

a scroll II there are still more

copoclty to be used. And. of

course, the number ol

permissible drives Is cut to two.
Finally, a label In the front ol the

)ug&

using Ihe Opus Centronics porl [I

would have preferred hash to

pound) and. naively tells you lo

read disc tor microdrlve [what
oboul cartridge?).

Bugs fixed

In the original mlcrodrivs

The first lew copies omltts
loading address for Ihe Tasword
TwolTasword Three file conversion
program: more obscurely, there

foni changing In Tasprlnl was
dllllcull, where the last prlnl line

from a Masterflle merge was too
low, or with o few minor
problems In Mallmerge. These
have all been fixed in Ihe disc
version, which is essentially bug-
free, as tar as I could find.

3f start of tent THEfl scroll Up 3^ start of paragraph
31 end of tent TO scroll down 3( end of paragraph
3* start of Line 30 fast scroll up 3£ Fi*Kt F'd'3-:

3* end of Line 3F fast scroll down 3' start of page
3D word Left 3E word right 3* start of screen

T A HOED THEE T not
(C) 13B6 Tasitan Software Ltd

H useful hey which saues you referring to the Manual too often
is EDIT, h help page is dispayed on the screen when EDIT is

pressed Press EI1TEF. when the help page is showing to return to
the text. Try EDIT now.

now press the TO key csy*bol shift F) and keep pressing TO until

P iinimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiinm]
iLiriE 1|C0L 1IH/J OR IW7« On TIITSeVt OFFTPG/Bti

:
(iff|e['it=melf"|

Impressions

complexity. One ol Ihe big
advantages of Tasword Two was
Us simplicity, and In comparison,
tasword Three looked
formidable. However. It didn't

take long to get used to II; the
tutar Is so good and the
instruction book so
comprehensive lhal most ol the
lectures are readily explained.
My lirsl task was to print 50
copies of a letter, and although I

used Ihe torm-leed option, it

wouldn'fl (This is because Ihere
are so many options; the one I

chose applied to page breaks,
but not to Ihe end ol text). I

couldn't find Ihe "torce form teed
option, either - I was looking at

the wrong page of Ihe manual.
So all In all, I started up by
loullng II up pretty well.
Nevertheless. I got It to work
within 20 minutes and printed
out my titty letters.

When I got a note from our Ed.
about this page, I thought Id
belter check all Ihe goodies
Tasword Two's "Search and
Replace" was glacler-IIke, so I

tried Tasword Three's version with
the following (I must have got Ed.
on Ihe brain):

Ed Is a little boy. lust like ed,
Ed's dad; uncle ed; cousin Ed
and ed. They are like ed: like

ed's dad. Ed, ed Is a suitable

II happily and rapidly
replaced Ed ed Ed, ed, ed: ed:
with Edward, but Ignored Ed's or
ed's or Edit (thai Is It allowed lor

most punctuation marks). Pretty

T2/T3

Finally, the Tasword Two to
Tasword Three conversion
program. The Instruction manual
(p.63) asks you to ensure that
your Tasword Two le

'

1. Mine n«veo
discs in drive 2, and

not Interchangeable. Fortunately,
It's relatively easy to edit lines
110 and 180 ot this program lo

drive 2. and that solves Ihe

Bits and pieces
There are still a lew Irritating

lectures Control codes (even
including spaces) can still spoil
Justification. Fortunately, there Is

a version ot "Taspro" for Tasword
Three giving equal Justification
and overcoming this problem.
The Tab leature is left justified

only Vou can't save sections ot a
Hie, (although deleting Is much
easier lhan with Tasword Two),
These, however, are small gripes:
all In all it's a superb program,
excellently documented and
easy to use. I'm a convert
already — pass me T2T3I
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MASTER
US Gold are a bit late In

lumping onto the martial arts
bandwagon, but presumably
they hope to make up tor this by
""Tttng out with the official'

oftr n-op h

Kung hi Master.
Into a coin-op arcade you'll

probably hove seen the original
version ot this game, which was
one ol the earnest kung^Iu type
games to emerge from the
arcades, Apart Trom the novelty
ol the game, the quality ol the
graphics ond the fasl aollon
were the main (actors behind
the game's popularity.
Predictably, these things aren't
quite as successful on the
Spectrum as on the original, bul
the game still hos a certain
omounl going (Of it.

The game puts you on the
ground floor ol a wizard's temple
Inside which the Inscrutable
Hand hos imprisoned your
labourite geisha. Starting ol Ihe
bottom lot Ihe temple, not the
geisha] you have lo work your
way up to Ihe tilth floor, battling
your way past the wizard's

henchmen, and other creatures
con|ured up by his magical
powers. To help y- --

3S
o you h
lo spin

The graphics are a bit rough
In places I'm alia id The figures

of the various chacters are well

enough designed and
animated, but there are some
bad attribute clashes when
different coloured figures

approach each other, and
" astonally when you leap

past certain background details.

nal, at least In the
early stages, and your attackers

some other kung lu games —
they seem lo attack by lust

walking up to you and draining
energy, whereas In other games

own repertoire ol fancy moves,
vou can draw on Ihe usual

variety of punches ond kicks,

giving you a lotal ol twelve
ditle rent movements, though you

in
1

] d

both lots ot attackers.

Ihe different attackers can be
identified by their colouring: the
purple ones are relatively

harmless and can be
despatched with a single blow,
but the light blue guys are
trickier — Ihey can feint as they
approach, and hurl daggers at
dltterenl heights which i

— "'

somersaulting a
Although you do
the speed and n

opponents.

ally o

ucfunc
r. The Impact ol a

jum

you >nly thre

drains your energy level and
once thai reaches zero you've
snulted It and will hove to start

your martial arts skills lo rely

Each floor ol the temple Is

shown as a scrolling

background, and Ihe stairs lo

each succeslve floor can be
reached by lighting your way
towards the left hand side ol the
screen. As you do so, Ihe temple

J complexity ol

most xung-lu games, but I found
It easier lo get to grips with Kung
Fu Master Ihon say, Way of The
Exploding Fist.

So, US Gold mlohl be a bit

late with this game; and
hardened ninja-boshers might
not have too much trouble
punching their way through the
temple, bul If you're still a bit of

a novice Ihen Kung Fu Master
could be a good place to start

training while we oil wait for Fist

*-i ; I

|

.w-
repeatedly having lo go through
the early stages on each floor

' died. m GREAT
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LEUGL 9
COUNTRY
Level 9 are celebrating

five years in business

but with a multifarious

range of projects in the

making there Is no time

to put on the party

hats as ZX found when

we visited L9's west

country retreat.

n Ihe volley below,

daydreaming perhaps thai Ihey
will Inspire the programmers In

Ihe house al Ihe lop of Ihe hill to

star them In Friesian Adventure.
So lar, Ihe Level 9

programmers who moved Into

'Rocklease'. a tew miles outside
Weslon Super More, 18 monlhs

present bovine Influence on their

writing — bul It II ever happens

Rocklease. an Impressive
house built Inlo the rock oi Ihe
hillside and giving panoramic
views (or miles around Is a lar

cry tram L9's previous
programming base In High
Wycombe, bul, surprisingly, all

this rustic Iranqulllty has not
caused dlslraclions from Ihe
keyboard.

'Ihe real advantage,'' says
Peter Austin, "is that we get lar

"In Ihe gome you take the
part ol the scriptwriter who has
to decide how the characters
will live Ihelr lives and how this

will effect the audience ratings.
'

' decision ond
s half a

away Irom Ihe phone." Bul there
Is the odd bll ol excitement? "Oh
yes," said Peler. "occasionally a
horse goes by."

The Archers

One of Level 9's currenl projecls
has a dellnlle rural theme. In

conjunction wllh Mosaic. L9 are
writing o computer game be
on Ihe long running radio se
The Archers.

"We wanted to do a soap
opera and thought thai the
Archers would have an extra
Intellectual appeal, as some

angry memo from
controller ol Radio 4. All the
background was supplied by
the scriptwriters and it's jusl a
case of writing Ihe gome based
on that."

Gomes like the Archers make
an interesting diversion Irom
writing ihe advenlures lhat have
become Level 9's lorte. bul Level

9's first products as a company
were actually utilities and
arcade gomes for the Nascom.

The company evolved from a
family hobby with Peter, Michael
and Nicholas Auslin all

programming In their spare lime,

bul II quickly developed inlo a
lomlly business requiring a lull

lime commitment. Margaret
Austin runs Ihe marketing side of

Level 9 Irom Reading and Mr
Austin senior looks alter ihe

came Adventure Quest ond Ihe
trilogy was completed by
Dungeon Advenlure. Whal
became known as the Middle
Earth Trilogy has been revlsiled

by Level 9 ond been enhanced.
The result Is Jewels of Darkness, a
£14.94 package containing Ihe
Ihree adventures on three
cassettes plus a booklol.

Darkness Rising by Peler McBride

ih-

ir lor

Jewels ol Darkness Is the lirsl

Level 9 product to be packaged
and marketed by Ralnblrd and
brings the pure lexl adventures
up lo date by Including
graphics, a new parser, and

~1 features Introduced in

} of Magic. The
adve

junts.

Now the workload h
!-. 10 II ising

ies.

deal with Ralnblrd.
pushing Level 9 games In Ihe
American markel and
additional programmers ond
artists have been brought In.

It was a couple of years
before Level 9 released their lirsl

advenlure. "Like on awlul lol ol

people I'd played Colossal on a

1 1000
words and all told Ihe trilogy

contains over 600 pictures.

On Ihe Speclrum each
advenlure will be In two versions

with a choice ol a text-only

version on one side and text wllh

graphics on the other. This, said
Peter, was lo head oil Ihe
ongoing debate belween the
purist lexl adventurers and those
in Ihe graphic adventure camp

"It's a business facl thai II we
leave out the graphics we will
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hofve our sales, but ot course II

we put Ihe pics In and take oul
the fell we gel complaints so II

we give them the choice they
can just pick which version They

Another feature Is that Ihe
trilogy can now be ployed as a
complete adventure

"II you gel o maximum score
at Ihe end ot one port you can
save your position, but ot course
finishing all three will be quite

Help!

A help system has been added
with seven or eight help
messages towards the beginning
ot the adventures. But some help
messages are more helpful than
others, "Beware ot some really

bad puns." warned Peter, who
said the tips hod been included

M advenlurers off to a
smooth start

added to save time,
now "lake all" or "drop

have been

and most played advenlure

"I suppose if you had played
two parts it might be dltllculf lo
lustily buying it tor the third but if

you hadn't played on adventure
betore or you came relatively

late to the Spectrum I think II will

be of great interest
1 '

Whenever a genre becomes
established there Is only a short
time lag betore the spoofs
appear and Level 9 who did so
much to establish adventures
have an advenlure parody
called Knight Ore in preparation
lor reiease In November.

"Knight Ore is o three part
multi-load advenlure with each
port being linked together to

complex scenario wltfi a couple
of twists. You plan an Ore who is

conslontly pursued by human
jnd you feam up

except" — which prevents the
loborious listing of objects.

Also added is the death
detying "Oops" command
introduced In Ihe Price of Maglk.
It you get killed you can back to
your former position and on the
128 version of the trilogy it will

be possible to resurrect yourself
20 or 30 positions earlier in the

The enhanced trilogy runs a
lot faster than the original ond
will also accept multiple

-o 80

ien beaten up by the
- " a digit to b

at adventure playing."
Did bringing out a spoof

mean that level 9 fell advenlure
writing had gone as far as It

could go?
"No. 1 think spoofs appear

when there is enough history to

base if on and I think there are
more areas to develop In

adventures, I don't think we are
anywhere near what is possible
Even with the 48K Spectrum there

multitasking, more text and
greater characterisation that

To the non adventurer the
appeal of adventures can seem
unfathomable so why do people
enjoy them?

"There is an appeal lo the
hack and slay instinct." said
Michael, 'and that was what we
fried to emphasise In the Price
of Maglk where the hack and
slay method got you absolutely
nowhere."

"I think the appeal Is (hot
adventures are good, oil round
entertainment," added Peter. "We
try fo provide Interesting settings,

scenery, puzzles and a
subslontial slice ot humour In

Plans are underway lo start a
Level 9 Multi User gome called
Avalon. At present the Austins are
still toying with which hardware
system to use but say that the
system should be operational
around Christmas.

"The number of players Is

theoretically infinite — you just

dd more processors. But
realistically we hope to start with
about 30 and work up to a
hundred or so. but If It proves

support as manypopular i

people w

natural progression from
Adventure playing said Michael.
"When most people play
adventures it's a solitary thing —
there's no club spirit. A mulll user
game is really an extension of a
challlne with extras thrown In."

New adventures will continue
lo appeor from Ihe hilltop HQ at
Rocklease and old favourites will

emerge In new, updated, forms
"We don'f view games as

something we bring out and
forget, we like to think that they
will be around in some form In

ten years time."
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THE LIFE AND TIMES OF

ESSE
Peter Sweasey looks

back at the adventures

that made Level 9's

name.

I evel 9's first adventure was
what Is generally reckoned to

be the world's lirsl, though not
their version. Colossal
Adventure is based on the
Growth erlWoods mainframe
game, and contains all the
traditional puzzles like the troll,

giant, twisty passages and knile-

throwing dwarves, Level 9's

version stands out Irom the other
rlpofls because it actually
Improves upon the original. II

normally brlel text, and Includes
a new, seventy location
endgame. While this doesn't
really blend with the rest. It Is

certainly entertaining and raises
this version above the others.

Middle Earth Trilogy

Ihe company made Colossal
the lirst of a trilogy set In Tolkien's

magical Middle Earth, The
second game, Adventure Quest,
lakes place many centuries
later. Lite in Middle Earth is

peaceful until the Demon Lord
Agallarept terrifies everyone with
drought, attacks by savage

d (yawn) ore armies.

The Wizard's Guild Is called
upon when the armies fail The
High Council intends a
combined attack — but Ihey
send you, a mere apprentice, on
a soto contingency mission to

collect the tour Stones-Of The-
Elements and enter the Demon
Lord's tower tor single conflict.

Surprisingly this uninspired
plot leads to a unique
adventure. Vou start near the
small, brick building of the

iglnal, and travel through
familiar
the toll

i. Otherwise the terrain Is

extremely entertaining problems,
with elements of Dune and the
Thomas Covenant books. A
genuine quest atmosphere Is

creoted, making this a personal
favourite.

Dungeon Adventure
completes the trilogy, you play a

of the Demon Lord's defeat, sets

oft for the treasure-tilled

dungeons under the Black Tower.
It's back into Ihe caves again for

a massive, very traditional game
with over a hundred puzzles. It's

;uperb example ol its

e torn-

Time Lords

Lords of Time is a rarity for Level

9 os it's written by a non-Austin.
Sue Gazzard. Father Time has
chosen you to detend history

travel through nine tlmezones in

a grandfather clock (makes a
change Irom a police box). Not

games The problems are fun
and Intelligent, and require
deep thought on how to use
seemingly everyday objects.

EXAMINE makes Its tirsl

appearance in o L9 game, to

good effect: and there's a
pleasant, slightly humourous
streak. Slid a worthy buy.

Silicon Dreams

Vou awake from deep-treeze
storage to find your long-
distance human transport ship

hurtling towards a star and
certain death. Can you, Kim
Kimberly, stop it? Science liction

lime, in Snowball, Ihe lirsl ol Ihe
Silicon Dream trilogy. As you can
see. Level 9 have never been
portlcutary strong on originality,

it's Ihe brlllianl execution which
has made their name. Snowball
boasts seven thousand locations
— many repeated — and is in

my opinion, easily their poorest
product, not least because of

Ihe monotonous, and thus
boring, scenery. Description is for

them poor — again. I suspect,
due to the vast size of the gome
But I must admit thol I never
persevered particularly with the
game and dislike hard core
science liction; some people
loved this. Horses for courses.

From Snowball onwards L9
games were signilicanlly

different. I should point out thai

above aren't the polished gems
that gain rove reviews these
days (although they di*_" in their

time, and deservedly so). Whilst

basically marvellous they have
doled a little. Their presentation
is quite basic (btack on while),

and the input roullne does not
allow tor speedy typists (except,
strangely. In my copy ol Quest,

updated). Vocabularies whilst
again incredible at Ihe lime, are
sometimes only average by
today's standards and the
earliest lack on EXAMINE
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I. The text Is not always
ol their nowadays accepted
quality.

With Return To Eden, the
second ot the Silicon trilogy.

Level 9 improved the
presentation and added
graphics. Text reached the

near-perfecl combination of

descriptive and Informative
writing. Whilst not usually good
enough lor professional novel.
It's certainly some of the

Return To Eden Is a wonderful
game The saved crew ot the
Snowball Ihlnk you were
responsible for the sabotage
lhal almost killed them, and you
escape In a slralogllder trom
certain execution. You land on
the planet of Eden, already

buill a cify tor human settlers.

But you land tar away from that
: ivihsation, amongst Ihe strange,
hostile, native wildlife. You first

have to bottle through the alien

lungle. then try to survive In Ihe
robot controlled city, this game
Is at limes exceedingly devious
— it'll take you ages to even

absorbing, frustrating and
immensely enjoyable, all In onel

Of Islands and Moons

Emerald Isle and Red Moon
were the next two releases. They
cost three pounds less than
usual because they were
programmed foster and ore
supposedly easier. The former
passed virtually unnoticed while
the latter was heaped wl!h
acclaim which was not entirely

deserved Certainly it doesn'f
have the Interlocking complexity
achieved by Eden; It feels more
like early games, an excuse lor

Red Moon Crystal, which
magnified Ihe moon's force
enough to enable continued
conjuring. Buf. someone has
stolen the crystal, and guess
who has to retrieve It?

Red Moon featured two
Innovations for L9. Many spells

can be cast and combat
routines are Included, with a
decreasing slamlno count.
Otherwise it's familiar middle
earth territory (the reason tor Its

extraordinary popularity
perhaps), with Ihe major sellings
being a castle and a cave
network. The puzzles aren't

astounding, Ihe porser Isn't

particularly sophisticated and
Ihe appearance of objects from
Colossal Advenfure added to the
sense ol d£jo vu I felt In playing.
But even an average Level 9
game Is excellent by othet

Worm In Paradise more than
made up for any
disappointment with Ihe
cheaper games. Back to Eden, a
centuty later, where you are a
citizen of the Enoch metropolis.
Robots do all the Important and
menial jobs: in tact Ihey run the
city. Eden seems like paradise
tor Ihe silent majority.
Worm saw Ihe Introduction ot

Ihe new adventure system. II

lectures an Incredible 1000+
word vocabulory which
understands nearly all the words
ol the location text Complex
sentences previously confined to
disc adventures are Interpreted.
The range of responses Is

magnificent. Advanced features
such as 'type-ahead' (while text

Is appearing) add polish.

But Worm Is also a superbly
designed game Although
dealing (superbly) with the
hackneyed future theme, there's

Ihe added dimension ol sharp,
sometimes subtle, political
comment. Eden Is a
combination of extremist
Thalcheri5m with Stalinist hero

conformity. The Health service
makes a profit by reselling body
parts to ageing recipients; Ihe
police force fines, rather than
Imprisons to be more cost
effective. You con
Ignore all this of course, and just

solve Ihe masterly problems, but
Worm In Paradise is a game ol
unporalleled intelligence on Ihe
British market.

The Price of Magik

a collection ol puzzles. Though Insanity is the Price Ot Magik;
as you become a more skilfulof course some people like It

that way.
The moon was once red and For me, POM shows thai British

the source of magik. But ils

colour faded and so did the Vou genuinely feel you are
sorcerors' potency, until exploring a fantastic place.
evenlually they constructed d helped by the Incredibly

intelligent parser. Prool ol Ihls

comes from two phrases I lyped
which no olher game would
respond lo. EXAMINE ME brings
(quite correctly) 'A fine

specimen ot humanity". Whilst al
another polnl I was fold I

couldn't do something, WHY? I

typed. "Why not?" responded
the game! Commands like

RAMBAVE and OOPS further
enhance Ihe experience.
One aspect ol L9 games

graphics The company believes
in lengthy text, but, presumably
to enable sales in chain stores,

started to add pictures — at
every location too The problem
Is lhal on Ihe Spectrum they are
absolutely dreadful, Eden
features small, hi-resolullon

pictures. These are often
repetitive and unclear, but
seeing as il's an alien world they
seem acceptable, fly Red Moon,
these deteriorated Into blotchy,

random splashes of colour and
Utile attention to the Spectrum's
attribute problems causing gory,

spotty, unrecognisable objects.
POM showed a slight

Improvement. But whal Ihe
company should do Is have
fewer but belter pictures
(perhaps In monochrome).
Foriunalely, with the two recent

with greatly extended text has
been included on the B-slde.

Presentation In L9 games could
also be Improved — perhaps
with use ol colour.

So they're not perlecl — yel —
bul Ihey're getting close! All

Iheir games draw you Instantly

a fantastic w
it to leo
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To celebrate Level 9's

fifth birthday we've got

together with Ralnbird

to present 10 copies of

Jewels of Darkness as

prizes In our spot the

similarity competition.

"Vou've heard all about spol
Ihe difference competitions well

mis is something different — a
spot the similarity contest to lesl

youi knowledge of Level Nine

Look carefully at our Irani

cover fhis month by Godfrey
Dowson and you'll find Images
thai have featured on previous
Level Nine covers. Ihe question is

how mony Images can you
identify and what gomes do
they come from?

Simply wrlfe down fhe names
ol Ihe Level 9 games you fhink
fhe imagery is token from on the
coupon and send it to Jewels ol

Darkness Compet HIon, ZX
Computing Monthly, No 1

Golden Square, London W1R 3A&
The closing dale Is October the
third. Please write Ihe names ol
Ihe games on the outside of the
even lope.

Ten lucky winners who spol
the imagery wilt receive a copy
of Jewels ot Darkness, formerly
known as Ihe Middle Earfh
Trilogy but now revamped with
graphics and many oiher
Improvements. The trilogy was
one ol the first adventure cycles
(inil you hav.? 'hi' i.liiin,:, Id win
a classic that, in Hs new lorm, is

comparable wllh the latest

The competition is open to oil

ZX readers except employees of
Argus Specialist Publications.
Alabaster Possmore and
Rcuribird The editor's decision is

final and no correspondence

Jewels of Darkness Competition

s of the games whose cover art images feature in the c

Send your entry to Jewels of Darkness Competition, ZX Computing
Monthly, 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB Pleose write the names ol

the games on the outside of your envelope. The closing dale is October
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George Duvall slips on

his goggles and takes to

the sky with ACE

t I had to moke o
of all the flight simulators
currently available tor the
Spectrum, It would be that
they're far loo difficult to gel

'"
. Having loaded the

games, you ore expected to

have read the 100+ page book,
and be fluent with the multiple
keystrokes to control the plane
Then, having done oil Ihls, you
Just 'ly around looking af Ihe
sceneryl

ZX Computing Monthly Septer
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ACE Is something completely

different. Although classed as a
flight simulator. Cascade have
turned ACE Into a completely
new Hying experience No
longer are your wings clipped
by lack of knowledge: once
you're up. you are free to do
whatever you want — and that
Includes blasting everything that

Set in England during, we
presume, wartime, the southern
shores ore being Invaded,
Dozens ol tanks have already

Immediately, LENSLOK! In case
you have never encountered this

annoying piece of copy-
protection, it Involves a small
plastic object which, when used
In conjunction with specially
written software, allows the
software house to be reasonably
sure that no-one can copy the

When the game is loaded,
what looks like a load oljunk -
and many would argue IS a
load ot (unk — appears on the

landed, covered by SAM
(Surface to Air Missiles)

equipped helicopters, with
numerous squadrons of enemy
HqMurs patrolling the air. In a
lost voiiont attempt to same
England f'om these dastardly
morouders, you have been
assigned lo lly the lost three
ACE Mark 2.1 Multi-Role All

Weoitier All Terrain (AWAT)
combai olrcraft. To make matters
much worse, there are only three
oii.eo oiroases remaining! Flying

musi ariook and destroy the
enemy - Irrespective of the fact
thai you are massively
outnumbered.

Only when all the enemy
land-bases, together wllh the
lighters, have been successfully
destroyed will you be able lo
embark on the final stage ot Ihe
conflict: to sink the enemy fleet

as Ihey attempt to evacuate
their defeated and demoralised
army - this moy sound totally

callous, "but a man's gotta do
who I a man's gotta dorMl

All Ihls may sound daunting,
but there is one more problem
that must be deall with

When you use the
provided lens, this is supposed to

turn Info two letters, which upon
entering lets you Into Ihe game
In theory this Is all very well. In

practice however, Ihls lust Isn't

"ie case. If you make three
Istakes, or take too much time,

reload. Thankfully, ACE has a
practice mode, but lenslok Is still

a real pain, and many people
will find that Is slops them
enjoying games such as ACE,
Once you have managed to

get past lenslok — It took me
nearly an hour the first lime —
you start playing In earnest. Ihe

variety of playing options, which
Include; choosing your skill level.

Ing single or ciewed flight.

Display Ihe high scores, Next you
are given a choice of weapons
to lake on your mission. You
have a choice of Mu III role. Air

superiority, Ground attack, or

This might sound like a
contusing set ot decisions, bul
once you are used to playing
the game It becomes Just a
matter ol a lew seconds
between deciding what type ot
game you want lo play, and
taking off.

Getting airborne requires a
matter ol five minutes practice lo

master, First you must Increase
thrust by pressing Z, until the
aircraft speed reaches about
150 knots. You can then pull the
nose back and reach (or the sky
— remembering lo pull up Ihe

undercarriage I Once in the air,

and out ot runway mode, you
are free to start getting used to

the o-~*—'
panels.

One ol ACE's best features is

the excellent reaction lo Input,

Loop the loop rolls, and dummy
stalls are all easily executed,
with a minimum ol worry —
unless an enemy decides to

Interrupt your fun I After a short

while, most people will be
confident enough lo take on the
wrath ol Ihe enemy.
An essential pan' ot ACE Is

using the map provided.
Pressing M both gives you a
derailed map ol refuelling

planes, any enemy, and the
coastline Without Ihls you can
be sure ol one thing, you wont
succeed. Having located the first

batch of enemy tanks you must
attack as soon as passible,

giving yourself a little lead lime
on the enemy. Air to Ground
missiles, or accurate cannon lire

Is generally adequate to rid you

successful at destroying the
tanks and helicopters, you must
dive upward, and use all your
(lying prowess to dodge, swerve
and generally avoid Ihe olher
aircraft, shooting as you go.

Although there are refuelling

planes, II Is sometimes advisable
to make a quick landing, when
the plane will not only be
refuelled, bul any damage will

be repaired.
Graphically, ACE Is excellent

The feel of flying Is created
using a very effective 'horizon'.

and all Ihe planes, tanks, trees.

and helicopters are very well
delined. More than anylhlng
else, ACE has a feeling of quality

that makes It a joy to play. As lar

as anyone can make the most of

the Spectrum's less than
wonderful sound. ACE has a
respectable amount of blasting

For fans of flight simulators
who want something with a bit

more zip or arcade fanatics

who (eel Ihey need a more long-
lasting game, ACE represents an
all-time bargain Not only Is It

immensely playable, bul II Is

deceptively difficult to finish.

yearning lo take oil Ihe
experience the best
blast/simulation available yet,

will find ACE satisfies them
completely. In my view It Is one
ol Ihe most Impressive games
available at the moment, and I

can recommend it whole
heartedly.
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^Slime slips slowly down (ho
stonework ond Ihe dungeon's
chill penetrates further into my
bones. Will I ever be released
Irom slavery 1o barbaric Bryan?

" _
rk lhan ever (his monlh,
nlngly millions of your
and some software loo.

"Surely this Is my deranged
imagination?" I Ihoughl as I saw
ihe litie on a couple of Ihe
cassettes. loo many glasses of

stagnant rainwater — or Insanity

induced by the endless dripping
ol cold, lumpy cusfard? But no —
Ocean's Hunchback Ihe
Adventure Is he/e! The release
dale of "Early January" has
finally arrived in Manchester, six

months later Ihon In ihe rest of

the country (moybe Ocean have
extremely long Christmas
parties). It's a twin cassette pack,
another reason lor Ihe delay
perhaps?

Anyway to celebrale this long
awaited event we've prodded
our designer troll into action
and lumed Hunchback into our
centre spread this month. Go

back tor Helpline ond all our
other reviews (you will come
back-won't you?).

Personally, I

as an adventure proper;
ollhough you can use a

.

there are no arcade skills and it

has more lexl lhan you'd lind in

an average Scott Adams. It's well
worth Ihe Ihree pound price and
it gets a Monster Hit rating from
me: great fun Another e "

"

budget adventure will b

Hobbll spoof written by John
Wilson, an incredibly
accomplished gamer who
contributes a lot to the helpline.

He's leornl a lot tram all Ihe
games he's played ond come
up with a very competent
program Full details next month.

Adventure probe

I've had news of another
adventure organisation.
Adventure Probe publish*
magazines. The lirst, with
same name, is fairly s

club lore — reviews (of old and
new gomes), hints, solulions (in

serialised lorm!), and articles. It

admirable a

organisation similar to Ihe one I

then. But the tr

unusual service is the mac|n?irir.'

Adventure Contact, which Is for

budding adventure authors.
II contains hints on using

utilities and articles on all

aspects of adventure wrlllng.
Although one could argue that
the people behind it aren't
exactly qualified to give such
advice, it is mostly very sound.
The magazine could do with
articles By professional
adventure authors but I'd

Ihlking ol writing yout first

adventure.
All the organlsol Ion's output Is

from a computer printer so It's o
bit basic II offers some
inl.>?r(-;slirig services and Pam
Winstanley and Sandra Sharkey
seem committed to building II

Into a good club. For further
information write to: Adventure
Probe, 13 Hollinglon Way, Wlgan
WN3 6LS.
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H E L P L I N E

a nicely presented map and
solution to Quest for The Holy
Grail (more on which later):

thanks.

d FEEL SOUTH tc

blquik sger

A bulging parcel ot helpline
missives was thurst into the
dungeon this month, and I'm

pleased to see that more varied
mail is being sent: I've had
several otters ot solutions [which
I'll come to later). The

Mindploy readers is further

revealed by letters from Sweden.
5wii7i-;riarid and Germany,
amongst other far flung places
(all In perfect English I might
add, which is fortunate as my
German is dodgy and my
Swedish non-existent). In tact our
foreign correspondents' English
must be excellent tor (hem lo

the adventures in the
hlnk up the

iota

first plai

e of certain

games, is hard enough to do
when you are English).

Several letters concerned
Interceptor's Heroes Of Karn, a
(airly entertaining rip-off ot the
mainframe adventure with a tew
new puzzles and some extremely
pretty pictures added. Nell

Hodges asks, from the rustic

beauty of Convey Island, "whdl
do you do with the serpent, and
how do you cross the chasm?"
You need lo solve the former first.

Take Ihe bird cage from Ihe

No Karn do
Meonwhile, Ian Stockdale sent a
long list of pleas; in Karn he
wants to know how to escape
from Ihe cell and what use the
money Is. Same answer: GIVE
MONEY TO GUARD and he'll let

you out (I, sadly, am not paid so
cgnnol try the same solution

here). Bosse Axelson trom
Sweden also had a load ot

questions, so he photocopied
several help forms and wrote a
problem on each. Not necessary
Bosse: if there's a lot you want to

know, send a letter (the coupon
lust makes it easier for people
with short requests). Anyway, he

the . spider

11 (IK

len pul the bird from the bird

chamber in il (fairly obvious).

Take ihe bird to Ihe snake
chamber and KILL SNAKE WITH
BIRD. Go east and you'll find

Isiar, the wizard. Take him to his

chamber and make him pick up
the wand (also ask him to read
the scroll for a time saving trick).

e Ihe wand. This will

create yet another problem, with

Dispose of I

WITCH WITH WATER [you'll need to

relill the bottle). Vou'll eventually
find the falcon, and will be able
to type BEREN. KILL BAT WITH
FALCON. Towards the end you'll

tind a merry minstrel (melts In

your mouth, not in your, . .oh,
never mind) and a lyre. So send
the arachnid lo sleep with a
tune. A couple of other relevant

tips: you'll need the flute again
In the hall of infinity where you'll

find the gold keys. Pass the
hydra with the spear.

Another of Bosse's coupons
asks a common question about
Scott Adams' ever popular
Spiderman: how lo defeat
Mysierio. The answer is a cop-
out: you don't. But FEEL NORTH

'

The Swedish adventurer is also
flumoked by Melbourne House's
Classic sequel. Mordon's Quest.
The transporter unit will store

freasures and machine parts tor

use at the end: just TRANSPORT
PIECE or whatever (keeps your
hands free). In Ihe arena, pick
up the shield and sword, then
Impress the emperor with a
display ot cool using something
from the future [clue: il gives you
lung cancer). Further progress is

automatic.
Colin Longsworth Is having

problems In the same game. The
password for the door near the
pool ot oil Is found by answering
the 'phone. The solution lo the
mlnotaur problem is rafher gory

look away): kill il with your sword
then SKIN it to find something
uselul Inside [yeuch!). Mr, K.

Cross is perplexed by fhe pygmy
In the QL version. Take the

Ihe lungl'e area, and so MAKE
BLOWPIPE. Once in his hut KILL

PYGMY He does have further use
however.

Back to Bosse's posers. In Ihe
ancient Espionage Island, SHINE
TORCH in the hole on the
platform. And in Perseus and
Andromeda, to fly with the
sandals WEAR them and WAIT.

Gruelling Grail
John Henderson cannot pass

the knight who says "nlc" In

Mastertronlc's sub-standard
cheaple Quest For The Holy
Grail. A long solution. You need
to give him the pink shrubbery,
which Is found in Camelol. You
must have the wooden edge
and baseball glove to survive
that castle. You cannot pick up
the shrubbery while carrying the
grenade: nor should you carry
both to the knight. When you
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meet Ihe lellow, just GIVE
SHRUBBERY TO KNIGHT and he
will have a change ol heart.
There Is. however, a catch;
"creaking sounds" In the forests
II you hear more than live ol
these before meeting him he will

ralher lllogicallv friz you
regardless. Thus you need to
plan your route carefully, always
going through the "narrow lorest

Irail" rafher lhan the "forest
glade" and "steamy lorest". (Bui
when you return from the knight's
caves, go Ihe latter route or you
will be Silled by a falling tree). In

Ihe same game. Roger Hembury
asks where the holy hand
grenade Is and how lo escape
Ihe holy grail cave system. To
lind Ihe grenade DIG ol Ihe very
muddy verge wilh the spade. To

white rabbit on your first visit

[whal a wholesome, charming
helpline this is turning out to be).
As well as Ihe grenade you will

need the two books (one In

Camelof, one near Ihe knight]
and Ihe scrap ot paper from Ihe
area wesl ol Ihe cave. Read Ihe
paper Ihen Ihe books for further
Instructions.

Roger asks some ofher
questions. Including Ihis regular
one aboul Gremlins: "how do I

stop Ihe snow plough from killing

me?" Go to Ihe pll in Ihe petrol
station and take (he welding
torch and gas bottle. Then, go
l.iacii to the gorage. OPEN VALVE.
LIGHT TORCH with Ihe igniter
from Ihe kitchen and WELD
CONTROLS. He poses some
auestlons aboul humorous
ampstead, Ihe answers to

which are: lo get that extra
credit sit on Ihe bench on
Hampslead Heath. The use of the
bank is lo employ you — visit the
gentleman's club to gain the
iob. And you cannot open Ihe
cabinet in Ihe department store
- vou wont lo FORCE the filing

cabinet which is In your office.

Storing stars
Dapples Plerre-Emanuel Iroi

Switzerland has found all 13 si

In Sorceror Of CIaymorgue
Castle (no mean leol) but

forest The onswer is store stars
there! II VOU CAST PERMEABILITY
SPELL you will enler a hollow
tree, which Is Illuminated using
llv: I'in-.'fly spell. Escape is only
possible with the Yoho spell, thus
you can only visit the tree twice,
and the second lime [having re-

used Ihe Yoho) you're trapped.
So. when you have seven stars,

take II and Ihe three necessary
spells to Ihe tree, enler II, then
use Yoho back lo Ihe Held,
Collect all the other stars,

linisliinn m Ihe dungeon, Yoho to

Ihe tree, and drop Ihe stars to

Mitchell Blower wonts to know
how lo dry himself afler entering

the castle's fountain. The answer
is with a towel, which you will

lind in a soggy form in the moat
WRING it to make II drier, then
loke it to Ihe lava stream In the
cavern. Drop it there and It will

become useable. You'll need Ihe
Bliss spell or you'll be burnt to
death — but you must use It

elsewhere first, and it doesn't last

forever, so plan carefully. In case
you have not yet enlered the
lava cavern. PUSH EAST in the
plain room Ihen open the stone
door wilh the Seed spell. The
instruction booklet may have
misled you into using thai tor the
drawbridge — intact, to enter
the caslle Initially you should
swim through the moat. Don't
forgel lo hold your brealh. This

Incredibly complex game,
definitely Adorns' best, is even
harder to explain than II Is lo
play, but hopefully Ihose hints

are intelligible Thanks lo John
Wilson for sending me Ihe

Denis the menace
Finally some help wilh

fiendish political adventure
Denis Through The Drinking
Glass. James Strauss from New
Orleans cannot get started. I

wouldn't have thought the game
made any sense to an American
(with doled references to

Greenham Common. Tony Benn,
LC and Keith Joseph);

anyway, two problems lace you
iiicjli v The first Is booze, or lack
it: well HIDE In the cupboard
ider the stairs until Maggie
3ves. Ihen enter Ihe master
idroom, look at the pot lor a
isk. and take a sip. You have lo

DRINK every ten moves or so
otherwise sobriety comes and
ie game ends.
The other problem is leaving

Number 10. To do this collect
sheels Irom both bedrooms,

KNOT both sets, then KNOT the
knotted sheels themselves.

Wilh this you will be able to

exit east from Den's den, out Ihe
window. Don't forget to wear
something, or else The Sun (a

populor British "news'paper) will

feature you, nude, on page
Ihree. John Barnsley cannot
progress any further. Well, try

WITHDRAW MONEY from the bank
— and HELP Is often responsive, it

not always polite. Thanks to John
lor offering solutions to a large
number ol games, some of

which are used In Ihis Issue.

Adventure Aid
I'm encouraged by the

bulging mall parcels I'm now
receiving. Keep those offers of

remember - I'm the Claire
Rayner ol Ihe adventuring world.
So, il you've got a problem, jusl

fill In Ihe coupon. Will you do
that lor me luvvie? Will you?

Remember. I give a personal
reply If you enclose on RAF 1 1 us

however, as I often have to refer

to Ihe game In queslion. And I

only deal wilh adventures —
I

had a question about Elite Ihis

The a
coupons, c

is: Mindplay Helpline. Deepest
Dampest Argus Dungeons. ZX
Computing Monthly, No. 1

Golden Square, London W1R 3AB

the name of the game(s) you are
asking about on Ihe back on
Ihe envelope (or "Solutions" il

you are offering help). Also, by

coupon, plec

keep losing I

e coupon (I

nth. until you

Company:

Problem:

I can help solve; ...
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Gordon Hamlett is drafted into the dungeon to help with

the torrent of adventure releases.

THE SNOW
QUEEN

Chflstian Anderson,
Queen I sis you a<
Geida. trying lo ri

EXTRA

musl be done before you a
allowed lo leave Once oulsid

very much In Ihe style ot a

.e game Is aimed fairly and
luarely al younger players A
plcal problem is (i'.:llin<j pa-,1

live slayed up oil night", a

ipghow.'scl aughler to any
joIoscp-i :••.>,. playing it.

o 'ussy al hies When you
:> ihe liniu old lady, she
t-.ii-i >cir-if-ir.ing Into your

lot it is by examining ihe

mplhing on Ihe ground, you
usl eramlne Ihe ground first In

ul together
i Illustrator

h colourful

A TICKET TO
RIDE

leave (and Iht

being marooned lor eiernliyj
au musl make your way lo Ihe
ocklng bay. Ibu must produce
passport, sh utile ticket. 2048
redits and a reselllement per-

mit be allowed

directions only _. .

Junctions The screen Informs

Ei'W pathway. Drawing a map Is

energy which
eplenlshed by eating. Ihe bot

dreadful screen display and
using Ihe icons Tickel lo Ride

'»o highly original
inglng gome and al

Ing aboul

GRMllS*



KENTILLA
Mastcrlronlc

budget software Is

you the chance to

One such title is Kenlilla. a little

gem ot on adventure I hat has
lust been rereleased.
On the face ol it. the game

you should get considerably
more |oy out ol the lamlly ol

covezots. These cavezars ore a

descriptions such as fat. ugly,

chiel. thin and small There Is

seemingly very llltle lying
around and everything must be

MAFIA
CONTRACT II

THE SEQUEL

wiih i iioosanl enough graphics

< -1..11. .:ililles allowing you to

i-i.-i- ,:-, without Ihe hassle ot

-.!>. ;i|y as you gel killed so

i. -1.. i .'t)ty easy and 1 have not

gangs slug 1 out. Your tirsr mom

only II you do something silly

landard Qui lied t IjuuIJ atE.

m GREAT
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[HJ/UX
Hijack

Electric Dreams

£9.99

-ilcick is novel new game that
Electric Dreams describe as a
'combination ol arcade, strategy
ond simulation.' In Ihe game you
play Ihe part of the Head ol the
Pentagon's new Hl|ack Division.
As Ihe game begins you are
faced with the prob fern ol a
group ol terrorists who I

hijacked o vehicle ana" its

passengers, and it's up to you to
coordinate the Pentagon Staff

and deal with this crisis In

whatever way you can.
You control an animated

figure whom you can direct to
move from room to room within
the Pentagon, and as you move
around you will encounter
members ol statt fmost of whom
will obey your instructions) and
attempt to locate information
that will help you deal with riiis

crisis.

There are two main parts to
the game A! first, whilst still

based in the Pentagon, you
have to amass either enough
money, political, or military
power to enable you to enter
negotiations with the terrorists

Once you have convinced the

potentially useful II

highlighted lr

a small box at _the bottom left-

picked up and held (or later
" ' ' objects are displayed

ind box on the bottom
rlght-hond.

Along the top of the s
display Is a row ol laces
representing the key n
stall that you will have t

with, and whenever one
enters the room that you c
walking figure will be seen In
the room and the appropriate
lace will light up. Indicating the
identity of that person. These
personnel are a number of
ftjlltlcal, Military and Financial
advisors and their assistants, ond
there are also agents ot the CIA
and FBI who can be used to dig
up Information on the terrorists,

and on possible security risks

within the Pentagon Itself,

For each member ol stall you
are able to 'pull down' o menu
containing Ihe different orders
that you mlghf want to give
hlmfher. For Instance you could
order Ihe Military Advisor to go
straight to the scene of the
Hijack, or to stay In the Pentagon
and try and find a solution

Fight terrorism, control

the Pentagon and
pander to the President

In Electric Dreams

power crazed crisis

management game.

through the Intelligence network.
You could even fire him II you
wont, though obviously he won't
be any help to you If you do this
(then again, If he turns oul lo be
a security risk you're betler off

without him).

This Is where the strategy
element comes In. Each
command that you can give will

have different sets ol results and
consequences, ond you've gol
to judge how best to balance
these results In order to achieve
the bargaining power thai you'll

need. This Isn't always easy,
since boosting your financial
power could allect your military
or political strength — for

Instance, getting your financial
advisor to rush off and raise
money from some ol your
political supporters con put a
strain on their loyalty and
weaken their support.
On top of all this, there's the

President who Is unduly
concerned about his Image and
won't give you the help you
need unless you mastermind his
(expensive) PR campaign. The
number ol characters thai you
have to deal with, along with
the problems of balancing all
the military, political, and
financial factors moke Hijack
quite a challenge for those who
enjoyed the old management
simulations that hod their day a
couple ot years ago, and of
which this is a more modern
derivative. The animation and
window-menu system bring It up
to date and Increase Ihe
playablllty ol the game, making
It more visually attractive.

I doubt whether Ihe arcade
aspects of the game are strong
enough to appeal to fans ol
death-dealing shoot 'em ups, but
lor those who enjoy a challenge
lo their strategic abilities rather
than their joystick. Hijack should
provide something to sharpen

GREAT
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An international mailbag this month with views and advice from Dallas,

Jordan, Kuwait, Holland and Barton on Sea.

Machine Code Aid

HI Cooper about machine

)y typing Is both stow and not c

This simple program allows
|

occur All ol Ihe Hei Is put Into

number, starling at KM,

15 PRINT AT 0,0: " AT u,0;1

15 IF LEM ajSOx THEN PRINT "length

LEI»= CODE aSID - 48: IF y
NLETy = y-7
iili: CODE a$(2| - 48: IF i

70 NEXT b
75 IF totOt THEN PRINT "Enrol

M:ST0P
80 NEXT 1

85 PRINT "All OK": STOP
101 DATA etc as required

NOT£:-n = high address one
je DOOrtS Ihe DATA lines I'nil d

number. r = checksum. II this is

n be saved.

.

.' SAVE '7'

WS. Crllchetl. Banc

I like your magazine

tm a 15 years oldJor-
machine Is a 48K ZX

to exchange g
hints with. All lei

,:", \:.r> in,< Opus Discovery in some way
Alsa we issue a two-monthly p,;iOiiicai

u-hich is always chock-a-block lull ol

:.n,-cj;i- itaniiiM We lest all software
which is ptirsmihtl jo Opus-compaf-
.:.. ihi- sain, !/<>• lot tHiulmiif

We have managed to moatly
programs lo sup) i-nl ilu Oj m: hi'iclion;

We haveprograms lo transfer programs
Irani cassette lo disc (which can be

Centi Conversion

I readers Iho Cenli Program
April ZX can be run on the
•allied TS206B by ins..„ima lha

-..«!,;; .,!(.: Hi, !. J ;>.'.-, nan.
prior lo Ihe RANDOM!/! ll.W ctflor

loading Ihe code POKE 60014.48: POKl
60015. 18: POKE 60865.217 POKE 60866.9:

POKE 60885.195. POKE 60886.9. The
changes Ihe ram calls lo malch Ihe
equivalents on Ihe 2086. Of cour-.o,twill

run unmodllied •! you arc m/mma
2086 with a Spectrum ROM.
Jack Keene. Dallas Texas.

'Ramdlsc. elc, del these
e really ol a high standard

learned thai If

Lost monster

D who might have or know ol

^fl anyone owning a ZX81 game
called 3D Mom/or Ma;,' immJK (;«><
Software. Can anyone help?

R. Lacey. Ihe Dairy Farm. Chaptc Hot tip
lana North Cockerlngton. near touth

aially wailiaiii-tantl) . .i,j. j,j. ;l Pi'Spi!,'

Ihai Ihoyimdimi,, lopl, ;,-,, in article-

magazine (which we issue in three
languages).

As you can see. we are very much

to otter, especially lo the more serious

Spectrum user who has bought an
Opus Discovery lo support his system
Having heard ol good sates reports, we
-;.: Hi,;,- .!

/. .ii, n-.-tn:,,-. .,: .-.Hi .:luli Wi<

Itirlhai i Dick

Discovery Users Club ,no"

Opus Discovery The Discovery Users'
Club (DUG OS wo anil itl lias iiijiv ij/.MW!

lo more lhan 200 memDcis ml, -in, iiian

ally. Ihanks lo messages and short
aitictns :u maija.-nias such as yours we

apart as Sweden and Zimbabwe.

much slantlar,.! for (is.'j clubs NatulOtly

Dear Sir.

With reference lo your
I Crosswtres section In Ihe June
mted to pass on Ihe information

u can use NCR paper on Ihe ZX

Vlhoual, I .in n,<!:.n, „,: Jf'i-d -Ji'i !>!.

,imili,-i. vim ran ask any NCR dealer
\al van wanl llu-nrial pafi; lai Ilia,;

,., mal i,r.-nl,, i ; VK«. His th,- an,' 11','V

Me ,n ,:,.iniim,-li,„i Willi NCI,' Cnlr-niirn

:,;ii!„-i,:tuia ot 43c you should knov,

Prancisco Ponies Satal. Kuwait.
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FORMAT,
JAMMING

~pfracg~
Mathew Palmer shows

how to nurse a

microdrive back to lite.

nthec >fthe

aQLo
;, you v,

1 Speclru

S you
the cartridge when II }ams t ...
the frustration it causes when
you realise you have not made
a back-up copy of the data on
the cartridge. There are two
ways to repair jammed
cartridges and the first is to lake
the item apart.

Taking the cartridge apart is

a very sensitive job. so much so
thai II-;, should only be done al
lirst with a totally useless and
corrupted cartridge. The first

Ihing to do is to prize away the
"Grip" wilh fine, small
screwdriver. The grip is Ihe black
coated parf ol the cartridge thai
the user is most likely to touch in

everyday usage. Older versions
of Ihe carlridge come oil quite
easily, on newer versions the
"Grip" has been glued on and is

liable lo shatter, but this Is not
n Important port ol the

become apparent all the way
along the edge. Using your

barrier by pr ;ira Hip sr-cil oparl
You must be careful not to break

make up the main body, as you
may have lo reassemble Ihe
cartridge again.

carlridge. Under Ihe cover of the
wheel, carelully wrapped
oround the centre ol Ihe wheel
is the spool ol Ihe lape. The tape
has a lead going out Irom the
cenlre of the wheel, pasl the
yellow wheel over the loam pad,
down pasl Ihe smaller white
wheel and back to the lope, but

outside of the spool, thus
causing the medium to be

jammed cartridges, if you look
carefully al your cartridge
inside, you will find thai the
reason the cartridge has
lammed is because the tape is

caught against the larger while
wheel. Once untangled, using
anything but your fingers,

replace the lid ol the cartridge
firmly and make a Directory ft

successful make a back-up copy
of the dala on Ihe ex-jammed
carlridge onto onother carlridge
and throw the old cartridge

A simpler and less scientific
method of retrieving data from a
jammed cartridge is to put the
cartridge back Into its sleeve,
hold the carlridge thn

Formatting

Formatting seerr
lo a number of people, this is

because they do not know whal
r, involved and needed to store
data permanently on a
magnetic medium. As with any
computer controlled storage
system, formatting is necessary
but can [in human terms) be
explained. Imagine using o
blank A4 piece ot paper, you
are told to write a report on this

piece of paper consisting of
exactly 254 lines ol text. Apart
Irom Ihe 3 lind it

microscopic slyle ol handwriting,
you would find it very hard to
write neatly without some guide
lines such as feint and margin.
This is exactly what formatting
will do to Ihe cartridge, it wih
give the computer the ability lo

"i data neally on Ihe medium
In alloi

allocated a
i. Thes
re called

The Format Command «

again ; surface.
numbering goes down In steps
of one until it reaches sector 0. If

there is not enough room on Ihe
17 leet ot tape lor all the sectors,
the Microdrive overwrites ihe lirsl

sectors created. Therefore when
sector is finally created the
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LOU
be Ihe amount of sectors when the header is read the to the master. Much to Ihe
created in Ihe format. In probability thai Ihe number Irustration ol Ihe soltware
addition to creating Ihe soclon could be identical to a number industry, they hove had to

respond with alternative

seclors wllh pseudo dala, which 65536 (or 2 16 or pretty slim). The methods
when Ihe dola is later verified, il second piece of unknown dala Wilh expensive utilities ond
Ihe dala is nol whal il should be languages the induslry started lo

Ihe data is rewritten on to Ihe job ot mathematically telling if

sector again, only II the Ihe sector header has at all addilional pieces ol hardware
following check lails again is the such as ROMs and Lenslocks.

seclor concerned recognised as Bolh of these pieces ol

machinery brought the prices

Each seclor is nol totally Pick a number up and both had their faulls. The

mode up of user data. For firsf was losing it. the second was
instance Ihere Is the seclor The idea of random numbers finding il broken under your foot.

number and the medium name. has been extended one step The less professionally orientated
bolh ol which are created and more by most software houses. packages, such as games,
stored during Ihe formatting ol

Ihe corlrldge. In Ihe SECTOR
The improved idea is simply to opted out of these ideas and
formal a Microdrive with a set

HEADER. The sector headers' number instead ol a random tested methods. Eidersoft for

purpose is basically a one line number and save Ihe
index to tell the computer what purchasable program as thoir ;.ofiwore and encoded il on
Microdrive cartridge is it looking normal Using soflwore specially lo a grid. The grid consists of

al [has it changed?] and il not, wrilten to look for the known
what seclor is il looking al. On number on the cartridge and numeric characters that are
the basis of the computer being once found. Ihe computer could shown on the inlay of Ihe
able to Identity difterenl therefore allow the user access documentation. Given Ihe grid
cartridges. The queslion arises, if to the software as the cartridge reference poinl. the user types in

you formatted Iwo different has been identified as genuine. the corresponding character
cartridges wilh the same names This Idea is best shown up in and thus, if correct, if allows Ihe
would Ihe computer find any Psions' Chess and Talents' Zkull. user to continue. This idea may
differences? Yes is the answer However, gremlins called seem lool proof but it is nothing
because apart from Ihe sector 'soltware hackers" hove -also a colour photocopy of the grid

noticed this technique and have cannot solve for the persistent

Ihere ore Iwo pieces of data written sollware to find the hacker. Eifher way. no matter
alleged random number and how hard the industry tries.

in Ihe seclor header. One is a 16 formal a cartridge wifh sotlware is never safe, because
corresponding number. They fhe security routines are just

generated when Ihe formal routines and as such Ihe return

command could be poked In al

the same throughout the carlridge, which when examined ihe beginning of Ihe rouline and
cartridge. This also is checked by the Microdrive is "identical'' make il void

-Trybeating ourSpecDrum!

( MaiSy^P^5rI"t—
m
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TRANS
John Wase has

developed a utility

program for Discovery

Disc Drive owners to

enable them to use the

catalogue file.

H delic

covery manual Is, on
s, very well written (or

r. Oneo'
"

3 Ihe catalc
b
_
lng

.

a random a
description Is very abbreviated
and there Is no example;
probably lo discourage
"fiddling", '

'

asily k
I did!all the files on the disc

The Problems

From a number of enquiries that
I've had, It Is evident that quite a
lot of readers have had similar
problems. Now it also happens
that when you use discs of two
different sizes [as In my system),
the firmware will let you copy
only disc 1, so that one type of
disc cannot easily be copied. I

therefore thought I'd kill two birds
with one stone, and wrife a
backup program for disc 2.

The Pitfalls

Bewarel In my first attempts, I

opened the "CAT" channel and
corrupted a disc catalogue; It's

easily done. Eventually, I had to
get my friends to help (as usual).
The result is this program, and
although It's got quite a lot of
REMarks In already. I thought a
few explanatory notes might
help

The Program

In lines 100-180, values are
assigned to four variables,
channel Is closed [In cose It's

been left open), and the user is

Instructed to put in discs as
Indicated; the main loop then
follows in lines 200-270, which
direct control to four subroutines
In order.

The Subroutine

Lines 300 to 520 contain the lirst

subroutine (D2- D1). Line 310
opens stream zero to the "CAT"
channel on disc 2, as a random
access file of 16 bytes, see the
Opus manual, p.28, section 6.

--'—is that the entry

EXPRESS

value 65536. I

consiMi; ol 3 Iwo-byte numbers
lollowed by a string of nuf-:.i--

containing the name of the Hie
Line 330 points to the recod. ir

turn, storting with number 1 340
reads the first Iwo-byte number.
350 the next and 360 the as'
this is the only one which -.roily

" " has the
s Ihe -.:

1

1

the tile. In this case "end oi

catalogue" Is printed [line .183)

and control Is refurned to the

The Snag

The rest of the subroutine Is now
straightforward, apart from one
snag. Line 430 reads the name,
the snag being that the first is

merely fhe disc title and one
doesn't wont thai file. Line 440
gels round the problem with
Boolean logic. The rest of the

) prints up the titles

atheb
ing files

:

lormanod d
'hot. a blank formatted disc Is

sub^i ii.ied for the transmitting
disc in drive 2 (subroutine 600),
the disc 1 catalogue tile Is

similarly read, and each file Is

-ons'erred and then erased Irom
disc 1 (subroutine 700).

The Counters

that no one has eight 40K files In

row. so the program transfers
eight files at a time. If you have
o lot of very big files, then you
will have to alter the counters w.

xand y (z Is OK because It Is

merely used lo ignore the
catalogue after the first run
through).

There It is. then; a small utility

which I find very useful, and I

hope you do. too.
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Here's your chance to

win the complete

range of Americana

budget software for the

Spectrum released so

far.

US Gold, who specialise in

converting some of the best
American software
humble British micros, recently
plunged Into the budget
software market with the release
of their Americano label. So lar,

there have been live Spectrum
lilies released on the Americana
label, including the formerly full-

priced Incredible Hulk, and the
new game Tremor, which |usl

happened to get our Monster Hit

'i. And the other
games aren't fhal bad either!

So, if you'd like to get your
hands on the complete Speccy
Americana range, |ust read

U.S. GOLD
.

.
.hove given us ten sets of Ihe

live Speclrum gomes: Incredible
Hulk, Tremor, Secret of Levltallon,
Pud Pud and Subterranean
Nightmare

And, as they're all Americana
games we thought we'd try and
come up with a suitably
American competition (and
anybody who spoils things be
telling us that Ihese games
aren't all from America Is

automatically disqualified!). On
this page ore pictures of five

famous Americans. All you've got
to do Is tell us their names. Write
the names on the coupon
provided, and send II to:

Americana Competition, ZX
Computing Monthly, 1 Golden
Squore, London W1R 3AB

Entries must orrlve by first post
on the 3rd October 1986, ond
our All-Amerlcan Editor's

decision Is final. Please
remember to write the live

names on the back of your
envelope

ZX Compuling Monthly Septer

Americana Competition

4)

5)

Address

Complete this coupon and send It to: Americana Competition, ZX
Computing Monlhly. 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB. Entries should

J
arrive by first posl on 3rd October 1986. ^ p............................. .*^4£-
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** o mailer I

gomes o
are thai you already possess
one or more cassette covets
designed by David Rowe. Since
1982 Dovld has provided
original pointings lor over 200
covers ond he remains among a
small group ol artists relied upon
by the software houses to grab
the buyer's eye when browsing
through Ihe software shelves.

Commercial artists working In

Ihe software field can lorgel
about posterity os the success or
tailure of their work Is |udged in

'The artwork has got o job to

when someone is looking
around Ihe shop The picture Is

functional rather thon just sitting
round and looking pretty. It has
to capture the essence of a
game ond put It across
Immediately. It's got to scream at

David was leaching a lite

drawing class when he got his
first brief to design a cover and
since then it hos become o
ma|or part ol his work as a
commercial artist. For David, the
appeal ot games covers is that
they constantly coll on him to
tackle new subjects ond use
different techniques and styles to
create the right effect. And with
so many games jostling tor the
gamep I oyer's alien IIon, finding
thai eyecatching effect Is

becoming Increasingly harder.

"Undoubtedly fhe ideas and
treatment ot them are becoming
far more sophisticated. The days
are gone when gamesplayers
were satisfied with a chunky
spaceship on the cover. There
are more bljarre requests these
days, such as for Schizophrenia

with computers lhat looked as if

they had been designed in the
Victorian era. It's all a bll
different from coming up with
something tor Frogger."

Versatility

Versatility is essential for Ihe
artist who wants to remain in
business David provided the
artwork for the Off The Hook

DANTE'S INFERNO (Beyond) 1986: "I realty enjoyed doing this one
as il gave me the chance to do a mythical beast. Rather than
the traditional devil llgure I decided to give him raised flanges
at the side of the face, a really threatening set of red bulbous
growths that look as If they could swell up menacingly at any
moment. If you look carefully you can see lost souls tloating
in the background darkness"

mm
What do Soft Aid, Way of the Exploding Fist, Zombie Zombie and Spin Dizzy

all have in common? The answer's on the inlay as the covers were all created
by David Rowe. ZX talks to one of the software industry's busiest artists.
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compilation. All proceeds weni
lo help Ihose wllh drug
problems and David chose la

express the idea behind Off The
Hook by not resorting lo cllctied

"Showing needles and blood

o escape Irom swir
— "is dragging

back" The approach required
was a far cry trom the cartoon
style used by David tor the
forthcoming Electric Dreams
game Hijack.

Software houses differ in the
way they briel an artist to

"Sometlmi
will lake n

STING 64 (Quicksilva] 1983: "This was a period when games were
pouring onto the market and cover art was needed really

quickly. This one was done practically overnight and the
honeycomb background is actually a rubbing trom the lino

behind the bar at the Bunch ot Grapes pub In Bishop's
Waltham.''

meeting to suggest the best
approach. After that It's time tor

pretty intensive drawing and
airbrushing lo produce a full

size work. That can take about
three days, but ot course with
pressing deadlines you have to

be prepared lo work through Ihe
night lo linlsh work"

Bishop's Waltham, Hampshire, the
studio is seldom unoccupied as
David's wife Susan is also o well
known artist whose dellcole,
fairytale style has graced the

'-
-"i games as

Wizardry.
n lurns to look

SOFT AID 1985: "II turned out to be a pretty controversial cover
as some people objected to II being shown al Ihe point ofsale
My feeling was lhat those concerned were their own best
spokesmen and lhat no one was profiling from if. It had lo be
an effective cover to help the people who needed lo benefit"

ZX Computing Monthly September 1986

enormously helplul os you con
gel too close to Ihe picture and
a fresh eye Is sometimes
necessary to convince you that

what you worked on the night
before stands up in the morning
light."

Alter doing so many games

tackle the next brief?

"I suppose It's the facl ihol I'm

never fully satisfied and I always
hope that Ihe next one will be
better than Ihe last."



aw

Part three: Toni Baker

looks at some

calculator Instructions.

^**.%
I hawe already slated, the

sequence ot Instructions

n RST 28 and end-calc"
is a 'Calculator

IF.'THEN's: GOTO's; FOR/NEXT's and
so on. These things we shall now
turn our attention to

The tirst control Instruction you
need to know about is the
calculator equivalent to GOTO -
called "jump". It takes two bytes
— the first byte Is hex 33. which
means "jump", and the second
byte Is the relative jump
displacement, counted from this

second byte. Notice that
llhough the instruction is very

similar in operation to the
machine cod© JR instruction, the
displacement Is counted from a
dilterenl point. In machine code,
JR 00 jumps to the next

inslruclion (and hence achieves
nothing except lo spend lime). In

calculator code, however, you
would need lo use "jump 01" to

do this. In machine code JR -2

would be an infinite loop; In

calculator code, "lump -1"

labels may ol course be used
in calculator code just as In

machine code. This means thol

you don't hove to actually
include the lump displacement
in Ihi- listing, you Can iusl write

"lump LABEL" (or whatever), and

labelled LABEL elsewhere In the
program.

Calculator jumps are always
relative. They can be either
lorward or backward, but each

128 bytes Forward jumps have
displacement bytes Irom 01 lo 7F

(1 lo 127). whereas backward
jumps have displacement bytes

i FF (-128d lo -1). though do
-' ;ourse that the

Neil we come to the calculator
equivalent of IFJTHEN. There are
two parts ot an IF/THEN s

In BASIC The
si [the b

only restriction we have lo put
up with is Ihe action port ot the
statement, which In BASIC con
be any statement whatsoever.
In calculator code, only "|ump"

means thai we ore ollowed Ihe
equivalent ol IFJTHEN GOTO,
instead ol IRTHEN anything: -
bul that's not really a constraint,

since all you have to do Is

slructure the program differently

and vou COn still get away with
anything.

Whal aboul the condition
part? Well, the calculator
inslruclion in question Is called
"jump-true". Like "Jump" it is two
bytes long. The first byte Is 00,

and the second byte Is a jump
displacement, which Is counted
in exactly Ihe same way as
"jump", described earlier. How II

works Is Ihis: "jump-true" removes
one item trom Ihe top ol the

effectively deleted — IF this item
wos TRUE (ie non-zero) then Ihe
jump is taken; IF Ihe Item was
FALSE (ie jeroj then the jump is

nof laken, and Ihe displacement
byte is ignored.

and THEN) and this can eilher

be TRUE or FALSE. Then there's the
action (the bit after THEN) which
is executed only if the condition

can actually achieve all that
very simply, and to just about
anything we can do in BASIC (in

an IFITHEN statement, that is). The

FALSE Is more than lust o
way ol doing things

— it is fundamental lo Spectrum
logic In tacl you could even go
so tar as lo say that TRUE and
FALSE are themselves data-types,
being neither numbers nor
strings, but a new kind ol data-
type called a LOGICAL quantity.
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Let me give you on example
of this. The calculaoir Instruction

"lt_z" [less than zero) replaces
the topmost item o the
calculator slack by either TRUE (i

this was a negative number] or

FALSE (otherwise). A second
example: the instruction "not"

replaces TRUE by FALSE, and
FALSE by TRUE. This kind of

thinking, rather than making
things ever more complicated,
actually simplifies things
immensely.

The
viewed in this light,

now has o double meaning. It

Ihe Item at the top of Ihe stack is

a logical quanlity (either TRUE or

FALSE) then if will change TRUE lo

FALSE and vice versa: but if on
the other hand fhe item ol the
top ot the calculator stack Is a
number then you con think ot

the instruction as being
"equqis^zero". whereby the
number Is removed from the

k. and replaced by TRUE It

the number equals zero, of FALSE
"

It doesn't. In fact, this identify

between 'not'
1 and "equals zero''

carries right Ihrough to BASIC IF

NOT (anything) Is exactly the— " 0=(anythlng). Try It If

you don't believe me. Similarly

(anything) ' THEN statements
mply IF (anything) THEN. Bui

And AND

There are two Instructions for

AND "n._and" works with logical
quantities In a very
straightforward way: TRUE AND
TRUE equals TRUE: TRUE AND
FALSE equals FALSE; and so on It

can also be used In the form

do this In BASIC Tor Instance, as
In the expression (7 and (X > 9)) -
whereby the number Is replaced
by zero It the logical quanlity Is

FALSE. The second AND
Instruction Is "s .and", for which
the two Items dt the top ot the
stdck must be a string followed
by a logical value. The logical
quantity Is deleted from the
stack, and the string Is replaced
by the empty string it. and only
if. the logical value was FALSE.

OR also applies to logical
quantities, and is extremely
simple. TRUE OR TRUE equals
TRUE; TURE OR FALSE equals
FALSE; and so on — It's exactly
what you'd expect.

With this understanding ol

TRUE and FALSE, we can now use
the calculator to evaluate an
expression which leqds to a
logical result. In other words, we

statement can now be
simulated. For instance, lake a
look at Figure Two. This Is part of

a calculator program which
evaluates the expression "X 3
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H0M1 To begin, X Is at the top of the calc. stack.

11 duplicate X,X

3440BOOOOJ atk data 5 x,x,5

o; subtract X.X-J

50 equals zero x,x=;

1
exchange X=3,X

5440B00005 Btk data 5 x=5,x,5

05 subtract x=;,x-5

' 5t zero x=;,x>5

07 or x=3 on x>5

00X31 jump true jump if X=3 OH X>5-

OR X > 5" — In other words It

produces a value of TRUE II X
equals three, 01 It X Is greater

than five |X is assumed here to

mean the value at the top of the
calculator stack). Once the
condition Is simulated we can
follow this by a "|ump-true"
Instruction, and our IF/THEN

construction is now complete.
Although a FOR/NEXT type

construction could be built

using Ihe calculator memories
and the IFITHEN construction,
there Is a built-in structure which
may be useful here. The
calculator Instruction dim". But

before we can cover the use ot

this Instruction, we must first

examine the concept ol the

calculator's B register.

Registers

is but o iThlsi Ihe

s 'B' register,

can store a value ot between
zero and 255d.
When the calculalor is

switched on. by use of the
machine code instruction RST 23.

the value of the B register Is

automatically carried through
from machine code. This means
that whatever B contained prior

to RST 26, the calculator's B
register will contain immediately
after RST 28 similarly, when Ihe
calculator is switched off, by the
calculalor instruction end-cole",

the value of Ihe B register is

again carried through —
whatever the calculator B regiser

contained before "end-calc",

then the machine code B

register will contain this value
atler "end-calc". Furthermore, the

value which the calculator B

register contained whilst "end-

calc" was being executed will in

addition be stored in the system
variable B_REG

There Is a calculator
instruction called "execute-B".

This assumes thai B contains a
calculator code value (eg OF for

"add", or 03 tor "subtract
'.

etcetera). Us purpose is to

execute the calculator
Instruction Indicated. The
instruction sequence RST
28J"execute-BTend-calc" will

therefore execute any desired
calculalor instruction Irom
machine code Obviously this

will only work for single-byte
calculator Instructions. This

instruction sequence actually
occurs in the ROM at address
275eh. and is a key element In

evaluating BASIC expressions.

There are many calculalor
instructions which actually
depend upon the value ol the B
register in order to work. The
most notable and important of

these are the conditional
operalors: =,<.?,<=.>=.
nd< > . Figure One contains a
list of all calculator instructions,

and their codes Some

commented upon in Figure One

Instruction "n_less_than"
compares Ihe two topmost Items
on the stack, which must be
numeric (note that

string items) and will delete both
items Irom the stack, replacing
them with TRUE if the first was less

than the second, FALSE
otherwise. The code of this

instruclion is OD. This Instruction
will not work correctly unless B
contains hex ODt It Is not
practical lo assign the B register

Irom calculator code, so the
only really sensible way of using
"n_less_lhan" would be to use
the inslruction sequence "end
calc'VLD B.OD/RST
28."n less._than".

Similarly, "s_equal", which
tests whether two strings are
equal, will not work unless B
contains 16h (since Ihe code ol

"s equal" is 16h). There are a
number of instructions which fall

into this trap, so beware of them.

*ia„™ 3

/
L

I

i, i I

/ \
• \ 3c /2s
2 \ 2 /

\ i /
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B Register Altering Instructions

There are, in addition, many

cortupl the B register. For

i "S\n" (which
calculates the sine of the
topmost number on the stack)
the 8 register will always contain
zero Figure One also Illustrates

which of the instructions wull
corrupt the B register

DM
We have now looked at the B
register in great detail. With this

knowledge we can look at the
calculator "d]nz" instruction. Like

"Jump" and "jump true" Ihls Is a
two byte Instruction. The first byte
is always 35h. The second byte Is

a jump displacement, which Is

counted In exactly the same

the
the B register. It. after being
decremented. B contains zeio,

then the |ump Is taken —
olherwise Ihe Jump is not taken
and the displacement byte Is

Ignored.

The STK-DATA INSTRUCTION

at some fixed address in

memory (ppqq, say). If the
length of the string Is nn, you
can stack the string using the
code formal 34 BO qq pp nn.

Strings of any length:

If the address of the string Is

ppqq, and the length of the
string Is mmnn, then you can
stack fhe string with Ihe "stk

data" code formal 3d FO qq p

All other numbers:

Well, step one Is to convert the
number into floating polnf form.

The mechanism for doing this

was explained in pari one of Ihl;

series. Suppose the normal five

byte form is "aa ee dd cc bb"
(with aa representing t

The "stk data" inslructicn which
wos demonstrated In figure Two
Is also very easy to use. If con
be used to stack either strings or
nubers onto the calculalor stack
without having to leave Ihe
calculator. The exact format of

Ihe instruclion code depends
upon what you wont to stack,

and the rules are as follows:

Integers between zero andmi
"stk data nn" (with nn being c
Integer between 00 and FF) hi

hex code format 34 40 BO 00

itegers t

S535d:

elng a positive Integer
' veen 0000 and FFFF) he
e format 34 B0 BO 00 n

J5535d and -1:

Writing -1 as FFFF. -2 as FFFE.

and so on, the format Is 34 80
BO FF nn mm (If you can't work
out how lo write the negallve
numbers In hex )ust add 65536d

write the result in hex).

The empty string:

to stack fhe emply string don't

bolher to use "stk data" at all.

i "const zero" (code

j| Ihe lop of the

one. Streams zero anc
select channel "K" —
keyboard. Thus, firstly.

Bthest

\ bul lr

subtract 50h from a
forms, Instead of he
different rule for eq

eyou irijjly

If Is the purpose ot this month's
article to cover all ot the
calculator instructions (except
one, but more of lhat later),

other than Ihose already
covered of course. For this

reason I now present some
miscellaneous trivia about ihose
remaining calculator I

which don'f really fall into i

pattern.
There

called "read In",

which evaluales INKEYS X
[assuming X is the number at ft

top of the calculator stack). No 1

the Spectrum Is a machine ot

very many bugs, end it's worlh
pointing out that the same bug
which you find In BASIC Is also
present In the calculator. The
action ot "read In" is twofold."

:
Is selected as if

and then an
Fiiilly. .-.

atlempl is

single
stream. II fhe attempt ft

the emply string Is

bug occurs when

n mis
i rhr-r

Now everthlng depends upon
the volue of aa. There are two
oases lo consider. Firstly. If the
byte is in the range 51 to 8F then
you should refer lo the table of

Figure Four. Just select whichever

five of (FLAGS) to be resel,

signalling "ready for a ne>

This is Ihe bug. for immedi
after this an altempt is mc
Input a character from

address 10AB. In the subroutine
bit five of (FLAGS) Is tested, and
control returns immediately
(indicating failure to delect o
key) if this bit Is reset. Therefore
- INKEYS » will almost
invariably return the empty siring
— Ihe only exception to this

being the very rare

Interrupt occurs between the
resetting ond the testing ot the
(lags bit, and then only is a nei*

key is detected at that point
(courtesy of the repeat facility).

INKEYS « 0. which could have
been extremely useful, has been
made completely useless by a
piuliy stupid bug.

according to which of the (our

forms you require. The second
cqse is when oq falls oulside the
range 51 fo BF. In Ihis case you
should refer to Figure Five, and
as before you Just select which
of the lour forms uses Ihe least

bytes. You still have lo calculate

;ed by Ihe ROM to help it

slculate SIN and COS Figure
iree shows argt(X)

iagrammatlcally,
"Iruncale" could b"

—
3 bit II > INT. t

INT always
truncates downwards, "t

will truncate towards zeio. Thus
"truncate" literally removes
everything lo the right of the

number is positive or negative. It

is in (act equivalent to

SGN(X)'INT[ABS(X)).
"e to fp" is completely and

utterly useless, due to a bug
even more stupid than the one
in "read-In". Its purpose is to

calculate XM0 t A, where X Is

the number at the top of the
calculator stack, and A Is the
ordinary machine code A
register (which may contain
either o positive or a negative
number). The problem is that

when RST 28, or any of Ihe

*, register Is

corrupted, making II completely
impossible to use this functionl

(Note: You can however use CALL
2D4F to use this subroutine from

"restock" can be thought of

le opposite of INT. Whereas
:

I
is all

Integers, "r

numbers lo Hooting polnl

numbers. You may recall thai tr-

number four (tor example] is

stored In live byte form as 00 00
04 00 00. It may, however, also
be stored as 83 00 00 00 00.

since this is the floating point

form of the number. All small
inegerc (except zero] may be
written in lull floating point torn

with the first byte containing tht

exponent, and Ihe remaining
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To etaok b number where the first byt e is in the range 51 to 6Fj

Five byte fora Calculator oode Meaning of aa* Possible range of aa*

S» SB 00 00 00 34 aa* ee aa - 50h 01 to 3F

aa ee dd 00 00 34 aa* ee dd aa - lOh 41 to 7F

aa ee dd cc 00 34 aa* ee dd cc aa + 30h 61 to HF

aa ee dd cc bb 34 aa* ee dd cc bb aa + 70h C1 to FF

To stack a number where the firet byte .

Five byte form Calculator oode

aa ee 00 00 00 34 00 aa* ee

aa ee dd 00 00 34 40 aa* ee dd

aa ee dd cc 00 34 80 aa* ee dd co

aa ee dd co bb 34 CO aa* ee dd co bb

irnilujclioris.

to 9F. Their c

as 00 00 00 00 00.

"restock'
1

In BASIC
the variable N Just

(N(2)-2.

thirty two "series"

with codes from 80
cllon Is too involved

e (the llnal part} of

Communicating with
BASIC

Well that covers all of the
calculator Instructions, but It's

not oil that the calculalor can
do. It can be much more

powerful, even lhan we have
seen so lor.

There are many questions still

random numbers (the RND
lunctlon)? How can you
calculate SCREENS(X.Y)? How do
you read the value ol a BASIC
variable? How do you slice a
string? These questions, and
many more, will soon be

red. To be continued . .

.

ARE YOU A BUDDING
PROGRAMMER? „
^1X is always looking for top
quality games and utilities for

publication. If you have a top
notch game or a useful utility for

the Spectrum or QL why not
send it to us for appraisal on
cassette or microdrive complete
with a listing if possible.

There is also our new feature
Short Cuts to showcase your
practical, novel or imaginative
short routines with cash prizes for

published listings. For longer
programs we pay competitive
rates, and if you have an idea
for an article or series for ZX —
drop us a line or phone Bryan or
Cliff on 01-437 0626 to talk it over.
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There has been a tremendous response to our challenge of

writing an interesting compact program. The

competition is hotting up and remember there are

£10 prizes for each published program plus

£20 for the outstanding Star-cut of the month.

im

A trio of characters

2. Type of Include
instruction LOAD "

"

address I.e. LOAD "

64000

3. Play ihe tape wi
program code on

us a program
CODE
" CODE

. Type e as program

chars in programs b
effort ol either typing in at least

52x8 sets of data lo individually

modify eoch letter using a char.
definer program was lust too
lime consuming.

Ben's programs cleverly moke
modifications to Ihe existina :..-i

after coyplng them to ROM This

makes eoch variation short, fast

All 96 characters are modified
and once you lype In the
program run It and save it when
instructed you are ready to go.
To see Ihe effect type POKE
23606,0: POKE 23607, 117 and
all printing to the screen will be
In that font.

Now as if sfands the code of

give a lot of room (or anything
else, however the code can be
loaded info any area of memory
as long as you follow the next
Instructions:

1. CLEAR to the address one less

lhan the code will be loaded to
i.e. lo load it to 64000, Clear

is POKE 23606,
address-256-INT [addreS5f256|:
POKE 23607, INT (address;256)
ib "address" would be replaced
by 64000 for the general
usefulness of these routines, Ben
wins the £20 Star-Cut prize.
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Maths mad
There is a great deal ot

Interest In mathematical
funclions in computing and W. E.

Thomson sent us this routine lo

tactorise numbers (maths
students everywhere lake note!!

There Is o lime delay which
depends on the compleilty ol

the number. Ihe prime
4294967291 will take oround 8

numbers tor less!

Note the use ot the subroutine
01 300. II print* all Ihe digits ol a
nine or ten character integer
unlike the built in PRINT
command which rounds oil at 8
digits.
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Toni Baker rounds off

her machine code

graphics series.

This Is the third and final part

of my Elementary _Graphlcs
series In this article I intend to

go through all of the BASIC
commands and functions which
hove anything to do with
graphics, and tell you how to do
them in machine code. This is

actually extremely easy, since
the ma|ority ot commands etc

n be performed simply by

entii

subroutine

perform variations on BASIC
commands, which you cannot
achieve In BASIC

The first task v,

_ e CLS at address OD6B
1 l-i i s work-, exaclly like the BASIC
CLS. II is also possible to clear
the lower part of the screen only
- normally this will be the
bottom two lines, but you could
make it more. Calling
LCS LOWER at address OD6E will

achieve this. Don't forget that the

lower screen will be cleared in

the border colour, not the screen

We have an even more useful

opllon available to us however.

There is a subroutine in the ROM
called CL__LINE al address OE44.
To use this subroutine the B

register must contain a number
id 18h. The action

s of (he screen. For

ear the lowest ten

necessary to load B with OAh
and call CL _LINE. Vou can use
CL LINE in one of Iwo ways. If

It zero of the system variable
[JVFLAG) is reset then the screen
colours will be used, otherwise
the border colour will be used, It

therefore possible to clear the
n (I.e. Including the

Donom rwo lines) In the screen

been possible using CLSI Vou
should note, however, that CLS
will restore the print position to

Scrolling the screen

When you attempt to print

something beyond the last

ovailable print position, then the
message 'scroll?" appears at

the bottom of the screen and
you are expected to press "y" or

"n" (although In practice any
key will do]. Pressing "n" gives
you an error message, whereas

V will allow the screen to

scroll. Subsequent attempts to

print beyond the end ot Ihe

scroll automatically, until

everything on the screen Is new
(Le. until everything which was
displayed at the las! "scroll?"

has disappeared off the top of

ihe screen]. This type of scrolling

Is built In. and will occur In both
BASIC and mochlne code. We
may therefore refer to It as
"automatic" scrolling.

But "manual" scrolling Is also
possible. Calling Ihe subroutine
SCROLL at address ODFE will

scroll the entire screen, but with

some unexpected ellecis: firstly

the current print position will be

unchanged — you must deal
with this by hand; secondly, the
first line of the lower screen Is

not blank, or is a different colour
to ihe permanent upper screen
colours, then the resull may not
be what you desired.

fhe second way ot producing
manual scrolling Is even more
Impressive. The subroutine
CL SCROLL at address OEOO Is

designed to scroll only part of

the screen. The B register must
conialn ihe number ot lines to

be moved by the scroll lie. one
less than the number of lines

affecled). A minimum ot two
lines must be scrolled — If only
Ihe minimum is used then B must
contain 01 - the effect will be to
iransfer ihe bottom line to the
penultimate line, and then to

blank ihe bottom line. With B
greater than one. any number of

lines may be scrolled, up to and
including the (ull screen (for

which B must equal 17h|. The
general effect ot CL_SCROLL Is

therefore to Iransfer Ihe bottom
'B' lines of Ihe screen upward
one line, and then to blank the
bottom line. B must be In the
range 01 to 17h.

Dumping the screen to

a printer

On
COPY Is a rather strange
command on the Specli
the 16K or 48K version ot me
Spectrum it will dump a copy c
the screen onto the ZX Printer, If

one is present. This will also be
the case for the 128K version in

J8K mode. The Speclrum 128 In

128K mode, however, will dump
a copy of Ihe screen onto any
Epson compatable printer via
Ihe built In AS232 interface. How
can we cope with both of these
possibilities in machine code?

The subroutine COPY at
address OEAC will dump the
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COPYtl

The

top, o
1, the

m
ien onto Ihe ZX printer. Note
t this subroutine must not be
d with the Spectrum 128 In

K mode, since to do so would

t Is possll

lachine code program to

screen onto the ZX
printer which will work on the

Spectrum 128 In 128K n
trick Is to avoid erasing the
printer buffer, as It is this which
causes the crash. Such a
program Is Included as Figure
One — It might even save you
money because now you don't
have to go out and buy o
'proper' printer — the ZX one
can be used agalnl

Spectrum 128 owners might
also be Interested to hear that
their own particular version of

COPY [is. to dump the screen
onto an Epson compatible
printer via Ihe RS232) Is also
available from machine code.
Ihe program in Figure Two will

achieve this. Notice Its extreme
simplicity! It will work on ail

Spectrum 128s, even If Uncle
Give decides to change the
ROM, because COPY ...VECTOR is

o vector address which will be
available on oil versions of the
128 ROM.

II Is also possible to COPY lust

one part ot the screen to the ZX
printer. You can COPY any Of*"""

1 '

PAUSE 0: which will remain
paused forever (or until a key Is

pressed). This could be quite

useful In graphics.
It Is also possible to PAUSE tor

a precise number of frames
without Ihe possibility of the
PAUSE being terminated by
pressing a key. Figure Three
shows a program (or Just this

purpose Simply load BC wllh

the required number ot frames
before calling Ihe subroutine.

Plotting points

There ore two ways to PLOT
points In machine code. Ihe first,

and simplest, method is to toad

it of the

to be copied can both begin
and end In Ihe middle ol a
character square Is you wlshl

Your only restriction Is that you
must copy the tull width of the

theachieve this, HL must polnl
first screen byte to be copied
(le. Ihe byte In the top left hand
corner of Ihe chunk to be
copied, which musl be at the
left edge of the screen), In

addition, B must contain the
height ol the block to be
copied, when measured In

pliels (l.e. B musl contain eight
times the number ol character
squares in the height of Ihe
chunk). Then either (1) disable
Interrupts and fhen call COPY 1

ol address OEB2 — note thai
Interrupt will be enabled upon
return (16K or 48K Spectrum, or
Spectrum 128 In 48K mode), or
|2] call the label 128COPY_1 In

the program In Figure One.

Pause

The BASIC PAUSE statement may
easily be simulated In machine
code. All you really have to do
Is to load BC wllh Ihe number of

every second] and then simply
call PAUSE ...1 at address 1F3D.
Note lhat It BC Is Instead loaded
with zero then you simulate
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w
C with Ihe x-coordlnote. and B
with (tie y-coordlnale. and Ihen
call Ihe subroutine PLOT_ SUB al
address 22E5. There Is. however,
a second method, which might
be more suited lo calculator

two coordinates must be placed
at the top ot the calculator stack
In the order x,y. This being done
you simply coll the subroutine
PLOT at address 22DC The
coordinates will be removed
from the stack and the point will

be plotted.

Drawing a straight line

e code there are
essentially two ways ol drowlng
o straight line, but before we

look at these it is worth
remindng ourselves ot the DRAW
statement Itself. Vou see, the
syntax of the BASIC DRAW
statement Is DRAW X.Y: but X and
Y are not screen coordinates —
Instead they are displacements
from the last point plotted. It Is

these displacements, rather than
absolute screen coordinates,
which we must use In order to

First the slmple(ish) method.
The X displacement must be
stored between registers C and
E, with C containing ABS(X), ond
E containing 01 II X is positive or

3, FF II 5 negat
< the Y cjf way Ihe Y displacement

must be split between B and D,

with B containing ABS(Y] and D
containing 01 If Y is positive or

O

zero, FF II if's negative. Once Ihe
registers are so arranged, the
subroutine DRAW_3 may be
called, at address 24BA. This will

draw the line, but It will also
corrupt HL HL must be reloaded
with 2758h before returning to
BASIC or else you'll gel a crash,
A second way ot drawing a

straight line is lo have the X and
Y displacements at the top of
the calculator stack, In Ihe order
X,Y. Yo-.i then merely have to call
DRAW LINE (address 24B7). This
will remove X and Y from the
calculator stack and then draw
Ihe Una Note thai this too will

corrupt HL; and so you must
reload It with 2758 before
reluming to BASIC

Drawing an arc

In BASIC Ihe statement DRAW
X.Y.A will draw an arc from the
last point PLOTed (x1,y1,sav) to
[X+irf, Y+y1). such that the arc is

drawn anticlockwise, ond such
that the angle subtended by the
arc is 'A' radians To perform this

task In machine code the three
parameters, X.Y and A must be
placed, In lhat order, al the top
ot the calculator stack. The
subroutine DRAW_ARC may
Ihen be called, at address 2394,
which will draw the arc on the
screen as required. Note that HL
Is corrupted by this routine, and
must be restored to 2758 before
you return to BASIC

Drawing a circle

To draw a circle, the X and Y
coordinates of the centre ot the
proposed circle must be placed
at the top of the calculator
slack, followed by the radius. You
must then call DRAW__CIRCLE.
which is at address 232D, and
the circle will be drawn. This
routine also corrupls HL so It is

important to restore HL' to 2758
before returning to BASIC

Testing a point on the
screen

The lunclion POINT{X,Y| can be
talMy easily simulated In

machine code. Either with X and
Y initially on the calculator slack
(in which case you must call
POINT SUB at 22CB), or With C
containing the X coordinate and
B containing the Y coordinate
(in which case you should call
POINT_1 at address 22CE). In

either case the result will be left

al the top of the calculator
stack, and will be zero II the
point was PAPER, one If Ihe point
was INK. Colling the subroutine
FP_TO_A as address 2DD5 after

having called the point
subroutine will transfer the result
Into the A register.
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Testing the colours of a
Character Square

The function ATTR(Y,X) can
be eslly simulated in mac
code. If Y and X are Initio

the calculator stack then
S_ATTR_S (address 25801.
otherwise C must contain
line number, and 8 the ci

number, than call ATTR_1
(address 2583). In either c
result will be left at the top of
the calculator stack. Calling
FP_TO_A at address 2DDS after

having called the attr subroutine
*->r fhe result to the A

r. The II be It

e byte for the given

Ihe

Testing the contents of
a Character Square

The function SCREENS(Y.X) is used
In BASIC to determine which of

fhe ASCII characters (if any) Is

printed at character square (Y.X).

It will not. however, detect either
user defined graphics or fhe
built-in block graphics.
Furthermore, the Spectrum,
being machine ot very many
bugs, makes a complete mess ot

SCREENS is used in BASIC, with
ihe result that the BASIC
statement IF SCREENS(O.O) =
SCREENSI.0.1) THEN PRINT "TRUE"
will always yield TRUE
irrespective ot whether or not It's

supposed to. Fortunately this bug
is not present In machine codel
To use the SCREENS function you
must call either S_SCRNS_S
(address 2535) it the two
coordinates are at the lop of fhe

or you must call SCREENS_1
(address 253B) if C confoins the

column number. In either case
ihe string result will be left at the
lop of the calculator slack If you
Ihen call FP. TO.AEDCB
[address 2BF1) then BC will

contain zero If no match was
found, or one K a match was
found, in which case A will

contain Ihe characfer code of

fhe characfer found, and DE will

point to a second copy ot A.

Figure Foui is an improved
version ol fhe SCREENS function.
which will also detecl bolh user-

defined graphics and built-in

k graphics.
won.

amis
elementary

aspects of Spectrum graphics:
the basic essentials which you'll

need to know before you can
progress to more complicated
graphics There will of course be
olher graphics series In fhe
luture, but not slralght away. See
you next month. May the force
be with you . . .
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Brian Beckett with the

latest news on the QL.

f your Ql Is leellng lonely and
would like to join the wonderful
world ol computer to com pule r

buy you Tandata's lull Q-Com
package consisting ol an
Intelligent Interface, auto-
answer/aulo-dlal module and a
modem. This is actually
Tandota's third major price cut

friendly terms.
11 you are a Spectrum owner

looking to expand your system a
bit. a cheap OL ought to be a
good gamble as you con
network the two. Yau will need to

design or llnd some good
software to take lull advantage
ol a Specfrum-QL network but
you can pick up a lot ol what
you need trom the program
pages ol old computer mags.
Even forgetting any Speclrum-QL
networking, a cheap QL should

Ql COLUMN

along with the rest of us

Supercharge

If you're thinking aboul buying
Digital Precision's excellent
Supercharge QL Basic compiler
(£59.95). Ihe latest version (1.19) Is

available on micro-drive or disc.

There have been a lot of useful
improvement made to an
already very good product.
Including higher speeds, larger
files, added utility programs and
a better design lor Ihe lenslok
security system which — believe
It or not — actually allows Ihe

'- -n a regular basis. II

e Christmas and If

half I*

excellent product and — if you
do want to put your QL on-line
—

I would seriously consider
picking one up while Ihe going's
good as I doubt the price will

drop much more unless they
start giving them away. (Well.

Micionet aie giving away
Spectrum modems, so who
knows - Ed.)

This telecommunications
bargain may be good news for

Ihe offline public but It shows
the sorry state of Ihe QL market

100,000 QL owners out there
somewhere and Tandata's only
major competitor in the
communications slakes (Ihe

producers ol the long-awaited
Brightslar modem) has now gone
over the brink ot insolvency so it

seems an odd lime to cut
Q-Com's price to rock bottom
unless the customers )usl aren't

parting with their cash.

Speaking of bargains, you can
now buy a QL itself lor as little

as £150 from some of the major
high-street retailers - £250 less

than it would have cost before
things started to go wrong. The
burning question is simply "Is

this a bargain or a low-priced
white elephant?" On balance. I

think it's bargain since — lor

very little money — you get a
very good computer with quite
a bit ol reasonably priced,
excellent software available and
good peripherals like the
Tandata communications
package tor silly prices Other
peripheral bargains connot be
far away and some clever
shopping at computer shows
could buy you a very powerful
system at a price designed to

keep the Bank Manager on

s ill"

ft ghl

pool and a reasonable user-

base to keep things licking over

lor o lew years yet. And one
never knows; the cavalry moy
yet arrive In Ihe nick of time am
the QL (in some form or other)
will see turlher production runs

and consequently lots of new
software.

Amstrad

fairly quiet on the
Amstrad front. The malar QL
software and peripheral
manufacturers have formed o QL
Suppliers' Group to promote the
computer's (and thereby their

own) tuture. According to

Prospeio Software (which issued
Ihe press release), the Group's
first task is to secure a deal from
Amstrad — not exactly a startling

revelation — but II seems that

the negotiations are going "very

well", with hopes tor an early
agreement. It Prospero's right

(and I hope they are), there may
well be a breakthrough by the
time you read these words ol

wisdom but. when I rang up
Amslrad's PR agency, the

In the
made it tolrly clear that they
would not exactly
planned Thor computer based
on a QL circuit board and
running (hopelully) QL soltware
since It just happens fo

rights (hereto So the saga
continues and we will just have
to wait and see it we get a nice
long and costly legal argument
lo round things off. Atfer all we've
hod just about everything else

and the lawyers might os well
gel some tun out of all this

eCSIs

the

ody o
Supercharge version. £10 will

buy you an up-grade.
Supercharge has already had
so many nice things said aboul
II that II recommends itsell to

anyone who is seriously
Interested in QL programming In

Basic and there's little more thol

Speaking ot Supercharge's
lenslok, some crafty Belgians

'X'».

producing pirated copies. So be
sure lhal what you're buying Is

the real thing. Right now all QL
software houses need to know
that their products are
commercially viable and don't
need any more financial
disincentives than they already
have. Besides, Digital are very
nice people and do not deserve
to be ripped oft. If these altruistic

arguments are nof
tlset your baser si

is that e n the
latest efforts Irom these d
Belgians have not quite cracked
the system and runtime Is likely

lo produce some fairly weird
results.

Digital's latest effort is Super
Media Manager (£39.95) and I

had hoped lo give It a lengfhy
lookover but it arrived too late

lor this monlh. Briefly and not to

keep you overly anxious for your
next ZX Computing, Super
Media Manager is a
sophisticated and versatile

system lor manipulating,
hondling and editing
microdrlves or discs as well as

ring corrupt o
lost a s fi e opying

(CPfM,Irom other disc lormats (CI

PC-DOS and MS-DOS, for

example) and direct seed
editing ol QL microdrives/discs

rvQL d ind full

copying facilities by device,
sector or Hie. You even get a Hex
calculolor and Ihe 80-page
manual - like the one lor

Supercharge — Is clear, well-

written and an entertaining
read. The latter makes Super
Media Manager a minor
miracle ot the micro industry all

by itselt. but II you're at all

concerned with data retrieval,

editing and efficient

priority on the shopping list.
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Now available worldwide:
Prospero's professional language compilers
for QLs

PRO PASCAL &
PRO FORTRAN-77:
FOR SINCLAIR QL: BSSS incl VAT

USE THE LANGUAGES THE
PROFESSIONALS USE: PASCAL AND
FORTRAN.

MlriiL-iurc, portability and maintainability,

Pascal is excellent for education and Tor long-

term projects. Forlran gives yon access to

hundreds of existing programs - and uses

established programming skills!

ISO-PASCAL
Pro Pascal is ^

770X3,97 Clas:

pmi-cssur under CP/M and Ihc 8088

processor under PC-DOS. This provides
I

i:u;ir;inieo lhai die compiler is complete ai

works perfectly.

FORTRAN-77
Pro Fortran-77 is a full impli

ANSI Forlian-77 with

o ISO 7135/ ANSI

*ro Compilers Work!
idwji bucs when we ship -

'.(i j'Niiirani around Ilk- hull

• software developers

- universities and cnllce.es

- jiDverimii'iii and inda.irv

students nf computing

development o( personal sfc

- solving r l-
l-
h n i L

-
:i L problems

training in

16 dlgll accuracy

Siiti'L- and double precision IEEE format

arilllin.'tie sjives 7 or Hi dioil prec:si;>n.

S0,G0.0 Lines Big

Compiles hia nri:s:r.!niN Sl.lHiCi lines.
.

..\(i(Xj idcntihers.. .Vjiaraie nin:ji[!n:ir]n ;n

build librark-s and massive program suites

X-rcf program

• sample program:

• 200+ page marni

• graphic subroulii

Pascal •—. Fortra

Inlerlinkablc code m
of both languages. A kforc

We Specialise

At Prospcro we specialise in "riling larigtiae.

compilers. We produce [he best possible

compilers, ton limning in die appropriate

standard, and giving programmers a secure

base on which to build.

Quote: "Pro Pascal is not only ISO-

vnlidalcd, it is also a sirpcihrpialily arid very

full software development tool." Personal

Computer World Nov 1985

Reviews & Info

Call01-7.il 8531 or write in for a free info

pack with datasheets and magazine reviews.

New: Pro Forlran- 77 for MS-DOS will be

available in August/September 86.

UK tra a distributors'

Minn <I70J-S7I211

Software Ltd 01 -2711 1377

First Software 0!S6-453344

Silica Dblrilniliun 01-309 0.100

SCftWtrt Tuufihop 0525-71S271

QL:

Call for wilduide distributor list.

Prospero Software
#LANGUAGES POR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

190CASTELNAU. LONDON SWI3 9DH, ENGLAND TEL01-741 8531 TELEX 88143%

Mail order servici;

Pro Fonran-77 far Auri ST at £129.

Pro Pascal for Atari 5T al £129.

Pro Fonran-77 for MS-DOS n £«0.

Pro Pascal for MS-DOS al £320.

Pro Pascal for CPM-Bfi ai O20.

Specal nffcr til I1IDIS6: both QL caapilrr;

/or £162.

I enclose payment of £ .

In case of autry call 01-741 ASli or itm
SK14VM, T*k praduci name .( you iiK require



Sitting Inside its black box, the
GL's electronic working parts

labour at phenomenal speed
producing all sorts ot results

which should be ol some use to

Ihe operator. But those results

are useless while they're locked
away Inside lhat black box. The
QL has to be able to

world: to receive Instructions and
data, and transmit results In a
form which can be clearly
understood by the user.

Several parts of this series

have covered the SuperBASIC
commands which facilitate the
QL's contact with the outside
world. Windows ond 'consoles'

were covered in part 1, and
qraphics In parts 4 and 5. These
articles have shown how the OL
uses the screen to display the
results of its work. Bui

than just Ihe screen; in this, the
final port of the series, we'll be
examining some other aspects
of communication: the
keyboard, sound, serial and
Joystick porfs, mlcrodrives, and
Ihe network system.

Input
Ihree SuperBASIC
s which cause the

;r to respond to key
INPUT, INKEy$. and

right, awaiting Ihe next keypress
INPUT Is used with any

console device. I.e. windows 0,1

and 2, or any others you may
have specified with the CON.
command. Pressing ENTER' after

your response terminates the
INPUT command, sending your
entry to the specified variable.

Note that the INPUT command
can be used In situations other
than gaining a user response
form the keyboard (more on that

later).

With INPUT, zero, or one or

at one time. Within the limits ot

Ihe Input buffer associated with

Ihe console device being used
(see pari 1 ot this series], any
number of characters may be
entered. Using 'ENTER' informs the
computer when sufficient

INKEyS and KEYROW are
commands which seek lust a
single keypress. But these two
commands work In quite
different ways, and using Ihe
wrong one can create some
strange effects.

Procedures

procedures which have been
written to provide a
demonstration ot Ihe subtle
differences between INKEYS and

90 Is not Implemented (surprise,

surprise!), But, If you press one or
more keys, then all the
keypresses you make will be
listed In turn by the command In

line 90 - even though INKEYS
was not Implemented during the
delay loop
When you press a key, it is

recorded by the computer with
that character being placed
Into an Input buffer: all

keypresses are stored In this way.
INKEYS reads the Input butler,

working on a first IrWIIrsI out

lines 70 and 100. as long as
there are characters in the Input
buffer which were placed there
either during the delav or some
other time afterwards (bul before
implementation of Ihe INKEYS
command), these characters will

be extracted by INKEYS. placed
Into the variable '*$'. and printed

It Is a common programming

key is accidentally pressed
before INKEYS Is encountered,
INKEYS responds to the earlier

keypress. In games, this can

SuperBASIC
INPUT is the easiest to

understand, and easiest to use
in a program. Whenever a
program encounters the INPUT
command it stops to wail tor Ihe
response ot the user. To tell you il

is wailing. Ihe QL places a
flashing cursor on the screen.
Without qualifying INPUT, that
cursor appears in the default

KEYROW. Once you have entered
the program lines the first

procedure to fry is one called
INKEY CHECK'. Type In the

' 'inkey„check',

,v(^)t :thec
e directed to Ihe next print

defined as a consol
specifying the windt
number, eg. INPUT »2flS
sends Ihe cursor to window" 2.

and the response (whatever Ihe
user types in) is Iransferred to tht

string 'oS'. As keys are pressed
the appropriate character
appears on the screen, under

This procedure Is a
mpleo- '

n the s<

ery

<lng you
press a key; a delay of

approximately fen seconc
generated by the DELAY
procedure (which uses a
FOB.. END FOR Ic

printed out of all I

p) for you to

e keys which

listing, you'll

INKEYS comn
outside Ihe loop which c
the delay. It you tall to pr

keys during the delay, thi

REPeat loop
IF INKEYS ="" THEN EXIT loop
END REPeat loop

before using INKEYS again to

check tor a keypress, but
KEYROW Is the correct command
(or an Instant check. But before
we consider KEYROW, you might
llnd it fun to play around with
INKEYS a little more.

The parameter in brackets
alter INKEYS defines how long
the computer will wait for a
response from the user. The O' In

line 80 means a zero delay; try

replacing the zero with larger
numbers. See what the ettect

might be on pressing one key
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during the delay then several.
The porameter — 1' causes Ihe
program to wall indefinitely until

a key Is pressed. Can you see
why, with INKEYS 1-1) you'll never
exll from 'loopl'?

The delay in Ihe
1NKEV CHECK' procedure was
(deliberately) caused by a
FOff . . . END FOR loop rather than
the PAUSE command. Another
procedure, LONG_PAUSE,
appears in llg.1 which uses
PAUSE to generate the delay.
Note that when you use this

procedure the PAUSE command
Is brought to a premature end
by pressing a key. This Is a useful
feature as you can use PAUSE

an Indefinite delay, ended only
by a keypress Of course, if there
Is a character In the input buffer
before the program gets to the
PAUSE command, then PAUSE Is

overlooked!
Like the INPUT command,

INKEYS can also be used to
extract data from tiles. The QL
keyboard has 65 keys; if you
consider the two shift keys as
one, this can be reduced to 64
- a beautifully round number
which allows all Ihe keys to be
grouped into eight sets of eight

Keyrow
The KEYROW command allows

Part 6: David Nowotnik

plugs into the QL's

communications

abilities.

Ihe programmer to make a
check on which key is being
pressed (In any group of eight)
at any moment In time. It

responds lo the keyboard, no!
the Input buffer, so the check is

truly Inslant. The way the 64 keys
are grouped Info eight sets Is

shown In the keywords section of
Ihe QL User Guide. In group 1

are the lour 'arrow
1

keys, 'ENTER'
and 'SPACE', plus 'ESC and T. It is

this group which Is checked in

Ihe KEYROW _DEMO procedure
In flg.1. With this listing In the
computer, type In keyrow demo

wafch what happens.
This procedure displays three

boxes on the screen. For Ihe
moment, take look at the top
box only, Pressing any key from
the above group wilt cause one
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Fifl.l. Demonstration Routine for INKEy. an KEVROW

10 REMark Demonstrations of
20 REMark INKEVJ and KEYROW

40 DEFine PROCedure INKEY CHECK
50 PRINT "press any key"
SO DELAY 100
70 REPeat loopl
BO z*=INKEV*(0): IF r*-"" THEN EXIT loopl

100 END REPeat loopl
110 PRINT "That's all"
120 END DEFine INKEV CHECK
130 :

140 DEFine PROCedure LONG PAUSE
150 PRINT "press any key"
160 PAUSE 300
170 z*=INKEY*(01
180 PRINT "Von pressed - ":z*i" -
190 END DEFine LONG_PAUS-E

210 DEFine PROCedure TV
220 MODE B: WINDOW 512,256,0,0
230 PAPER 0: CLS
240 WINDOW 448,200,32,16
250 WINDOW #2,448,200,32,16
260 WINDOW #0,44B,40,32,216
270 PAPER 2: PAPER "2,1: PAPER #0,0
280 INK 7i INK #2,7i INK #0,7
290 CLS: CLE #0
300 END DEFine TV
310 3

320 DEFine PROCedure KEYROW^DEMO

340 FOR 1-3 TO S
350 OPEN |1 , scr
360 WINDOW #1,140,25,200, ll-2>«50
370 INK #i,0i PAPER #1,6
380 BORDER #i,2,li CLS #i
390 CSIZE #i,3,l
400 END FOR i

410 CSIZE 3,ll PRINT" KEVROW DEMONSTRATE
420 INK Oi PRINT V'KEYROW U>"
430 CURSOR 220,621 PRINT uMt"
440 CURSOR 40,90i PRINT "MASK"
450 CURSOR 30,140: PRINT "EQUALS"
460 BINARV (64): PRINT #4, bin*
470 CURSOR 360,901 PRINT "-64"
4B0 REPeat loop2
490 2-KEYROW (1)

510 CURSOR 360,40: PRINT "

=20 CURSOR 360,40: PRINT " = "iz
530 BINARY <z&b64>i PRINT #5, bin*
540 CURSOR 360,140: PRINT "

550 CURSOR 360,140: PRINT "-":zt,S,64
560 END REPeat loop2
370 1

380 DEFine PROCedure BINARV (z)
390 LOCal i,k,a*,l

610 FOR 1-1 TO B
620 1-k MOD 2
i>30 IF 1 THEN

650 ELSE t a*»"0"!,i*
660 END IF
670 k-INT [k/2>
6B0 END FOR i

700 END DEFine BINARY

720 DEFine PROCedure DELAV (h>
730 LOCal 1

750 END FOR i

760 END DEFine DELAY



ot the elgh! zeros In the box lo

convert to o figure 1. That T only
remains In the box while the key
Is pressed. Note thai each key In

the above group switches a
different '0' to '1'. and pressing
any key outside ot the group has

So. each digit In the group ol

eight acts as an onfoff Indicator
lor each key In the group A
string ol ones and zeros can be
regarded as o binary number:
each combination ot the eight
Ts and O's is equivalent to a
single decimal number ranging
between and 255. That
decimal number Is shown to Ihe
right ot the box. Pressing the
space bar generates the
number '64'. I.e., the (unction
KEYROW (1) will return a value ot

64 II Ihe space bar Is pressed
when Ihe (unction Is called. So,

you could check II the space
bar Is being pressed with the
program line-

However, II you press more than
one key a I a time Irom the
above group the bn-off'

Indicator shows all keys pressed
trom Ihe group, and the decimal
number returned by KEYPRESS Is

KEYPRESS values. For example. It

you press space' and 'Enter' Ihe
resultant decimal value ol

KEYPRESS (1] Is 65,

There Is a technique you can
use to screen out unwanted
keypresses, so that you can test

lor a key being pressed, even II

II Is pressed in combination with
other keys. It makes use ol Ihe
logical AND operator, '&£

At this stage, II would be all

loo easy lo go ott at a tongent
on binary arithmetic So. lo avoid
complex explanations, lake a
look ot the centre box on the
KEYROW DEMO procedure. This

Is o mask' ol value 64 (Ihe same
as the value of 'space' with
KEYHOW (1)]. The result (
combining the value ol KEYROW
(1) and the value ol the 'mask'
with the '&& operator Is shown In

the lower box. Only when the
space key Is pressed will the
resultant value In the lower box
be 64. even il 'space' Is pressed
with another key in the KEYROW
(1) group The values ot the other
keys are masked out. So, the
program line:

IF KEYROW (1) && 64=64 THEN

will always be true If space' is

pressed, even II It Is pressed In

comblnalon with another key.

In summary, if you are writing

on 'action' game program, use
ol KEYROW, plus a logical AND
mask. Is o must. Other single
keypresses can be detected with
INKEYS. while INPUT Is used for

entry ot a single Input ot several
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mu
program. Ol course, the duration
parameter also has to be
added: this comes first in the list

ot parameters.
When using sound In a program,
remember that you c

-- *"

a sound by using th

* i not
a BEEP
any

parameters, c
program you can detect
whether a sound is being

IF BEEPING THEN .

While other manufacturers
placed dedicated sound chips
into their microcomputers, the
Sinclair design team — under
instructions to keep down costs
- used multipurpose processors
for generating sound. In the
Spectrum, the Z80 CPU
generated the wave forms to

create sound. This ties up the
processor so that everything else
stops while sound is being
generated. The QL, fortunately,

has a second processor, an 8049
chip, which handles sound
generation (and most other
input/output operations). So.

using the BEEP command on the
QL causes the main 68008
processor to send a simple
command to the 8094 chip, then
the 68008 can carry on with its

t, leaving the 8049 to

BEEP.

e upt eight
parameters) and unpredictability
(it can be difficult to predict the
outcome ot changing even just

one of the parameters). The QL
User Guide suggests that anyone
using BEEP should experiment to

achieve any desired effect; and
the listing In llg.2. provides you
with a suitable experimentor
program.

As usual, type In the listing,

save, ond run II. On the screen
you'll gel seven boxes, each
representing one of the BEEP
command parameters (except

parameter]. The program Is

simple to use. At any one lime,

one parameter Is active', and its

box appears as a different

colour. You con change the
value ol the active parameter

' rays shown In the
qx)o eby

change, press the c' key, and
enter a value as requested. The
range of permitted values Is

shown as soon as 'c' Is pressed. If

space bar. To try i

press the space bar. The sound
will continue until you stop

pressing space.
Once you have discovered o

sound you like, write down all

the para

parameters in the order thai the
parameter boxes oppeor on the

lhe exper Imentor

The BEEPING function returns a
lue of 1 if sound is being

produced, zero if BEEP is oft.

If you look carefully through
the listing in fig.2. you should
recognise several of the
concepts developed earlier in

Microd rives

Next on this world-wind tour ot l/o

Without previous knowledge of

FORMAT, IDAD and SAVE anyone
reading this series will have
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spent o lot ot lime typing in

programs without preserving
them on mlcrodrive and losing
all when switching oil their QU
at the end of a work session! So,

taking FORMAT, LOAD, and SAVE
lor granted, what else can be
done with mlcrodrlves?

The D1R command will disploy
In window 1 the directory (or

list ot contents) ot a cartridge in

either mlcrodrive, eg. 'DIR

mdv1__' or 'DIR mdv5_'. II you
want to send the directory listing

to any other screen, then you
must specify the channel
number, e.g. 'DIR a 2. mdv1_'
will send the directory to window
»2. The same directory can be

d along any other

3,mdv2_) places In 'temp Hie'

the directory ol microdrlve 2. The
tile Is then closed.

The contents of that file can
be read, Item by Item, In a
sequential

tg any i

N I A, s'OPEI

open chonnel 4 to serial port 1.

after which DIR it 4, mdv1_' will

transmit the directory to the
serial port, ond Ihereotler. to the
device connected to this port.

printer listing ot a microdrlve
directory. Remember to CLOSE

The COPY command can be
extremely useful. For Instance.

COPY mdv1 filename to scr'

will copy the contents of a tile

on mdv1_ called 'filename'
(which can be a SuperBASIC
program. Quill document, or any
ASCII file produced by a text

editor) to the screen without thai

tile being loaded into RAM. You
can view the tile, and It it is a
long tile, pressing 'F5' and CTRL'

at the same lime will freeze the
screen (and copy command) to

prevent scrolling. Pressing any
key then unfreezes the screen, to

let more ol the file be read from
the drive
One of the simplest ways ot

producing o printer listing of a
program Is through the COPY
command. With a printer

connected lo seM. 'COPY
mdv1_lllename to seM' will

copy the tile to the printer. And,
of course, the COPY command

o produce the
ickup ot tiles:

it lho» e filergiving
In fig. 3. you'll see a simple

backup program which wilt

copy all of the Hies on mdv2 to

a cartridge In mdvl.
The program produces all thi

operating instruclions on the
screen. Place Ihe original In

drive 2, and a blank or
unwonted cartridge In drive 1,

Pressing any key tormats drive

one. then copies all files across.

The way this program works
demonstrates some Important
principles ol tile handling on
mlcrodrives. In line 1250, a new
tile is created on mdvl called
temp_llle: this Hie is linked to

channel #3. The simple
command In line 1260 (DIR

; 1270 3 Is

opened to 'temp file' c

mdv1_; the OPEN_IN'
command ensures that data
can only be read from the Hie,

and prevents occidental data
transfer to the tile The tlrst two

directory tile names, so these
are pulled off the file, and
discarded (line 1280). Note the
use of INPUT to take a string of

data from Ihe microdrlve (lie.

Inside the REPeal loop (lines

1300 to 1350) the directory Hie

names are read sequentially
(line 1320) from temp_llle and
placed In the string 'aS'. These

(line 1330) for confirmation, then
embedded in the COPY
command (line 1340) to eltect

the transfer of tiles.

The EOF function (line 1310)

delects when the end of

; the program
from the loop Chonnel ft

then closed, and temp
I

deleted (line 13807.

program lines. Save the
expanded 'Breakout' program
on microdrlve With the
microdrlve In drive 1, use the
direct command create llle'

(line 4000) lo produce Ihe empty
data llle

The listing contains
procedures to update the high
score table in memory, enter the
name [eight characters) and
date (dd(mm/yy) when o 'top 5'

score Is achieved, and a routine

to print the high score table on

The principles developed lor

loading the directory file (fig. 3.)

apply also to Ihe high score file,

so Ihe load procedure (lines 4110
to 4210) should need no
explanation. Saving the llle Is

carried out by the
T
ad|ust llle'

procedure (lines 4540 to 4650).

First, Ihe old high score llle Is

deleted (line 4570), then o new
tile created (4580). and the new

entered Inlo the file sequentially.
Transfer ol data lo the file uses
the PRINT command (lines 4660
and 4610). The file Is Ihen closed
(line 4630) ready lor use next

Moving Irom front lo back ol the
QL. Ihere are three types of llo

ports which are accessible from
SuperBASIC

The serial ports adopt the

SuperBASIC
handling. For those who typed
in, and. hopefully enjoyed the
'Breakout' program Irom part 5

ol this series, printed lasl month,
the listing In fig.4 adds a high
score lacllity to thai game. Many
computer games have high
score facilities which allow you
to recognise the best scores
achieved in any one session. But

once you finish playing, and
switch of! the computer, the high
score table Is lost, and the next

time you play, you start all over
again. Not so with this new high
score facility lor 'Breokout'. When
a session Is completed, a file of

high scores on microdrlve (1) is

updated, so that the next time
you play the all-time-best scores
remain to be - -

-

illed RS232C to

allow communication with othe
devices, like printers and
modems, as long as they also

lard
I

time The speed of transfer Is

known as the baud rate (bits per
second), and both serial ports
con be set to a particular baud
rale with the BAUD command.
There are only a certain number
ol acceptable baud rales,

ranging Irom 75 lo 9600, and II Is

vltaT that the device for

ethis ;,lily w
'Breakout', type out the listing Ir

tig 4 and save it. Then load
'Breakout' and MERGE In the nt

baud rate as the computer.

directions, so there are two
'wires' lor data transfer (one for

each direction). The way Ihe
socket is wired up defines one
device as a transmitter, and one
as a receiver. On the OL, seM Is
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LUti
the 'transmitter', and ser2 fhe
'receiver'. But don't be tooled by
this, as both porls can manage
two way communication.

Several other lactors need to
be checked tor compatabllily
between the QL and
communicating device. These
re beyond fhe scope ol this

article, but they can make the

Assuming all Is well, a simple
COPY command can be used to
create a printer listing. It you
want to list a program which Is

OPEN II 4, serl: LIST 4) 4: CLOSE

The problem with obtaining a
listing In this way is that II Is not
possible to format the printer

output In the way you would like

II (e.g. setting margins, skip over
the perforations, etc). The listing

In lig.5. allows you to do this with
Epson compatible printers. When
you type and run the program,

on formatting the printer output
(lines 100 to 150). When asked tor

normal or emphasised print,

press '0' or T. The 'UK' character
set will give you '£'. but not '#',

and the US set gives you '*'

Instead ol '£',

Between lines 150 and 170. all

the appropriate conlrol codes
are sent 1o the printer. K you do
not hove an Epson printer, then
check to see what the
appropriate codes are lor your
printer, and subsltute them In this

Finally, you get the chance to

print a title to the listing Oust
press 'ENTER' II a title Is not
required). Enter the device name
i'mdv_1' or 'mdv2_1 and tile

name, and the printer listing Is

produced (line 360). The result

should be neatly paginated
printer listings, with pages you
can tear at the perforations
without ripping the textl

[I you plan to use joysticks

with your QL. then you'll need 1o

moke sure they are filled with BT

plugs, or hove adaptors to use
joysticks titled with standard 'D'

plugs. No special programming
Is needed In order to use
joysticks, as they duplicate
certain keys All the Joystick

movements can be detected
with a single KEYROW command.
So, in your SuperBASIC program
KEYROW command (0) will delect
all the movements of a Joysllck

connected lo CTRL2, and
KEYROW (1) can be used tor a
joystick connected to CT8L1 To
confirm It, use Ihe procedure
keyrow demo' In flg.1. with a
joysllck In CTRL! Change the 1'

to TJ' In lines 420 and 490 to try

this out with a joystick In CTRL2
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Fig. 3. Format the output to an Epson printer

10 REI"1»rk Printer Format Program
20 REMark
30 REMark -for the Epsom RXBO
40 REMark
50 REMark by David Nowotnik - June 1986
60 REMark
70 CLS #2i CLSi CLS #0
B0 AT 2,8 iPRINT "Printer format /l isting"
90 AT 5,0 I INPUT "Enter page length (11) "!P
100 INPUT "Enter line spacing (1/2) "; =

110 INPUT "Enter no. of skip over line "Ik
120 INPUT "Enter left margin (0-70) "ti
130 INPUT "Enter right margin (10-B0) "ir
140 INPUT "Enter normal (0) or emphasised ( 1

)

"«*
150 INPUT "UK (1) or USA (2) character set II,

y
160 a*«CHR*<27)
170 DPEN#5,serl
180 PRINT #5,a*;"a";: REMark Initi alise printer
190 PRINT#5,a*j "C")CHR*<0) jCHR*(p) |l REMark page length
200 PRINTtt5,a»;"A"tCHR*(s*12) ; : REMark line spacing
210 PRINT#5,a*; "N";CHR*(k)s : REMark skip
220 PRINT#5,a*; "1"[CHR*(D j : REMark le-ft margin
230 PRINT#5,a*j "Q"jCHR*<r> j : REMark right margin
240 PRINT#5,a*;CHR*(70-a) j : REMark normal /emphasi sed
250 IF y-1 THEN
260 PRINT#5,a*i "R" jCHR* (3) ( 1 REMark UK ch aracter set
270 ELSE : PRINT#5,a*j "R" ; CHR* (0) j ! REMark US ci- aracter set
280 END IF

290 PRINT! INPUT " Title ? "jb*
300 IF NOT b*«"" THEN
310 PRINT #5,b*: PRINT #5i PRINT 9B
320 END IF
330 PRINTb INPUT " Copy -from device... "jb*
340 INPUT " File name "|c*
330 CLOSE #5
360 COPY b*&c* TO serl

Networking

And llnally, the network pons. A
QL can be connected to one o
mote turlher QLs (or Spectrums)
using a simple wire connector.
The network is a serial

communication system, with all

Ihe variables associated
'"

RS232C pre-set. But It Is a
much more limited than the
RS232 system. For example, you

computers are listening before

any data is transmitted.

All the concepts of (lie

handling apply to the network,
so the commands of COPY.
OPEN, CLOSE, INPUT, PRINT, LIST,

etc can be used with the
network in much the same way

as with other devices.
Before using the network,

each QL In the network must be
assigned a d liferent station

number. The command 'NET 1'

sets the station number to 1. This

permits the network to allow
communication between two
specific computers, even when
there may be several In the
network.

To transmit data on the
network, the device name Is

'neto_', and to receive, 'netl_'

With these rules, use of the
network should be
straightforward. So,

loads a SuperBASIC program
transmitted [using the SAVE
command) trom station 3.

And there ends the quick
review of QL communication
commands, and this series on
SuperBASIC There are several
areas of SuperBASIC that time
and space prevented us trom
reviewing. If you enjoyed the
series and would like other
specific areas explained in

Computing, do write and let

ZX
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Part 5: Alan Davis

explains how to get

your adventure

characters on the

move.

.. .._ll be putting the
finishing touches to our
miniature world by dealing with
Independent movement ofthe
computer-controlled characters.
II you've been building up the
routines trom all the previous
ertlcles, you'll have noticed that
so fa; Merlin's companions
remain stubbornly rooted to the
spot [unless indulging In a bit ot

thievery). The new routines for

*h should get them
leung melr leg muscles . . .

Actually. Independent
Tiovement does pose certain
problems tn a general series ot

articles like these, slncethe'way
you want your characters to

"ove wljl depend' very much on
e plot of the particular

. ^venture you're wrltlng.^f-all

you're looking tor Is a general
background almosphereMf
bustle and vitality then random
movement mdy be all that you .

need, and In tact this Is all we

Kealms&f
interaction

isibly deal with h
is the kind of movement Which

s Kim Topley's Fantasia
Diamond tHewsqn's] — an.
adventure which positively

bristles with. activity. Ot course '

this does fall short bt the pseudo-
Intelligent wanderings of

Lestrdde. in Sherlock, or of the



code, and llnallv add Ihe lines

ot BASIC from Listing 3. GOTO
9998 will save the whole lot in Its

updated form lo iape (notice

thol line 9998 In listing 3

replaces an existing line in the
previous program). Once
everything Is saved, GOTO 8010
should get ihe ocllon started,

and as you move Merlin around
you'll notice several new things.

Timbrll. lor instance, will lend to

follow Merlin around — while
other characters will wander
about more or less as they like.

doing whatever takes their fancy.

Well, you can salely leave
them to look alter things while
we take a look at a tew details

ol the programming. Whenever
the machine code routine is

called (LET m = USR 65000],
each character Is given the
option of movement (with Ihe
exception of Merlin whose
movements are entirely under
your control of course). As the
program stands, there's a 1 in 4
chance that any given

will decide to move

(or less) likely by changing line

90 In the assembler program:
AND 1. for example, will Increa;

2. Alternatively, try POKEIng
different values Into 65016 il you
want to do the job Irom BASIC
(POKE 65016.0 will make them all

tl need to
at lines

o BASIC v,

diate

arrived or left. We need more
Information than mis. however,
and lo get if we need lo PEEK

which case a message ol the
type "So-and-so arrives" needs t

be printed.
2) Values of 1.2,3, or 4 indicate

245 IF V=5 AND 1(iO+li,|0+tJ) -
6 THEN LET z = "Merlin hat no
mountaineering equipment":
GOSIIB 100: GOTO 200.

espectlvely. Line 2030 of Listing

) shows how the necessary text

s generated.
3f course it's possible that no

change
60 and 200 In the assembler
program. If you have X
characters altogether (including
Mirim' then change line 60 to

LD B.X-1 and line 200 to LD A.

X+1. Or you could POKE
65008.X-1 and POKE 65039.X+1
directly Irom BASIC If you require

some characters to be kept
stationary — perhaps lo do
some specific task task such as
guarding a route or a treasure
— no problem. When you set up
your list ol characters, )ust make
sure that all the mobile' ones
come at the begining ot fhe list

with Ihe stationary ones at Ihe
end — and then modify the
machine code as above with X1

taking Ihe number ol mobile

Is in operation,
.be occurring

'behind the scenes which the
player knows nothing of; but if i

Merlin's current location then
obviously a text message has ti

be printed up announcing this

Whenever this situation cr"

e assigned the
n the re n to

BASIC
printing is required (see the
conditional Jump at line 2010 in

Listing 3).

The only other point worth
mentioning about Ihe movement
routines concerns the way In

which Timbrll appears to dog
Merlin's heels As long as the
number of followers of fhls kind Is

small, BASIC is perfectly
adequote, and line 2000 in

Listing 3 does the |ob for us here.

All II does Is compare Timbrll's

map coordinates with Merlin's,

making them equal if they're not

already, and prinl text as
appropriate. You could sensibly

add othe

That^ i is tar i

I'd like to spend a
htile time suggesting ways in

which you can develop these
Interaction routines further. The
obvious thing to try In fhe first

Instance is to Increase the
number of characters, objects,
and locations; certainly a
greater variety In the location
descriptions would be no bad
idea since these have been
deliberately kept to a bore
minimum here. I hope It's

obvious how to go about this: it's

just a matter ot adding more
DATA statements to Ihe

. i !-k:.t, io'jline-1 if the i>rai<

module [see the second article),

dimensioning the arrays
accordingly, and modifying the
appropriate numeric constanfs.

oft' certain routes in your
adventure; as things stand
Merlin con move anywhere
within Ihe map. You can do this

very easily by making some of

the o-go c
logical way. A simple method
would be to add "a mounfain"
to the list of location descriptions
[giving this a numeric code of 6)

and then change Ihe contents
of the array 1(1 so that the

need. You can then add a line

ly. 'That's II for
1 do I stop It

other characters from
blundering Into bogs or walking
Into walls?'' Well - If you're
really set on Ihls then you've no
alternative but to rewrite the

routines, inserting the necessary
checks. But there may be no
need for all this In many oases.
Remember that you are. after oil,

creating only an illusion — and
whol Ihe player doesn't know

o question for you: can you tell

(purely by playing Ihe game)
whelher Ihe hunter ores In

RUNESTONE move through Ihe
mountains, or skirl around them
as the player must? (There ore
no prizes and In any case I'm

not telling!)

Another aspect of these
Interaction routines which may
alarm you Is Ihe sheer amounl
of memory they use. leaving
correspondingly less space for

your adventure. Don't worry. For a
start, once you've decided on
your characters, objects and so
on, you can dispense wilh all

those DATA statements In the
iiiitiuli'iation section of the basic
module since the arrays will all

be stored in the variables area
along with your program w
you t.{Olc o ihis II

3 you load in the p
rather than within it as o
present). Huge dollops o
memory can be saved t

numbers wilh named constants
(LET L = 1. LET Z = 2 etc.)

Expressions like VAL "65000" will

also save three bytes every time,

the speed of execution ol the
program will suffer. Clyde Bish's

excellent RANDOM MEMORY
series will give you lots more

s for memory saving.
Rami
point
the independent characters an
Integral part ot your adventure
These routines and Ideas
shouldn't be seen as mere
window dressing or wasted
space, but as a vital core from
which your adventure develops.

This brings us to Ihe end ol

the "Realms" series as I'd

originally envisaged it. but I'm

aware that I've left you rather
badly In the lurch. The trouble

at the player will

need to be able lo talk to them
— and he can't do that wilh
your usual VERB/NOUN BASIC
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Input like "GO NORTH AND ASK
wIlliam to pur the gold bar in

THE IRON CHEST.'' Ves? You'd like I

In machine code tor an Instant

response? And you'd like it

suitably friendly so that it con
be easily Interlaced with the res

of your BASIC program?

VENTURESPEAK. Watch Ihls

«f
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PERIPHERAL
CONFLICT
AIMD HOW TO
Fred Mullins takes you

on a guided tour ot the

Spectrum Input/output

system and shows the

advantages of being

properly addressed.

The Input/Oulput system ot

Sinclair machines has at least

been stable from the original

ZXflO machine through to the
new Spectrum -138 and
equipment con be shared
among Ihem. . .with limitations?

The BASIC system consists ol
.!..! !:

. I''' iil

allowed by the ISO processor.
These are addressed In the
some way as memory but by
using a different control signal
(IORQ) and dilterenl machine
code instructions.

Ot these at least live address
bits out of fhe eight available
address bifs hove been
allocated by Sinclair to

themselves. These are:

AO Keyboard and tape
intertoce (lirst.5 bits d0-d5 tor the
keyboard, D7 for (ape).

A1 lor TV sync on ZX80 and
ZX81 (as there was no separate
part in the ULA for the video

o playcircuit and the Z80 had I

this part) and this was us.

tell It when to output the screen.

On the Specifum this was
unused as the ULA dealt with the

A1 On the ZX Speclrum 128K
and XK poge memory (tor fhe
48K Spectrum) systems this was
used as a switch to bring in fhe
extra pages ot memory. The
proper address for fhe Spectrum
12BK is FD and changes the
pages or brings in fhe AY8912
sound chip depending on
address bits A14 and A 15.

lor the ZX printer, this

d by ct

intertoces and pseudo z* printers

such as the Alphacom 32 and
ihe Seiko GP50S.
A3 & A4 ore used for Ihe ZX
microdrive on the Speclrum. but
were available on Ihe ZX80M tor

add-ons
All these bifs must be at

binary 1 (high or olf) If these
devices are not to appear on
ihe data bus. Therefore Ihe
addresses must sfarf at address
31 and go up In steps of 32 (In

order lo stop any ot the address
bits A0-A4 going to zero).

Working out an address

The A9 Is equivalent ot the unit

In binary being 1 or (odd Or
even number). Bit A1 Is double
ihol representing 2 or etc up
lo A7 which represents 128 or 0.

The oddress is made by adding

up all the numbers represented
by ALL the bits

On the Speclrum the Bin

command will allow you lo sel
tolls [up to 16 tolls) and Ihen see
the decimal result.

Tfy this program which
(temtMislrures 1h<-- il'vl on Ihe

address ol each bll going low.

10 FOR X=0 TO 7: REM
MAXIMUM NUMBER IN EIGHT
BITS
20 LET A$="BIN 11111111"

30 LET AS(LEN A$-X)="0": PRINT
aS;" = ";VAL A$;tab
20;'tteclmal"
40 PRINT
50 NEXT X

Sinclair found lhat by using a
special Instruction (IN A, (C) or
OUT (C).A), on Ihe ZB0 you could
exlend Ihese addresses to 16 bits

(potentially 65535 addresses)
and this was included In Ihe first

ZX Speclrum manual.
Untorlunately Sinclair Ihen broke
Ihe rules by accessing the
keyboard, printer e'

_ "J

old eight bil lr
'

So although you can use a 16
bit oddress from BASIC for

instance the same rules os with
machine code hove got to

apply it you are not to resel or
conluse Ihe machine; le, It you
are testing one device such as
the keyboard only one ol the
oddress lines must be zero, for

the keyboard this is AO (le 254 in

BASIC).
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ADVQID IT,
Many oi the KO devices used

on the ZX81 are therefore usable

rearrangement ol the upper
eight address lines this is no!
possible on devices which use
Ihese lines like the Kempston
printer interlace.

The Kempsion loystlck

interlace is however useable on
the ZX81 [assuming you can
Include a bit ol machine code
In a REM statement at the
beginning of Ihe program as
follows.

20 PRINT RANDOMISE USD 16514
Machine code poked into REM

stolemenl from address 16514 to

16520

LD HL,0 :CLEAR
RETURN
REGISTER BC
IN A.31 ;GET
JOYSTICK VALUE
LD QA ;STORE IN

BC TO RETURN
VALUE

his leaves Just three address
is to ptay with A5.A6.A7 These
the Spectrum cause conflicts,

lore than one device uses Ihe
e address or tike the

walerdrive use the Sinclair

allocated addresses.
The Walerdrive u

0-15 and only turns ott when tne
keyboard is read. This causes a
conflict with the Kempsion
interface which only checks
lines A5-A7. Therefore address
0-16 will bring in the Kempsion
joystick and the Walerdrive
together c II device w

Here is a list ol addresses at

uhlch popular equipment works
o you con avoid any clashes.

Cursor joysticks 254 (some
only check
A0 low]

Programmable
Joystick Interfaces254
RAM turbo 254,31

(keyboard

Including GP50S
and Alphacom
32fTimex 2040.
Kempston '('

Printer interface
VTX500 modem

191 and 187

255 & 127
(absolute
addresses as
all other bits

checked
A0-A6)
253 [or any

(Spectrum 128K] address with

One solution to Ihis problem is

to only use Ihe lower three bits

to "hook" into the correct
address and use the upper eight

address lines (A8-A15) to address
individual devices. Eprom
services provide an add-on
board which does lust this II you
hove to use Iwo devices which
have same eight bit address
(though you will hove to change
the address In software).

You can experiment on
microdrives lor Inslance by using
OUT 0,0 which will crash the
machine as it brings in the ULA
and the microdrive together.

Doing the some will also crash

the machine It o ZX type printer

is lilted. Resetlng the machine
will bring back the spectrum
and no damage con be done
by doing Ihis.

Discdrives olten use Ihe same
address as microdrives, so they
cannot be used together and
two printer interlaces certainly

connot be used.
I hope this has pointed out

some ol me problems in

connecting up equipment on he
back ol o Sinclair computer and
that certain combinations will

not work. So 11 you are thinking

ol buying a new bit of

equipment, make sure it Ills in

with your existing system,

Eprom Services. 3 Wedgewood
Drive, Leeds LS8 1EF. Tele
0532-667183
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David Nowotnik looks

at the latest language

software for the GL.

For GL programmers seeking to

move on from SuperBASIC lo on
alternallve high level language,
one which is compiled ralher

lhan translated (tor greater
operating speed), then Pascal is

said that SuperBASIC was the
result ot combining the
structured principles ol Pascal
with earlier versions ot BASIC
Certainly, QL programmers will

leel at home with Pascal's

structured style, and many
commands and syntax rules

have some similarity with

SuperBASIC
The appearance of Pro

PASCAL is not the first opportunity
given lo QL owners to try Pascal.

The price ol the package, at

£99.95 is certainly high when
compared with other OL Pascal
compilers But this compiler, the
latest ottering lor the QL Irom
Prospero Software, has several

attractive lectures, and certainly

compares lavourobly with the
other Pascal compilers currently

available.

commands in its standard
library. It you ore Intending tc

use Pro Pascal si

The lull package ol Pro Pascal Is

very similar to the first language
Irom Prospero Software tor the

QL, Pro FORTRAN-77, which was
revelwed In the July Issue.

The compiler is supplied with

sottware on three cartridges.
and .1 ;>Ih.,-.ii MOM. vv.tsk,-, >M
ot the ROM (known as PRL,

'Prospero Resident Library! was
supplied for review; this ROM Is

essential tor compilation. It also
has the run-lime routines tor the
compiled programs, although
Ihere Is a seporate software PRL
on one ol the cartridges il you
wish to run compiled programs
Independent of the ROM.

Like Pro FORTRAN-77. this

Pascal compiler suffers from the
unfortunate omission ot a text

editor, so users have to 'borrow'

one from another software
package to write their own

The manual does not attempt
to teach Pacal to beginners lo

programming, but experts in

SuperBASIC or FORTRAN should
have no difficulty in learning the
elements of Pascal from the

sample source listings on one of

the cartridges, to practise using
the compiler, and help learn the
rudiments ot Pascal.

Compiles

Compilation ot source code is

completed In three steps. The
compiler Itself works In two
passes Placing the tirst cartridge
In mdvl . and typing 'exec
mdvl pas' loads a control

program which. In turn,

the two complla"— -

and supplies the user who u iisi

ol compilation options.

These options nine in total,

allow you to select various
features ol Ihe compiler, such as
creating report files, creating
compact (but slower running)
code, and tracking source
names and line numbers In run
time (to help de-bug run-time
errors). A ralher attractive option
Is one that accepts only strict

Standard Pascal. Pro Pascal
operates to ISO 7185 standard,
but offers a range ot QL specific

The compile' contains a
comprehensive II! '

'

codes, with meaningful etror

messages loaded In from a
separate file (if RAM space is

available) only If compile time

Pass 2 of compilation requires
replacing the first Pascal
cartridge In mdvl with cartridge
2. The Inlrd step, linking to library

routines requires a further
cartridge change. Despite all

these changes, compilation Is

reasonably last. For the simple
example program shown In flg.1.

passes one and two were
completed in two minutes, while
Ihe link step took Iwo and a hall

mlnules. Compilation time Is

limited by mlcrodrlve access
speed; the whole process Is

There are several utility programs
on the cartridges, so It Is

possible lor users to create their

own command libraries. These
libraries can use modules from
Pascal, or from routines wrllten In

Pro FORTRAN-77, or assembler.
With the linker, machine code
programs can be created ol

mixtures of Pascal and
fortban-77 routines The run
time routines In PRL [bolh ROM
and sollware versions] will run
bolh Pro Pascal and Pro
FORTRAN programs

The exomple Pascal program
In tlg.1. was written lo compare
operating speeds ot the
compiled program, with Its

SuperBASIC equivalent. With Ihe
ROM PRL installed, this program
ran in six seconds, compqred
with 95 seconds for the BASIC
version [in a standard QL).

Intereslingly. the Pascal program
ir [nin

>ing the softwan
And, for further comparlsoi
compiled BASIC program r

PHI.

Pro Pasco! provides compact
code {the example program
occupied six mlcrodrlve sectors),

allowing very large programs to

be compiled. In lotal. It Is a very
user-friendly' package, and
Ideal for bolh professional
programmers and amoteurs
experienced in SuperBASIC
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The ZX81 is alive and

well and ZXC keeps

you informed!

yv veritable onslaught of Info

this month with THREE Hems to

FOOTER GAMES. 24 Parstoes

Ave. Dagenham. RM9 5NX have
decided to step Into Software
Farm's shoes [after cleaning
Ihem first, chicken droppings are
most unhygenlc] and are
oflerlng a FREE paper network for

2X81 owners
Notice how modern

lermlnology gets everywhere,
NEWSLETTER has been replaced
by "Paper Network". Still. Garry
Rowland says that ZX81 owners
who want problems solved, news,
contacts, or to air grievances
should write, enclosing a SAE [or

international reply coupon).
In 8-10 weeks the tree

broadsheet with all the
messages will be distributed,

A great idea Garry, now Its up
to all the ZXBIers out there to

lake up your otter and to get
wrmngllll

Extended Basic

Nick Godwin Is another Bastion
tor ZX81ers (No Sir, that's not an
Insult), well known among us old
hands and he has produced
ZX81 EXTENDED BASIC or ZXEB
which provides 44 extra

commands avaltable to those
programming In BASIC

Absolutely Invaluable If you
are a serious programmer giving
commands to manipulate
screen windows, readldate. scan
trie keyboard in different ways,
DEEK, ON.GOTO and many other
useful lunctions all in 2000 bytes!

Avaltable from him at 4 Hurkur
Cres. Eyemouth, Berwickshire,

Scotland. TD14 5AP and costs
£10.00

And last but not least. Arclan
Computer Ventures, 1 Foxwell
Square, Southlields,

Northampton, NN3 5AT have
produced a Dlssambler which Is

very versatile for the more
experienced or ambitious
ZXBter.

They sent us a review copy
It toe 9 the

giant REM we've been building
and it worked like a dream,
even providing simple editing,
convertlon and memory options.

im

1 HEM AS PREVIOUSLY SET

10 LET A$ =" 2 16B42E5CD0442FE0D2
80AD62638F5D61930F1C63FE17723FE0
DC818E7"
100 FOR 1= 17000 TO 17028
110 POKE I 16»C0DE AS+CODE AS (2

>-476

120 LET A$ =A$(3 TO )

130 NEXT I

Although written mainly In

BASIC if nevertheless does a
sterling )ob with the added
benefit of being able to

examine the code to see how
many of the tasks were fackled.

It cost £5.95 and while you're
at 11 enquire about their bi-

monthly ZX81 users magazine,
from the description they gave
me It sounds like and early Issue

of ZXC! (even If you aren't buying
Ihe program drop them a line

and enquire anyway).
NB. Cheques should be made

payable TO MG HUGGINS, and
that goes for MATRE2, their

drawing program, which we
mentioned recently.

The Great Protect

And so on to our REM project.

.

Lasl month a wee gremlin
crept Into Ihe text for fhe page
and the "Get a Letter" routine

1 muddled with fhe

use either a menu or option
system of working II is still very
limiting when you want a series

of characters to be Input, as In

entering a name or commands
for adventure games.

So this month I have provided
a routine to accept a string or

multiple character entry.

The first thing to do Is to set

up a buffer to store the
sequence of characters, I have
used from 17000 fa 17049 which
allows for 5G characters. If you
require more the start the routine

further up in the REM when
setting Ihe base address Note
thai Ihe buffer address Is

absolute and you will have to

modify the code If you want to

We also make use of the
routines published In Ihe lasl

Issue, sorry, but new readers will

have lo gel a copy of the back
9 tot e this!

"Gel a nufiiuei i«

should explain lhat at address
16931 Is a routine lo wait until or

alphabetical character Is

pressed, and at address 16945 li

a routine to wait until a
numerical characer Is pressed.
Now though these are both

very useful for programs which

Enter the code as printed,

RUN Is and SAVE your latest

version of the REM. next month I'

give a routine lo print out the
contents of the buffer, experts
may like Ic

Don't forget, t am still looking
lor YOUR contributions, and as
always there Is some financial

reward for those we use. .

.

See you next month.

l» A G I: Hi
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POND:
Mark Fendrick reports

on latest Sinclair

developments in the

States.

/Vilh all Ihe talk about me QL
over the losl lew months, one
might get Ihe Impression thai
Ihe earlier models hod all but
laded trom the scene here In

North America. In lac), that Is far

from Ihe truth. The situation

concerning the US 2068 differs

Irom that ol the Spectrum line In

the United Kingdom In so much
as Ihe Tlmex version hasn't been
an actively produced micro lor

over three years. You coutd never
walk Into your neighbourhood
compuler store and actually
expect lo buy o TIS 3068 — lei

alone any software or hardware
developed lor lhal micro. Ihe
Amstrad takeover wos hardly (ell

In Ihe American T/S 2068
community lor thai reason While
Amslrad Is still selling the
remaining stock of Speclrum +
and Speclrum 128 computers, an
occasional T/S 2068 can still be
fond along with Ihe T/S 1000 or
TIS 1500 computers-

Yet now. mote than three
years alter Tlmex's abandonment
ol the Sinclair faithful, new
products are still appearing at a
respeclable rale. For those of

you who haven'1 purehosed your
QL yet (so what ore you waiting
tor?), this month we present a
look at the developments fot the
limex'Slnclalr 2068 Colour
Computer.

T/S 2000

When the original TIS 2000 was
announced. It was Identical lo

ihe Speclrum which had Just

mode Its appearance In

England excepl lhal the
Tlmex/Slnclolr name had
replaced thai ol Sinclair alone.
We looked forward lo being
able lo share In Ihe plethora ol
Speclrum software which was
already showing up In Britain,
Unlortunalely, the Federal
Communications Commission
would nol approve the T/S 2000
as it was and II wenl back to Ihe
drawing board lor some
revisions Tlmei used this excuse
lo make some changes in the
ROM as well as Ihe hardware.

Sbytt
: had appeared, fhe

(newly dubbed] TIS 2068 was nol
only Incompatible with
Spectrum hardware, but with Ihe
software as well, Any programs
which we were hoping to use
would have lo be written
specifically lor the American

But that was all right since
flmex was promising to support
third party developers of
hardware and software fot its

new computer. But we all know
that was nol lo be. A lew ol
Quicksilva's games were
modified la work on the
American compuler, bul thai
slopped soon as well.

For Ihe last year and more,
Knighted Computers have come
lo Ihe rescue Located in upstate
New York in Ihe small town of
Fulton. Ray Payne and Joe Alello
hove been obtaining the rights
lo some of Ihe more popular
Speclrum games and have
been modifying them lo work on
fhe unmodltied TIS 2068. Wilh its

bulll In Joystick ports and
Improved sound capabilities,
games playing Is a natural on
ihe T/S 2068. But the games
written lor Ihe Speclrum did not
lake advantage ol these fealures
as Ihey are not available on Ihe
British micro. Thanks to Knighled
Computers. Ihese abilities are
now use by these i

programs.

At the moment Knighled
Computers is ottering more than
thirty converted titles. A! Ihe
Sinclair Compulerlesl held In

May. Knighted Computers
announced that they had
bought Ihe rights lo Durell's line
ol Speclrum software. The
beginning of July sow the lirsl ol
Ihe Durell software joining with
lilies Irom Oulcksilva. Virgin, and
Digital Integration. Look for still

more lilies lo become part of
the Knighted Computer line In
their continuing supporl of the
TIS 2068.

One ol Ihe leading Sinclair

supporl companies since the
early days ol Ihe ZX-81 Is Zebra
Syslems, Inc. The wllhdrawal ol
Timex did nol deter Zebra from
continually seeking out and
developing new products for If

1 lur

s Zebra
he rights

designed for the Portuguese
version of Tlmex's compuler. A
3-inch drive is of Ihe centre of
this package which comes wllh
either T.O.S. (Tlmex Operating
System) or a CPIM operallng
system. In addition lo offering
this storage system, Zebra has
also been converting software to

run wllh Ihe new Tlmex FDD
package
One of the features which

everybody hdd hoped would be
easy lo utilize on fhe T/S 2068
was Ihe abillfy lo display 6d
columns os opposed to Ihe 32
standard on the ZX-81 line ol
micros. Unlortunalely, ollhough
the hardware was designed for

either 32 column or 64 column
display, In order lo use the 64
column mode, a seporate

could be written into your
software if you had knowledge
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of machine code programming
[if could be written In BASIC buf
that is extremely slow) and could
understand fhe poorly written
and printed Timex Technical
Manual [the manual itself has
now been fixed and reprinted
properly by the Time Designs
Magazine Company). However.

by Zebra Systems who h
produced the OS64 cartridge
containing a 64 column
operating system.

The OS64 cartridge (its Inside
the Command Cartridge port of
the T/S 2068 and boots
automatically upon power-up
when it has been Inserted. If

uiilizos Sinclair BASIC almost
identically to the normal
operating system, with tew minor
modifications. It does not,

however, support the T/S 2040 or
Alphacom 32 printers, but will

send hard copy to a lull size
printer using any of the
available Interlaces now on the

Typical of the Zebra Systems
support philosophy, software Is

being designed to lake
advantage of the new operating
system. The program creating
Ihe most Interest at the moment
is Zebra's new ZTERM terminal
software. Previous terminal
emulafion programs only
supported the 32 column mode,
although most commercial
online database services [such
os THE SOURCE and
CompuServe] do not support
anything less lhan 40 colurr-
a number perpetrated by
Commodore Although this

e major problems,
was a constant irritation as
had to gel

ZTERM. In conjunction with OS64
allows 64 column
communications making many
US 2068 telecommunicator
happy.

T/S 2068 owners, while being
very proud of, and fiercely loyal

to, their computers, have often
envied the owners of those
'other' computers (or certain
pieces of software not available
lo T/E users. One such popular
programls PRINTSHOP whose
products appear everywhere
you turn. About a year ago,
Zebra systems came up with
"Greeting Cor Designer" which
was simitar to PRINTSHOP.
although if could only print
greeting cards. Following the
natural progression. Zebra has
now released "Banner Designer"
and "Poster Designer" for the T/S

2068. Using the ability to print
from a graphics library and
assorted fonts, these two
programs, in conjunction with
"Greeting Card Designer" give
Ihe user Ihe abilities previously

computer owners. Long
continuous banners are printed
on full size computer paper
using "Banner Designer" and
posters are printed on 8Vi x 11

Inch paper using "Poster

Designer".

Zebra Systems' catalogue lists

many new products (as V~" ~

continuing to solicit i

new products) and is certainly
worth writing tor. Don't forget to— ZX Computing monthly

CPM Until n
stumbling block to having CP/M
on the Sinclair computer was
the normal 32 column display.
CP/M software generally requires
an 80 column display along
with either on 8 Inch or 5V« inch
lloppy drive system. This was a
natural chollenge for AERCO
who produced the firsl floppy
disc drive interfaces for Ihe
Sinclair computers In the days ol

the ZX-81.

Buf it did not come easily. The

two years ago but did not make
Ifs appearance until the
Computerfest. RPfM Is a fully

licensed version of CP/M to run n
the DS 2068. II contains a screen
driver which delivers o lull 80
column display and will run any
of the numerous software written
for olher CPM systems. Imagine
running Wordstar on your T/S

2068. That's exactly what you
could have seen ol Ihe AERCO
demonstration or booth at the
Computerfest I

AERCO too Is making CP/M
software available which Is

appropriate for use on out
micros I am now awaiting on
evaluation system from AERCO
and will have a full report In Ihe

you may write lo AERCO.
As you can see. although the

T/S 2068 has been out of
production for more lhan three
years, and Ihe Spectrum was
never Introduced here [and we
don't expect ever lo see the
Spectrum 128). development has
not slopped. The T/S 2068 user [as
well as the T/S 1000/1500 user) slill

' support for his

Knighted Computers
707 Highland Sfreet
Fulton, NY 13069
63157 593-8219
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This,

the cause of many Specirums
being relegated 1o Ihe toy bo;
by frustrated novice
programmers.

Working that

work, he toped in th

ot his two children, one to draw
the graphics and the other to
write Ihe programs which are to

agree that h
anyone into

program

>k will not turn

ster

s tight style

comparatively low price.

Starting with the rudiments ot

the 'daunting' Spectrum
keyboard, the lirst chapter
spends all Its lime on keyboard

n of the
Spectrums capabilities as the
first program on the tape. Each
chapter Is called a unit so thai
you can use the book as a day
by day tutorial.

Programming begins in Ihe
second unit with the PRINT

ncorrectly typed piece ol text.

changes utilising the
w rouna knowledge gleaned
m the preceding text.

Unit 3 is called Simple Sums
Dads and Mums which
derlines a second level ot

erest in the course. Parents
in join In the tun with this

iok'5 aid and share on interest

Basically Speaking

Jim Maitland

Computer Publications

£8.95

t comes as a bit of a surprise lo

find a book published in 1986
on basic Basic programming.
Jim Maitland defends this move
by insisting thdt most of the
books available on this subjecl
e difficult (or the beginner to

BASICALLY
SPEAKING...
programming tor vorybody

iry to achli

The way In whic
the book develop;
natural that it is ot
lot ol thought wen-
construction ot thi;

chapter's correspo
program may new
software charts bu

e their

•ious lhat o
into the
book. Each
idlng tape
r top the
they certainly
by adding

Eric Doyle emerges

from behind the

bookpile to review a

Basic tutor, a guide to

languages and a

computing

encyclopaedia.

Alternative Languages
for the Spectrum
Richard Hurley, David
Virgo
Duckworth
£6.95

Allhough Ihe Spectrum Is

blessed with Its own Basic
language this does nol mean it

Is the besl one for all purposes.
Many other languages exist and
this book Is description ol the
range available for the
Spectrum user.

The problem with an
alternative language is that It

occupies space which would
normally be free for

programming. Obviously this

puts memory at a premium,
what good Is a language If

there's no space to write a
programme using It?

Out of necessity the w

the necessary h

By the end o:

major keyword I

discussed in sufficient detail with
many little programming hints

and tips along the way. If this

were all lhat the book contained
it would be sufticienl, but there's

The appendices to the book
carry sample solutions to the

unit and there are further
exercises tor the really keen

r. Mallland does explain
that the si

merely interpretatioi s ol the

:eptable.

rogram is not whether
i Bully written, but if it

I would highly ret

Is book io anyone

knowledge of computers. The
book Is packed with informati

g to

e style n that it

sweeps you along at a
comfortable pace. Enquiries c
be directed to the author al
Computer Publications, 5
Western Drive, Shepperton,
Middlesex TW17 BHJ.

rnpler It the
flexibility ot full blown operating
systems and the authors carefully
point oul Ihe more obylous
omissions.

Each language Is given Its

own chapter and the in-depth
approach of Ihe book trnsmlts

an essence of each system by
looking in detail al Ihe

available through them.
The languages dealt with are

C-Language FORTH. LOGO.m
inthly September



Micro-PROLOG, Pascal, PILOT and
some of the specific
applications languages Games
Designer, The Quill, HURG and
Wliil.-: lightning.

The Infroduction to each
chapter defines the language in

terms of its development and the
special features of (he existing
Spectrum implementations A
Basic program is then compared
to its equivalent under the new
language ond this Is used as a

basis for a suitably detailed look
at the architecture and
commands available

The approach of the book is

fo be machine-dependent but
tries not to tie ilsell too closely to

specific software pockoges This
attitude obviously breaks down
when discussing the specific
application languages These
are dealt with briefly but
informatively in o single chapter
at the end of the book. The

sections do not go ir

syntax la I analyses bi
enough about each
prospectivr

The book is not merely a
buyers' guide but an effective
overview ot the whole language
market. Even if you are not
contemplating buying a
package it is an enjoyable way
to spread your horizons beyond

Computers and
Information Processing
Gerald and Myrna
Silver
Harper & Row Ltd.

£17.95

digging into a rich, light pocked with colourful diagrams
fruitcake, lots of nutrition but and photographs and even an
easily digested and just a little old hack like me can find plenty
goes a long way, ot Interest In Its pages, For a

Though the book will age with serious-minded beginner to
time, It Is bang up to date with computing, this gives an
the latest laser technology and excellent overview of the
also contemplates future computer age and should be
developments. As you may found In every public and
gather I'm Impressed, it not school library. 11 will certainly
overawed, by this book. It Is lake pride ol place In mine

1 %£&&
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content but In weight. It is a o -^Z'.Z -(™n

forming a browsable «- "••"'

encyclopaedia of computer 111 m™,.**!^
—*

systems and their applications.
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This high qualify publication >i <l'"i .iiiinu«.,„
has the distinction ot being of „ ;',~"','„! "',"""'

American origin but 1 shan't hold " '"
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1

1 1
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1
'

thought ot a sub]ect, perused
the Index and, lo and behold,
there was a reference.

something they haven't at least
mentioned but I've yet to find It.

Peripherals, languages,
programming, careers,
application software . .

.

everything.

The book naturally has a
heavy business applications
leaning but this Is no
disadvantage because what
happens In business today
percolates through to home
computing tomorrow

course textbook in computing
but I've kept Ihls a secref until

now because it Is nonlheless an
excellent read. Lacking the
dryness of my impression of a
textbook, It Is still very serious In
ils opproach. Reading It Is like

§£K

; ;=::..„

-

I
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Free modems? What

next? News of

Micronet's latest offer

plus a round-up of

what's new on the

network.
^>ne of Ihe biggest (actors

preventing people from taking
Ihe lunge into electronic
communications Is the need, or

rather the cost, ot buying a
modem. Maybe you can afford

Ihe phone bills and registration

lees, but until recently even the
cheapest modem could set you
back almost £100.

But now you've got no excuse
tor not logging on, because
Micronet are giving away free

modems when you subscribe to

a year's membership fat a cost

of £66). The modems that they're

giving awoy are the Modem
2000 Tor Ihe Beeb machine, and,
ol course, the Prism VTX 5000.

The 5000 was specifically

designed for use with the
Spectrum. It's simple to use and
has proved to be highly popular
probobly bringing more
Spectrum <

I ii e necessary
software is built Into the modem
and it plugs Into the Spectrum's
p«r pheral port just like anyother
piece ol equipment. Barring

jnllkely to get

current £66, so It you've been
thinking about Joining Micronet
news the lime (ond remember,
membership ot M'net al:

you access to Prestel's vasi

information network).

The Spectrum
Database
There's more to Micronet than
just talking about computers, o
Ihe machines are |ust your
pathway Into the

e you're there you can

r. there are special
areas, known as mini-databases,
devoted to each of the most
popular home micros and,
naturally enough, that Includes

Ihe Spectrum.
The Spectrum database Is

guile extensive. Not only are
there the usual hint and tips,

charats, reviews ot hardware and
software, but the Spectrum also
has It's own chatllne where you
can talk to other owners about
oil things Spectrumy. In tact the
Spectrum database even has Its

own mint-mini- database, called
Spectacular.

Spec-Tacular ts edited by Its

three founders, Michael Kent.

Robert Garbutt ond Dr. Mike Sun,

and includes its own reviews
sections as well as an inier.^iinq

club known as S.U.T.U.G.

This stands lor Spectrum User

To User Group., and at the
moment the group has over 700
members. Amongst the many
programs that you can
download from Micronet for your
own use is one called ihe VTX
User To User software This can
be downloaded from Micronet
tor |ust £3 49 and allows owners
ot VTX 5000 modems to link their

Specttums directly together over

the 'phone without Micronet
acting as an Intermediary (no
charges for sending messages,
other than the 'phone bill]. Wilh

this software you can not only
send messages directly to your

friend on the other end of the

'phone, you can also transfer

BASIC and machine code files

are S.U.T.U.G. members all over
Britain, and the Spec-Tocular
pages Include an Index of all

members listed according to

Spec-Tacular recently

conducted a poll among Its

users which revealed them to be
a fairly serious bunch, more
Interested In applications and
utilities than In games. So If

you're looking for some heavy-
duly computer talk you know
where to look.

Micronet and P.H.A.B.

Between now and 30th
November you have the chance
to win £1.000 cash In Ihe
competition that Micronet Is

running In conjunction with
PHAB, the organisation whose
work Is to promote
understanding between the
Physically Handicopped and
Able-Bodied,

The aim of the competition Is

to write a piece of educational
software which will help lo

bodied of the problems that
society creates for physically
handicapped people.

Any software submitted must
run on a standard 48K Spectrum,
BBC IS. CBM 64 or Amstrad
machlne.and It should be
clearly marked which machine
"ne software is Intended for.

Thefl
IE!!?8

£1,000, and Micronet
may negotiate with the runners
up tor the use of their soffware In

Its Telesoffware area. Further
details about the competition
can be obtained from Micronet
or from David Wrinch ol PHAB on
01-388-1963.

Shades
Hopefully, by the time you read
this. Shades. Micronet's new
multi-user game, should be up
and running. Shades wos
featured last issue, and Is

Micronet's answer to MUD, Unlike

MUD, Shades has no registration

when you're playing It. so you
should be able to ]oln In Ihe fun
without faking out a second
mortgage.

For further information on
to. Micronet, 8
don EC1R 5EJ.

n any subject under fhe proceed uith caution !
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